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IT^TRODUCTION 
Oxidative Degradation of Cellulose-aoetate Rayon 
Although cellulose-aoetate rayon has been manufactured conuneroially 
for more than two decades, little has been published ooncerning its 
action with bleaching agents and tliat wliich has appeared has been 
contradictory. This study of the effect of the oxidizing agents, 
aqueous potassium permanganate, aoidio potassium permanganate, sodium 
peroxyborate, neutral calcium hypochlorite, and sodium N-ohloro-£;-
toluene8ulfonamide,is therefore of practical interest. It also provides 
a basis for compairing the oiotion of these oxidants on cotton cellulose, 
regenerated-oellulose rayon, and cellulose-acetate rayon, inasmuch as a 
similar study, begun in 1937, had been made in this laboratojy of the 
first tvro textiles. 
Thermal Degradation of Sonio Oellulosio Textiles by Steam 
Although steam is used widely for processing and sterilizing 
cellulosic textiles, there are fev< quantitative data available as to the 
degradation it produces. This study of the action of steam at various 
temperatures on the copper number, weight, and wet strength of unbleached 
cotton cellulose, bleached cotton cellulose, regenerated-oellulose rayon, 
and cellulose-acetate rayon compares the behavior of these textiles 
under the same experimental conditions. 
IffiVIM OP LITERATURE 
Oxidative Degradation of Cellulose-aoetato Kayon 
Although oxidation is common practice in textile prooessing, no^vhere 
is it of greater importance than in bleadiing. Both oxidative and 
reductive bleaching viere known to ancient peoples, but, while some 
reducing bleaches are still used, oxidants are predominantly employed 
now. Several comprehensivB reviews of the history of bleaching are 
available (240, 24E, 266, 495), but a brief sumrey is pertinent. 
Early history of bleaching; substitution of sulfuric aoid for sour milk 
Chinese historians maintain that cotton was bleached as early as 
2300 B«C. (144)• The first method of bleaching ivaB that by atmospheric 
oxidation. Briefly, this procedure involved alternate steeping of the 
textile in an alkalino bath and oxposiire of It to the action of sun and 
air before "souring" or neutraliaation of tho alkalino impregnation. 
For centuries the process of bleaching remained essentially the same viith 
sour milk the acidic reagent for neutralization. The first attempt to 
put bleaching on a scientific basis vw.b the substitution of sulfuric acid 
for sour milk, a change which reduced the tine of bleaching from eight 
to four months (1, 238, 240). Thoro is some disagreement as to when and 
by whom this substitution was proposed} it has been attributed to the 
Scots in 1728 and 1770 4B0), to a Dr. Home of jekiinburj^h about 
1750 (238) or to a Dr. Koebuok of Edinburgh (390). According to Diggins 
(240), T)r. Home in 1750 Eup;|T;egt©d the substitution of sulfuric acid 
for sour mirtc and Dr. Roebucl<''s cnntr5.but5.on v/ar. a cheapor manufacture 
of this aoid. 
Isolation of chlorine and its first use in bleaching 
The isolation of chlorino in 1774 by Schoole led, largely because 
of the efforts of Rerthollet (230, 266), to a limited use of this gas 
and its aqueous solutions in bleaching, but control of concentration 
v/aB difficult and poor results aroused the animosity of bleachers. 
Strangely, the view persists that bleaching with atmospheric oxygen 
is the ideal method and that other oxidants are used solely for saving 
time and labor. The Gennan literature of laundering, especially 
after the first 'ft'orld lilar, is filled ivith controversy as to the advis­
ability of uaiang "oxygenated" soaps or chlorine-bearing compounds or 
of depending upon air and sun for bleaching (66, 68, 73, 114, 122, 148, 
190, 193, 224, 225, 226, 243, 281, 2B9, 290, 292, 317, 323, 327, 397, 
443, 479, 511), Hauser (221) has described textiles bleached by the 
sun in Central America as falling apart approximately three times as fast 
as those mshed v/ith "oxygenated" soap. 
The Tennant Patent for bleaching pov/der 
January 23, 1798 Tennant secured a patent for the absorption of 
chlorine by various alkaline-earth oarbonates or oxidea in the presence 
of imtei', but the patent was rescinded after litigation proved that 
the method had been used by others for several years. In 1799 
Tennant secured a patent for the absorption of fr.aseous chlorine by lime 
(239, 390) o This bleaching pov/der waa used almost exclucivoly for a 
century. The LeBlanc process made chlorine more cheaply available, 
Faraday's liquefaction of chlorine facilitated its transportation, 
and in 1888 liquid chlorine was produced commercially by Badische Anilin 
und Soda Pabrik. The electrolytic production of chlorine further 
cheapened it and extended its use (SOS). 
Sodium and potassium hypochlorite 
Derthollet, one of the first to advocate the use of chlorine in 
bleaching, prepared eau de Javelle, named after its original place of 
manufacture, bjr passing gaseous chlorine into aqueous potassium carbonate. 
Later, sodium carbonate was substituted and the product called eau de 
Labarraque, but now the terra eau de Javelle is applied to either solution 
(319). Sodium hypochlorite is usod extensively in bleaching, especially 
in laundries; in 1928 it was stated that bleaching powder was not usod 
in modem laundries (380). Sodium hypochlorite is usually prepared at 
the bleachery by the oleotrolysis of sodium chloride (44). 
Other sources of availablo chlorine 
Available chlorine from sources other than bleaching powder and 
hypochlorites has received considerable attention. Recently sodium 
ohlorito lius been widely ad-rertis©d (85, 12ci, 5S4, ^98, 4fi4, 465, 490, 517) j 
it is said (a) to bo stable up to 150° 0. in contrast to the hypochlorites 
and bleaching poivder r;}iich arc at loiv te^iperature in order to avoid 
forination of chlorate, (b) to huvo an uxidizint; power equivalent to 130 
per cent available chlorine, and (c) to be especially useful, inasmuch 
as chlorite is used in aoid bath, for bleaching cellulose-acetate rayon 
and matte silk. Other sources of available chlorine include those in 
vihioh the chlorine is organically combined, such as tert-butyl hypo­
chlorite (79, 253, 320), W-alkylpyridinium hypohalito (354), Bucoinchlor-
oixtiide (522), M-ohlorosulfonamides (485), the sodium salt of N-chloro-
^-toluenesulfonamido, and H,H~diohloro-'p-toluen0Sulfonamide, The sodium 
salt of W-chloro-p-toluenesulfonnmido or its mixture v;ith soap po\irders 
is sold in Fngland as Washington Bleach and in Germany as Aktivin, Bedos, 
Chloremine-T, Chioramin-Heyden, Chloraaene, F/akiix's Antiseptic, G-ansil, 
Glekoaa, Ivaltbleiohe, Mannolit, iyiianiu, Purus, rj^os, Toohlorino, 
Tolamine, and Zauberin (5, 114, 148, 150, 226, 502); N,H-diohloro-p-
toluenosulfonainido is sold as 'Pera]rt:i vin (120, 153, 154). 
Sodium N-ohloro-p-toluenesulfonamide 
M i n i  I I  •  I I  I r * ^  I I  1  -  -  r — r  -  i i  I  •  •  —  
Sodium N-ohloro-£-tolu0nesulfonamide ims first described in 1905 
by Chattaway (148, 153, 426) and used during the first Vforld Y'ar by 
Eakin as a disinfectant for vrnter (148). Its mild oxidizing action is 
shOTOi by the fact that the solid will oxidize a primary alcohol only to 
an aldehyde (426)• It is in no sense a competitor of the inorganic sources 
of chlorine booauso it doos not bleach to n full whitoj it has been 
recommended only for mild bleaching v/here complete removal of color is 
not essential such as in boiling of laundrj'', as a preliminary to dyeing, 
for printing, for removal of stain, and for disinfection (5, 114, 120, 
149, 151, 210, 330, 479), It has been especially reoommendod for bleach­
ing regonerated-celluloEe re^yon readily degraded by inorganic sournos of 
available chlorine (5, 151, 222, 479), In the presence of acid it fonns 
the dichloro compound, a more active bleach (5, 153, 154). iOctivin h&s 
been rocommondad for solubilizing starch and for desizing cotton and 
rayons (5, 152), 
Mechanism of reaotion between active ohlorine and cellulosio textile 
Recent v/ork on compounds yielding active chlorine has included a 
study of the TTKichanism of reaotion botv/een chloriniferous conpound and 
cellulosio substance (12, 102, 13B, 273, 274, 275, 344, 352, 377, 439, 444, 
509), The proteins of the r&vf cotton are thought to be cleaved to amino 
aoide and the latter deaminated to form aminonia viiich is chlorinated to 
ohloramino. After-yellovving of chlorine-bleached cellulosio fibers is 
supposedly due to the presoyice of chlojramines. 
Dissociation constant of hypochlorous acid; pH and catalysis in bleaching 
ihe dissociation constant of hypochlorous acid has been reported 
as 6.7 X 10"^0 (368), l x 10'® (324), 3.01 x 10"® (202), and 3.7 x 
(ill). The importance of pH in bleaching with hypochlorite has been 
7. 
stressed repoatedly (7, 23, 59, 83, 88, D3, 138, 181, 207, 24:1, 332, 342, 
421, 461, 519)} tha pH at v;hich Ereateat damago to cellulosic fibor occurs 
has been generally agreed to bo seven, and oxidation in aoidic bathe has 
been found sloT«r and lees severe than that in alkaline baths. Certain 
metals and their alloys and metallic salts and oxides are knowi to 
accelerate the decomposition of chlorine-bearing compounds; among these 
catalysts are cobalt, copper, iron, manganese, niclcol, titanium, aiid zinc; 
monel metal, hov/evor, is i-esisbant to the action of chlorine (98, 288, 293, 
348, 423, 483)« After it v/as found that the oxidation of cotton cellulose 
Tf;ith hypoohlorito was accelerated by certain reduced vat dyes, the reaction 
of colored substances normally present or artificially incorporated was 
studied (43, 1X5, 438, 4'-i0, 441, 4C2). 
Conoontration of chlorine in bleaching baths 
Concentration of bleaching bath has been varied according to the fiber 
and degree of whiteness dcsiredj usual concontrations have been solutions 
0.25° to 0.50° Baumo or T^wddel T.'hich correspond approximately to tenth­
normal solutions. Concentrations 0.01 to 0.6 per cent active chlorine on 
the weight of the textile have also been reoominonded (15, 30, 80, 105, 262, 
398, 428, 483), 
Discovery and history of hydrogen poroxide and sodium pero:itide 
Although hydrogen peroxide v;as identified in 1018, eight years after 
the discovery of sodium peroxide by 'Xhenard and by Gay-Lussac (217, 266, 396, 
406), its introduction into textile industry for bleaching silk (266, 507), 
about 1878, was not iraraediately follov;ed by v/ido adoption because of its 
high price, instability in solution, und coat of transportation. In 1884 
tho use of hydrogen peroxide v;as described as a "nev/ method of bleaching"; 
tho use of barium peroxide vj-ith stabilizers such as alValine borates, 
animonium chlorido, salts of fatty acids, and silicates xms also described 
(358), Altiioue^h it has been stated that Koeohlin vms the first to bleach 
cotton vdth hydrogen peroxide \vh0n in 1888 he shov/ed that ootton vras satis­
factorily v/liitened if the peroxide v/ao used v/l.th nodium silicate and sodium 
}iydro;iide, t)io bleaching of cotton and linen v.'ith hydrojjen poro:xido had been 
described as the safest method laiown as early as 1886 (48), In 1889 Koeohlin 
used hydrogen peroxide with calcined magnesia (298, 299, 200, 395, 507) and 
Justin-J'iieller bleached cotton wxtl-i barium peroxide (266), It vma early 
recognized that hydrogen peroxide, v/ith v;ater as the sole by-product of 
reaction, ms an ideal oxidant, out its adoption in bleaching came late. 
Acid used to stabilize solutions slowed bleaching and salts as stabilizing 
agents were undesirable because of their action on the textile, Tihile 
sodium peroxide was more ecoiiomically transportable than hydrogen pni-oxide, 
ib suffered from the same disadvantage of requiring; stabilizers and the 
additional disadvantages of forming salts on neutralization and of being 
dangerous to handle because of vigorouG reaction vjitl:i. vjater or organic 
compounds (30), As time passed tho availability of concentrated solutions 
of hydrogen poroxide incronsof] its uoo; tho elotrolytic preparation of thirty 
and fortjf pyr cent hydrogen peroxide of great stability, transportable in 
glass carboys, aluminum drums, and tank cars ,lias made hj'-drogen poroxide a 
keen competitor of the chlorine bloaches (40 3, 519), The latest development 
is continuous peroxide bleaching (99, 100, 417), 
9 
OtVier sourcos of o:g/i?.en i.n bleaohilnf; 
Many substitutes for sodium peroxide and liydrogen peroxide have been 
suggested. These include dichromate, dithionite, perborax (NagB^Og.lOHgO), 
peroarbonato, porox^rborate, peroxj^disulfRto, peroxymonosulfurio aoid 
(Biancal), perphosphate, and porsilicato (26, 70, 110, IIG, 118, 135, 170, 
186, 228, 287, 313, 341, 367, 369, 403, 449, 450, 456, 476, 520)j the 
persulfatos are generally stated to havo oxidizing vdthout bleaching action 
(70, 295, 326), Amonf; the organic oxygen-yielding compounds which have been 
suggested for bleaching aro the monoperhydrate of urea (3(NH2)2C0.Hg02) (459), 
the diporhydrate of urea ((M2)2C0.2H202) (466), and perhydrates of acetamide, 
asparagine, betaine, hexamethylenetetromine, mannitol, pinaool, succinamide, 
urethane (143, 367), and oxygen-yielding alkyl sulfates such as Ondel \V-20 
(228), 
Catalysis in bleaching mth peroxides 
Tho presence of enzymee, metallic salts of aluminum, chromium, copper, 
iron, manganese, molybdenum, and tungsten, and metallic gold, mercury, 
platinum, and silver has been reported as extremely deleterious in peroxide 
bleaching (9, 76, 106, 107, 119, 134, 143, 155, 172, 180, 216, 264, 277, 304, 
322, 325, 346, 348, 382, 492, 525); metals, including alviminum, lead, 
magnesim, niokol, tin, titanium, and zinc, alloys such as monol metal and 
18-8 stainless steel, and cement and wood have been described as satisfac­
tory for equipment in peroxide bleaching (S, 9, 63, 141, 188, 216, 304, 322, 
325, 350, 382, 504)» Stainless steel has been said to be resistant to 
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corrosion but to daotroy a lather of soap (49). Pi'oposed stabilizers and 
compounds for improving blo&ohing properties of peroxide solutions include 
ammonium hydroxide, aluminum oxide, dried amorphouE silicon dioxide, 
colloidal silioic ncid, sodium hydrogon oartionate, '^Joric and phosphoric 
acids, tin salts, barium, cadmium, calcium, mr^nesium, and zinc silicates, 
sulfates, or stannates, acetone and other aliphatic viater-soluble ketones, 
casein, gelatine, glue, grey cotton, soap, polyhydroxy confounds such as 
dulcitol, mannitol, and glucosides, hydroxylated compounds of the aromatic 
series such as^-naphthol, reaorcinol, hydroquinone, ohloi-ohydroquinone, 
and guaiaool, organic acids such as aminosulfonic, barbituric, benzoic, 
iso-butylenenaphthalenosulfonic, citric, fat, lactic, lysalbic, oxalic, 
protalbic, resin, salicylic, tannic, tartaric, and uric, and their salts, 
and raiscellanoous compounds such as aoetanilido, esters, lgepon~T, and 
laurjrl sulfate (45, 63, 78, 86, 87, 155, 163, 164, 17n, 176, 1B7, 211, 2S0, 
231, 250, 260, 280, 285, 304, 314, 322, 339, 346, 364, 383, 387, 419, 425, 
448, 466, 467, 468, 476, 484, 492), Acotanilido, acot-j>-phonotidins, 
ainiline, a.ntipyrino, and phthalimide have bean listed as "catalyst poisoners" 
(163). 
Concentration of poroxide uaad in bleaching 
Concontrations of peroxides used in bleaching have varied widely, 
according to textile, desired v/hitoness, temperature, and pre-treatment 
(13, 16, 50, 51, 109, 179, 255, 316, 381, 391), For bleaching rayon sodium 
peroxide has been recommended in concentration of one pound in 100 pounds 
11. 
of water (0«25 at 60 to 70° C. for thirty to forty-five minutes (179), 
Hydrogen peroxide has been uned in coni'entrati ons from 0,1 r.ran of oxygen 
per liter (0.0125 _N) for rayons (-197, 4.98) to one~norr»al solutions for 
ohappe silk and v/ool (27, 177, 318)), Sodium peroxyborate has been employed 
in solutions 0,01 N to 0.35 N for bleaching rayon (28, 51, 192, 219, 301, 
501), 
Sodivun peroxyborate 
Sodium peroasyborate has been used for light bleaching as v/ith pavdered 
soap, for removal of stain, and for bleaching delicate fabrics of lace and 
velvet (8, 58, 67, 170, 246, 261, 279, 284, 335, 374, 378, 389, 455, 463, 
500, 508, 521); borux formed upon hydrolysis of peroxyborate has not been 
considered deleterious to textiles (261, 454); sodium peroxyborate has been 
proposed for degumming silk v/hen an oxidant is desired (470), It has been 
suggested as a replacement for sodium peroxide in the laboratoiy because it 
is safe and of equal potency (6), Sodium peroxj,^>;orate was once considered 
a perhydrate (139) v;hich yielciod hydrogen peroxide in solution; however, a 
solution containing quantities of boric acid, hydrogen peroxide, and 
sodimn hydroxide equivalent to sodium porojfyborate has been found to de­
compose more rapidly (320), Various commercial soap pcvvders such as 
Persil, Clarax, Ozenit, and Perborin M contain this salt, while tho salt 
itself in sold as Perborin (335, 500), 
Potassium poriiiariganate 
Potassium permanganate vras first used as a bleaching agent by Tessie' 
du Motay in 1856 (266), It has since received sporadic attention but has 
12, 
never attained any importance in the textile industry, probably because 
of its f!;reater price ns compared mth chlorine- ond ox;v'-p;on-hearinp 
hleaches (37, 183, 194)., al+.hou^':h it has r.O!nptin«s hoon used for removal of 
stain and for bleachinf, fine laces and unions (140, 245, 258, 202, 312, 329, 
366, 422, 442, 475, 478, 510). The iise of potassium permanganate has been 
said to result in yellovdng, perhaps because of the presence of calcium or 
iron salts (183, 488), Allcaline solutions of potassium permanganate have in 
general been considered very degrading to cotton (286, 291, 336, 337, 375) 
although Doree and Healey (124) found the reaction betv/esn cellulose and 
potassium permanganate minimal at pH 9 and the products of reaction different 
on either side of this pH« The use of hydrochloric acid has usually been 
B.voided in bleaching vfith pemanganato because the chlorine released in the 
reaction between the acid and permanganate vra,s believed to tender the 
textile (286), but Dutoit (152) has recommended the use of hydrochloric acid 
v;ith potassium peimanganate. Concentrations of permanganate from 0,001 to 
0,006 M have been used in bleaching of textiles (329, 366), although higher 
concentrations have been used for removal of stain. 
Comparison of blcaohing vAth hydrogen peroxide or sodium peroxide and 
bloaching powder or hypochlorite 
Bleaching with peroxides and bleaching with inorganic hypochlorites 
are generally competitive processes and opinion differs as to the merits 
of each. As late as 1923 Trotmon (478) stated that cotton is bleached 
almost exclusively by compounds of chlorine. Since the wide adoption of 
lo« 
peroxide it seems preferred for 'hlenohine; ootton (77, 229, 232, 305, 343, 
357, 386, 410) hecauso of the 'better or more pormanont whiteness and greater 
strength of the residual textile, although occasionally there is a statement 
that hypochlorite is preferable or more v/idely used (46, 52, 53), An 
accurate statement tliat can be made is that after proper bleaching no 
difference can be determined between a textile bleached with active chlorine 
and the same textile bleached v/ith peroxide (64, 499), Rayon and staple 
rayons have been said to be weakened and more dolustered by bleaching with 
hydrogen peroxide and per-salts tlian with chlorine bleaching liquor, but 
some authors have preferred hydrogen peroxide for bleacliing rayon (17, 129, 
265), A softer hand has bean claimed for oxygen-bleached rayon "Hmn for 
that bleached with active chlorine (229), but nitrocellulose rayon has 
been said to have a harsher hand vjhen bleached v/ith oxj-gexi tiian v/hen bleached 
v/ith bloachin^i powder (129), Chlorine bleaches have been said to have the 
disadvantage of rendering the t05rbile liable to yellov/inp;, while peroxide 
yields a poj-manent white (39, 191, 41B, 4o0). The use of hj'-drogen peroxide 
as an antichlor is increasing, inasmuch as a permanent viiite may tlius be 
obtained for cellulosic textiles bleached with chloi'ine (39, 303, 357, 412), 
^lother disadvantage of chlorine bleaching has been that the bath should be 
used cold 'bo avoid formation of non-bleaching chlorate, whereas peroxide 
has been preferably used at elovatod temperature (117, 418, 460), Peroxide-
bleached textiles have been said to require less rinsing than those bleached 
v/ith active chlorine (306), 
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Coiapa.ri3on of bleaohing -y/ith sodium peroxyborgte and sodium Jl-chloro-^-
toluone su Ifonamide 
Just as for intensive bleeohinf'; sodium and hydrogen r)eroxide(3 com­
pete with the hypoclilorites and bleaohing pov;dor, on a smaller scale 
sodium peroxyborato and sodium j^-chloro-jj-toluenesulfononiids are competi­
tive oxidants in the field of mild bleaching;. Both of the latter have 
beon rGcommojided for household uso ^1^3, 370, 494, Bin), but each 
oompound has its ardent adherents, and espeoially in Germariy after World 
V'»ar I there was much discussion about the relative lasrits of each, with 
honors apparently oqujilly divided (66, (58, Vg, 114, 12H, 148, 169, 190, 
193, 224, 225, 226, 243, 2B1, 2B9, 290, 292, 317, 32S, 327, 397, 443, Rll). 
Both my be used in mrm treatment, but ^ vhereas sodium poroxyborate is 
largely decomposed in a short time at the boiling temperature of water, 
Chloramine-T may be boiled without loss of active chlorine and inay, in 
fact, be reorystalliaed from boiling water (114, 141i, 443)« Sodium 
peroxyborate is more satisfactory in removal of stain (65, 68, 114, 283). 
Chloramine-T has the advantage that it is not sensitive to catalytic de­
composition by coppcr (148, 397), although Urauer (68) scoffed at the idea 
of catalytic decomposition of poroxyboruta by oopporj ho washed cotton 
with Persil (a pov/derod soap containing sodium peroxyi-orate), with cu.-d 
soap, and soap pox-zder and oVsorved but little (greater loss in strength by 
the Persil-'imshed fabrics than by those washed with curd soap or Ec:)ap 
powder# Both Glilortwiino-T and sodium perox^'^borate have beon said to solubilize 
staroyi (28o), but only the latter has beon said to yolloiv it (114). 
Oxidation of oellulosio substances 
'ihile tho literature concerning oxidation of cellulose is voluminous, 
little has appeared about the oxidation of oallulose acotate. descrip­
tion of the preparation of tho ester was published by bchutzonboi'ger in 
1B65 (429, 4^50)« Acot;i,'-lation of cellulose to study its dof!;radation was 
used subsequently by several v/orkors, but cellislose acetato itself did 
not reach commercial importanoe as a fiber until almost sixty years after 
its discoveiy (244). Cellulose-aoetato "silk" v/as first patented by 
IjOderer in 1906 (81), but its adoption as a textila fiber was delayed 
by difficult dyeing, 
Althotif,h "chemical" bloachinn vms practiced almost a centur;v' earlier, 
and although it was knovm tliat bleaching vfith active chlorine frequently 
vms injurious to textiles, there vwlb no concerted effort to study oxida­
tion in connection with bleaching until Witz described "oxycallulose'' in 
1P)82 (IOd, 104, 171, 427)# His v/ork Tms a povrerful stiinulus to investiga­
tion and one finds in the literature from that time to tho present raimerous 
refei'ences to tho subjoct. lixcellent reviev/s are available (42, 85, 112, 
lis, 178, Jil8, 340, 431, 486). Despite the voluminous literature, little 
is knOTiTi of mode of o^ridation, nnd it is generally oonsidored that oxidized 
cellulose is a oomplox mixture of unnhan[:;od cellulose and the products of 
its oxidation. Kalb and Falkonliauson (269) oxidized with potassium 
permanganate cellulose dissolved in ouprammonium solution and found evidence 
that ^•;luouronic! acid was formed vihilc the product vm.s still of high molar 
nature. Jackson and Hudson (?>56, 257) have shovm that oxidation of 
cellulose with periodii! acid brings about oleavare of the bond between 
IC, 
carboa atoms t\vo and tliroo and oxidation of those alooholio groaps to 
aldohydes, Kenyon, Yackol, and Tlnruh (4:^7, R24) have oxidized colluloso 
v/ith nitrofjon dioxide and noted selBctivo oxidative action of primary 
alcoholic groups; the oxidized colluloso was characterized by higher 
copper numbers retention of fibrous structure, and lack of friability. 
i.hey concluded that little deRradation ocGuxrred and ascribed the high 
copper numbo)- to hydrolysis. Althouf^h there has been much speculation as 
to the mode of reaction botv/een oxidant and cellulose, these are the only 
reactions which are known specifically, 
(luantitative estiiiation of reducing pov^er of cellulosic substances 
?Aich work has been devoted to determining the extent of oxidation 
of cellulose, Y/itz noted that "oxj'-cellulose" had reducing properties, 
the basis of tlie most comnionly used tost for degradation. This test is, 
hov/aver, complicated, since other forms of degraded cellulose - "hydro-
colluloae", "photocellulose", and "pjrrocelluloss" - also shav enhanced re­
ducing power. The most nommon method for determination of the reducing 
power of cellulose is the copper number, defined as the number of grams 
of copper reduced from the bivalenb to the univalent state by one hundred 
grams of cellulose. Although this reducing pov;er is usually ascribed to 
aldehydic functions. Rath and Ifeidemaoher (400) have stated that reduction 
of silver has shovm carbox;/lic groups involved, while Staudinger and Eder 
(458) have found that hydroxyl groups of cellulose also reduce copper, 
3ohv;albe was the first to place the determination of reducing power 
of oxidized cellulose and "hydrocellulose" on a quantitative basis (432, 433, 
434). His method vias, briefly, to heat the cellulosic substance with 
Fohling's solution under rigidly prescribed conditions, filter, and 
determine the copper reduced by electrolysis after oxidation with nitric 
aeid» Tho Tmlue so obtained included reduced copper and absorbed, unre-
diiced oopperj a determination made without heating gave a measure of the 
absorbed copper. The empiriciBm of this method made reproduction of results 
in various laboratories difficult, although concordant values were obtained 
by any one invest! -ator. There have been almost as many modifications of 
tho method as there have been experimenters workinp; with tho copper nuiriberj 
tliose modifications have in general taken one or more or tlxx'ee forms; 
(a) alteration of apparatus, tirue of heating with Fehlin{.';'s solution, or 
method for determining the blank; (b) substitution of other compounds for 
potassium sodium tartrate, and (c) variation of method for detemdning the 
reduced copper, 
Tho first "l^p© of modification is relatively unimportant and is 
largely ii'itra-laboratory; for oxaiiiplo, the absorbed copper may be removed 
by treatment with Roclielle salt before oxidation v/ith nitric acid and 
electrolysis (24), or time of oookinj; -iixth Fohling's solution may be 
altered (29), 
The second type of change has lod to a schism in tho ranks of 
experimentalists. In IQiil Braidy (61) and Koehler and iaarqueyrol (301) 
independently proposed the substitution for Fohling's solution of a mixture, 
consisting of sodium carbonate and sodium hydrogen carbonate, of sufficient 
allcalinity to retain the copper in solution. In 19£4 Glib bens and GeakB 
(90) studied critically tlxe use of Fehling's solution and the bicarbonate-
oarbonate mixturo and concludod tliat the latter was much more reliable. 
but they later reoommondod Fohlin/i;'D solution for substances of hif^h 
copper number like wood pulpis (91) and also proposed that all methods for 
determination of copper number be prefixed with the nane Sch^valbe in rocog-
nition of his contribiition. The GohT;p.l\)e-'Braidy method has been recommended 
because it f-ives a lov/ and constant blank, the ccpner number of a given 
sample reaches an approximately constant value after trro hours, chimginr; the 
volume of solution does not change the copper number vifithin experiiaental 
error, and ratio of copper (ll) sulfate to bicarbonate-carboncite solution is 
found to be unimportant until the ooncenti-ntion of copper (IT) ion is six 
tines thi3.t recommended by Clibbens ojid Geako (75, 263, 302, 345, 41,;, 514). 
The substitution of citric aoid for Itochelle salt has received little 
attention (513); nor has the use of copper (J.l) thiocyanate in the prosence 
of sodium carbonate been adopted (297), 
Almost all methods for volvimetric determination of copper have been 
studied in their application to copper number. In 1915 Pillcington (384) 
used titanium (ill) chloride to titrate the filtrate from the reduction in 
order to obviate the long electrolytic detemination of copper in the 
Schv/albe method. In 1919 Hag^lund (199) dissolved the copper (I) oxide 
fomod in the reduction of Fehlin,";'n solution in r mixti^ro of iron (ill) 
sulfate and sulfiiric aoid and titrated the reduced iron vdth potassiimi 
permanganate. This method is now used v/idely in the paper industxy and to 
a slip^ht extent in the textile industry (147, ?-00, 201, 206), Tiie use of 
acidic iron (ill) salt and potassium permanr^anate was independently sup;f;est0d 
in 1S20 by Knocht and Thompson (297)« Estimation of copper by titration 
v/ith potassium iodide and sodium thiosulfate has been proposed by various 
19. 
investigators ((59, 424, 4(32), Uault and itaukerji (l'J4) in 1924 oxitUzod 
tho rocluced coppor v/ith phosphomolybdio ncicl and titrated tho rodxjced acid 
with potaEsium poniien nnHtoj in ir'2n Scrihner nnd !:rodc (436, 437) proposGd 
a method based on that of Uault and Iviuicorji ond Staud and Gray (457) using 
Fohling's solution; howevor, in 1931 tho Saribn8r"Brode procedure was 
described as troublesome (74), Cerium (iv) sulfate lias been used as oxidant 
for copper (1B7) and the excess of Fehlinf;'a solution lias been titrated with 
invert sugar (254), I'^ioroohewical wothodo for determination of copper 
number have also been rocontaonded (175, 237), 
Copper number is dependent upon many factors, Glibbens and Geake 
(90) discovered that copper njjimbere may differ by as much as ten per cent 
for samples ranp.in^; in ivei^ht from one to 2,5 p^ranis. The value vm.B also 
shorvm dopendont upon temperature of bath and time of heating, althouch the 
amount of copper reduced in tho tlchvj&lbo-braidy method became approximately 
oonstiint after t^vo hours (SO, 345), A more finely subdivided sample vfas 
shovm to reduce •more copper (11, 1B9, 263, 431, 514). The statement has been 
made that the oopper mimbor of oellnlosf?—loetate rayon is alv/ays lower than 
that of the ravir powdered cellulose acetate because of ohanse in physical 
state caused by spinning (ll). 
Despite tho faot that tho copper number has been sovorely criticized 
as no reliable criterion of degradation unless the previous history of a 
material is Icnovm or unless it is used vri.th another test such as cuprammoniura 
viscosity, alkali solubility, or breakxnp^ strength, it is still extensively 
employed (22, 205, 308, 347, 399, 445, 512), Coppor number has been used as 
a measure of permanency of vAiiteness, inasmuch as textiles of hii;h oopper 
number tend to yollov? durini^ prolonj;ed storni-^fl (42, 205), In o-oaliiating 
tho e:d:ont of hydi'olysis of "hydrooelluloGo", Hess, •'.%lt,Tion, and T-'essmor 
(236) found copper mniljor of little valuoj this index 7;as found Tiy othors to 
vvi'ryr v;ith the mothod of proparation of the "hydrooollulose" (60, 409), 
Birte/sll, Glibbons, and Goake (40) obnorvod, however, that a dofinito rela­
tion existed botvreon strength and nopner number of the "hydrooalltiloses" 
which they e:caminod. 
In general, two types of o>;idii;8d cellulose are reco^^nised - oiie of 
low copper number and hi^;jh jVlothylene Blue absorption, prepared on the 
alkaline side of neutrality.', and one of hif^h copper nuriber and lo;v 'Methylene 
Blue absorption prepared in p.oldio nodiii-m (4-f2)-and it ic for this reason 
that copper nuiiiber should be interpreted cautiousIjr iii evaluating a cellu­
les ic subBtunce, 
Oetormination of reducing poiwr has also been made by oxidation of 
nldehydio groxips with h^qioiodite (33, 34, 233, 235, 333), ITie quantitative 
separs.tion of tetrainethyl p;luooaide has been vised to follow rnolar dcr^rada-
tion (234), 1 test v.'liich 3^ deaaribed as of more TOlue f an copper number 
for the evaluation of quality is the oupraimoniujn viaoosit;,'-; its sij-.nificanoo 
has been critically sti^died (40, 92, 143, 410), 
Tests x-rhich depend upon the presence of oarboxyl ?;roups have also 
been unod. •^'"i^non (4"'9) noticed that tho soluble portion of cclluloae 
oxidised wi-th potassium chlorate yielded tho major p£).rt of furfural ob­
tained from the oxidized cellulose; Pringshejan (394) postulated that pri-mry 
alcoholic groups of oellulose vraro ayidir.ed and the uronic acids thus 
formed yielded furfural; CJodman, Hnvrortli, nnd "''oat (1R2) found that 
permanganate-oxidized cotton linters contained uronic acid reQidues, 
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SchvRxlbe and Jiaekor (435), hcwjever, concluded that yiold of furl.*ural waa 
not a characteristic property of oxidized cellulose. The dissociation 
constant of the carboxyl groups in oxidized cellulose has beon measured 
as 10"^ to lO"^ (356). Recently Homian (365) and Vihistler, iilartin, and 
Harris (516) have shovm that cotton cellulose contains uronic acid groups, 
but Harris concluded that the uronic acid content of cotton -was probably 
derived from pectin. 
The earliest workers recognized that oxidized cellulose exhibited 
an affinity for basic dyes; reactions v/ith Methylene Blue and Crystal 
Violet have been suggested as measures of oxidation and acidity (41, 251, 
402). Measuroraent of oxidation by affinity for netallic ions has also been 
developed (166, 208, 212, 471), althoufc;h Bancroft (20) has stated tiiat 
metallic ions may be removed by continued v/ashing. 
Jinother test v/hich depends upon the presence of carboxyl groups vms 
proposed by Kauffmann (270, 271, 272, 276) and involves determination of the 
potassium permanganate reduced by the alkali-soluble portion of oxidized 
cellulose. This method has been subject to much criticism (31, 32, 173, 
196, 204, 311)o Dyeing of oxidized cellulose v/ith vat dyes has been suggested 
(142) but this test, like the metal-affinity tests, is applicable only to 
one typo of product (166), 
Difference in the fluorescence of oxidized cellulose and "hydro-
cellulose" has been suggested for identification (331, 451), 
lleerraann (227) concluded that only the xialler ^old-purple test (212) 
clearly distin^^uished betvreen "hydrocellulose" and oxidized cellulose. 
Oxidation of oel.lulose uoetato 
In general, mothods for bloaohinffj oQllulose and rogoneratod collu-
losG lio.ve been successfully extended to cellulose acetnto. One finds a 
few doF,matin statements about bleachiri{i] v;ith hjrpochlorite or ivith peroxide, 
some of which are directly contradictory. Bond (55, 56) stated that acetate 
could not be bleached -with chlorine because of tendering and reoominended 
hydrogen peroxide, v^hile Haller (213) stated -ttrnt acetate •vvas very resistant 
to the action of hypoohlorito, Ohl (373) and ^ssina (420) \vere agreed 
that peroxide bleaching liquors should not bo used for acetate. Sodium 
psroxyborate has been especially recommended for bleaching cellulose-
acetate rayon (192, 369, 401). Persil, a soap-poT,vder containing sodium 
peroxyborate, has been found advantageous for mshing oellulose-acetnte 
rayon; loss bleeding of Persil-mshed fabrics v/as observed than of fabrics 
•washed with Marseilles soap (G2, 371, 372). On the %'jiiole, both peroxide 
and active chlorine have been recommended for bleaching and stripping 
cellulose-acetate rayon (25, 47, 84, 97, 123, 137, 168, 192, 215, 249, 321, 
351, 353, 363, 375, 385, 388, 393, 407, 415, 446, 447, 505, 515, 523), 
Ordv<*ay (376^ stated tlmt well scoured fabric was more necossaj*y for bleach-
in^5 v/ith hypochlorite than with peroxide. Potassium permanganate has been 
recommended for bleaching Tubize and other lypes of rayon to be dyed light 
colors (B4). Concentrations less than 0.1 per cent have been used for 
artificial ''silks" (401), Viacose-aootnte unions have boon treated v.'ith 
cold potn.ssium permanganate followed by sodium hydrogen sulfite in order to 
clear viscose stained with acetate dyes (315). Gotze (183) stated that 
potassium peimnganate should not be used with rayons and Ordv/ay (373) 
stated that potassium peranngnno-te Tras not suitaljle for Ijleaohinf: acotate 
fabrics. Cellulese-aootp.te rayon is su.sceptible to saponification by 
hot allmlinQ solution, and this is the basis of the ob.joction to peroxides, 
usually employed in alkaline solution and at olevuted teiuperaturo. lialler 
(214) found cellulose-acetate rayon very resistant to the common oxidizing 
bleaching ap;entE, despite the fact thnt the cellulosic xinit has been more 
hydrolyzed in preparation of the acetate tlian in the preparation of •'. lacose 
(411), Cellulose acetate is, of course, a heterogeneous mixture; Harris, 
Mark, et al (452, 453) fractionated commercial mixtures of cellulose 
acetate and concluded that it consisted of chains of varj'-inf, len^r^th nearly 
constant in acetyl vrhen the effect of end-groups was not apparent. 
As in the case of other cellulosic fibers, tho coppcr number of 
cellulose acetate is said to change vjith simple mechanical treatment (11). 
Disagreement exists as to the value of copper number for assaying degrada­
tion (22, 24, 355), Ridge et al (410, 411) have pointed out difficulties 
in determining extent of degradation of cellulose acetate by means of copper 
number and viscosity; if oxidation of cellulose acotate occurs in alkaline 
solution, hydrolysis of the ester may be uccompojiied by deci'eased strength 
and copper number but increased viscosity, 
A mixture of one to tvvolve pnrts of ov.idisod cellulose acetate 
and four parts of unoxidized celluloso acetate has been patented as a 
lacquer (165), 
24. 
Thormal Degradation of Some Oollulosio Textiles by Steam 
Importance of heat in the toxtils industry 
Tlie v;hole problem of heat is of utmost importanoo to the textile 
industry, both in ISurope (159, 198, 379) and in this country, where a 
Textile Diying Conference "was held in 1936 to discuss tho problems involved 
and to plan an extensive program of research (57, 127, 469), 
Uses of steam in textile processing 
Steajn is used in many processes of textile Tnanufacturo and maintenance 
a fov/ exarnples are: aging (162, 195, 261), bleaching (89, 100, 247, 248, 
493), condensation of resins (474 ) , deoatizijig (294), dolustoring (473), 
dyeing (126, 220), finishing of pile fabrics (259), lustoring (136), press­
ing (lOl), printing (121, 130, 131, 203, 267, 473), setting of twist (65, 
82, 408), stabilizing of cellulose and collulosie. derivatives (72 , 404, 
405), and sterilization (14), Teniperature and time of treatment vary widely 
for the different operations, from tv/enty-five seconds at 212 to 252° C, 
(392) to thirty minutes at 140° C. (223, 473), 
Swnmary of literature to 1925 
In 1923 Farghsr and "tVilliams (145) summarized the literature as to 
the effect of water and steam on cotton. The major points they deduced 
were that "pure" cellulose was more resistant than "oxycellulose" to heat, 
that degradation of cellulose by steam began at approximately 150° f!,, and 
that Gubstancos made soluble by tlie treatment reduced Pehling's solution. 
Deg;radation of cellulosio textiles by hoat 
Tha terms "dry steam" and "wet steam" are poorly defined in the tex­
tile industry# Adams (2) defined moist or wot steam as that containing 
more or less vster in suspension in largo or smll droplets or as a mist 
and called diy saturated sterun a rarity; Plynn (162) stated that some 
have olainied there was no such thing as "wet steam". So it is not sixr-
prising that disagreement exists as to the relative effects of "dry" and 
"wet" heat (338, 496)• 
Justin-Iilueller (268) compared the behavior of cellulose, "hydrocellu-
lose", and "oxyoellulose". v71ion submitted to dry hoat at loO to I.'DO® C. ,  
"hydrocollulose" appeared to bo caramelised, "oxyoellulose" developed only 
a pale yellow color, and cellulose ms unohanRed, The yellowing of unbleached 
cotton when sti>\iectod to tho notion of steam has been attributed to decomposi­
tion of natural resins, Fischer, Kchrader, and Treibs (156, 157, 153) 
studied tho decomposition of cellulose at 200® C, in tho presence of water 
Eind of "soda" solution; thoy found some decomposition at this teraporature 
and identified the products of decomposition as acids (acetic, oxalic, and 
a trace of fojrmic), some water-so3.uble substances, gases, and a solid residue 
one-fourth of the weight of the origiml cellulose, Clifford and Fargher (96) 
collected acetaldehyde, aoetone, and higher aldehydes or ketones from the 
distillate of the reaction of water, sodium hydroxide, and ianerican cotton 
for eight hours at 40 pounds pressure. .fjlatthev/s (33n) reported that at 160° C. 
cotton Bhmvod structural disintegration (carbonization began at 182° C,) and 
that even in the presence of jiioisturo, prolonged exposure to a temperature of 
2 6 ,  
loO° C. brought ahout dehydration. Pain et al (18, 19) described the 
appearance of cotton as light yallov/ to dark brov/n, depending on tompera-
turo and tin\e of heating and the roducing properties of the vjator-soluble 
products of cotton heated dry or in the proaence of v;ater, Ku.jirai and 
iUcahira (310) found the thermal degradation of several cellulosic sub­
stances to bo functions of the absolute temperature and time of heating, 
and loss of v/oight a measure of degradation. AMhira (4) postulated that 
the residual ratio of hydrogen to 03cygen remained constant, that found in 
viater. Tiltman and Porritt (472), too, found tirno of heating important j 
in studying tlie effect of heat on cotton tire fabric they noticed that 
ponnanent v/eakening T(TIS proportional to time of heating. The effect of 
heating; beoarae apparent at 115 to 120° n. and degradation increased v/ith 
increasing temperature until at 1240° C. complete loss of strength occurred 
after four hours. 
Viaterman and Perquin (506) heated cellulose under pressure at 
temperai;;ures between 225 and 450° C, v/ith and without hydrogen and found 
its decomposition rapid, fiobrov (54) reported that thermal decomposition 
of cellulose -.vith superheated stoara occurred at a temperature considerably 
lotver than 275° 0, Berl and Sohraidt (36) obserTred no noticeable cliange 
\th&n oellulose was heated with water under pressure at 150° 0, but rapid 
decomposition above this temperature. 
Pergneon (35) reported the life of a cotton end cloth as six to nine 
months when used for steaming rayon at 10 to 50 pounds pressure for 
three-minuto intorvals. 
I.'aas (107, 15S) heated unbleachod, othor-extracted cotton for 
fivo-hour periods; at lidO° C, a "stronG" yellcw,' color and caramel-like 
odor vjei-o developed and at 200^^ C. carbonization occurred. lie disapproved 
of drj^inp; temperatures above 100° C, for one to t\io hours. Haller (209) 
found ono hour's heating with steam at five atmospheres Bufficient to color 
cotton an Intense bruvn without formation of "oxj'-Gellulose". The increased 
vietting power of steamed ravi^ cotton has been, observed (209), Kozhin (309) 
commented that fibers which contained "pyrocellulose" (cellulose rendered 
soluble in sodium hydroxide by heat) showed a much hi'^her capillarity than 
other fibers J he reported that "o:xjrcollulosG" and "pyrocellulose" of similar 
chemical reactions ivere difficult of differontiation. 
Rogers and Hays (414) discovered that new and desized cotton sheeting 
underwent moro deterioration when stored at hifh temperatiires than at room 
temperature, and that greater deterioration occurred in nev; cotton sheeting 
than in desized sheeting, 
IvlattlieTivs (338) found mercerized csllulose more resistant to heat than 
anticipated, Ixiasmuch as regenerated-cellulose possesses inany of the 
properties of ineroerized cellulose, it is of interest to examine such fibers, 
Gotze and J(eiff (1)34) studied the hygroscopicity of viscose at temperatures 
above 40° C, Drj"^ strength increased v/hon viscose vms heated betv/een 40 and 
140° C, because of its lowered hygroscopicity, whereas -y/et strength showed 
little change, but physical degradation occurred above 140° C, Cellulose 
acetate shovred .greater decrease in strength than viscose and cuprommonium 
fibers whan boiled for thirty minutes in vftiter. Dry strength suffered no 
decrease v;hon axsy of these fibers was dried for five hours at temperatures 
up to 105° C., Tut at 140° C. all sufforod a docroaso in strength of 15 
per cent which increased to 85 per cent at 250° C., although tlie acetate 
melted at 230° G. Discoloration of the fiber and decrease in vret strength 
\vere noticeable first at 130 to 140° C. (71), Warning against excessive 
steaming of rayons to avoid decreased strength and luster was issued by 
Ivegel (870), Plotcher, Houston, and Sherwood (IGO, 161) reported that the 
strengtli of viscose-cellulose acetate gabardines was not significantly 
decreased by heating for fifty hours at 150° C, and that cellulose acetate 
suffered less deterioration -tiian viscose and cuprammonium v/hen heated at 
132 to 13B° C, for ten to sixty hours. In an article. Hydrolysis of 
Cellulose Acetate (252), the statement v/as made that over-drj'ing and baking 
were to be avoided as otheraise harshness and tendering might occur. 
r r 
It is to be gathered from this resuira that 140 to 150° C, is generally 
considered the initial range of degradation for cellulose and that degrada­
tion increases rapidly with temperature beyond this heat. The rayons are 
in general reported to show degradation at approximately the same temperature 
as cotton, although dry strength may show an increase after the textile has 
been heated because of its lower regain. Cellulose acetate apparently 
suffers more degradation than regenerated cellulose vjhen heated in contact 
v/ith vjater but is more resistant to degradation by dry heat up to its melt­
ing point. 
liiXPEIxIMEWTAL ilLlTliODS 
Preparation of Samples 
Samples of cellulose-acetate rayon vfere prepared for determination 
of acetyl, copper number, and residual weight by cutting rectanj-jles 5 in. 
X 7 in. and raveling yams from the edges for approximately 0,3 in.; 
smaller roctanf,los were used for determinD.tion of copper number of high 
Tralue, V.arjj-broalcinf; strenr'th spccincns vmre cut 6 in. in the direction 
of the v«irp and 1»5 in, wide and aoourately raveled to a width of 1 in, 
by removing approximately the same number of mrp yams from each side. 
Sets of five broalcin£;-3trongth specimens, piled alternately with tliree or 
five rectanf^les, vrore allowed to come to equilibrium vfith a-tmospherio con­
ditions in the balance room for at least fifH^een hours and vreipjhed during 
a period no longer than throe hours. Kach tliird or fifth rectansle, 
intended for determination of residual weight and ash, v/as then heated in 
a tared weighing bottle at 105 to 110° C. for ti/o-hour periods until 
succossivo woif^hinf^s checked v;ithin 0,0004 Rram. The oven-drj'' weights 
of the unheated samples were computed from these data. Hounding off 
decimal values was dons in accordance v/ith the method proposed by the 
Govmcil of the Amerioan Physical Society (416), 
Unbleached or bleached cotton cellulose and regenerated-cellulose 
rayon v/ere cut into rectangles appro:cinately 2.5 p;. in vreight and the 
edges raveled to prevent later loss of yarns. \^arp breaking-strength 
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spocimons were out like those of oellulosn-aoetate rayon, Kootangles 
were brought to the condition of the balance room for at least fifteen hours 
before thoy v/ere vfoighed. Each fifth rectangle vjas ovon-dried to constant 
weight (tolerance of 0.0004 g.) before the ovon-dry weights of the unheated 
samples were computed, 
/uialysis of New Textiles 
Aoeiyl (133)-
A rectangle of cellulose-acetate rayon was placed in a 250-Tnl, 
iodine flask and plasticized for fifteen hours vrith 25 ml, of 1:1 ethanol 
before the addition of 25 ral, of normal sodium hydroxide. Saponification 
vi&B allowed to proceed for forty-eight hours before the excess of alkali 
was titrated with tenth-normal hydrochloric acid vath phenolphthalein as 
indicator. The mean of five determinations is computed. 
Ash 
A rectangle, dried to constant weight at 105 to 110° C, in an electric 
oven, was ignited to constant weight in a tared porcelain ciiictible in a 
muffle furnaoo at 600 to 700° C, The mee.n of foiir determinations M 
computed. 
Breaking strer^gth and elongation of fabric at breaking load (10, p, 39) 
Forty warp speoimGns v/ere cut as described in part Ij forty filling 
specimens vrere similarly cut. All v/ere kept at standard condition 
t" ^ 
(70 - 2 F, and G5 - 2 per cent relative humidity) for one week before 
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twonty of each set were olsitiped individually under an initial tension of 
6 oz. betvraen tho two-inch javfs of a calibrated Scott Universal Taster 
whoso movable jaw at rest was 3 in, belovr the stationary jaw. The lov/or 
jaw was then moved domvrtird at a spaed of 12,0 - 0.5 in, per minute until 
the strip reached its breaking load. The remaining specimens v/ere immersed 
in vrtiter for two hours before they wore broken v/et, Uloxi^jation vms 
measured from the autogmphically recorded stress-strain curve. 
Copper number (61) 
The iJchwalbe-Brai(fy method va.s used with some modification to deter­
mine the number of grams of copper (II) reduced to copper (l) by 100 grams 
of the cellulosic textile, A rectnnr:le v;as out into pieces 1 x 10 mm. and 
transferred to a 250-ml, iodine flask in v/hioh it "«as heated with 100 ml. 
of the oxidizing solution for three hours in a rapidly boilii^g water bath. 
After the filtered sample had been vrnshed with dilute sodium carbonate and 
hot water it and the asbestos were returned to tho iodine flask vjhere they 
were treated first with ferric alum and then with 2 ^  sulfuric acid before 
titration with potassium permanganato. The mean of five observations is 
computed. 
Distribution of yarns in fabric by number (10, p, o7-3il) 
The mean numbers of warp yarns and of filling yams per Inch Avere 
determined from counts made vrith a needle moving against a calibrated metal 
scale mounted under a magnifying glass. Yarns were counted in ten different 
places in the fabric, no nearer the selvage than one-tenth the vddth of the 
fabric. 
32. 
Distribution of yarns in fal'rlc hy 
Four two-inch squares of fabric, nono of the same vvarp or filling 
yarns and nono cut nearer the selvage than ono-tenth the v/idth of the 
fabric, v/ero kept at standard condition for one weok before they wore 
weighed to the nearest nilligram. They were then raveled and the vra.rp 
yarns and filling yarns weighed separately to the nearest milligram. 
Lenfjth of fiber 
Five-inch lengths of v;arp or filling yarn were untwisted and 
individual fibers withdravm \7ithout breakage were measured v;ith a stool 
scale. The noan of ten observations is computed. 
Thickness of fabric 
Tliickness was measured at ten different places in the fabric, no 
nearer tlie selvage than one-tenth the width of the fabric, v/ith a Erown 
and Sharpe blfg« Co. lliorometer which pressed upon a circle of fabric 0.25 
in. in diameter with a pressure of 6 ounces. 
Tii-Ast of yam (lO) 
The tvfist was dotennined with an Improved United States Company'' 
Tester. Cotton yarns wore determined by the twist-untwist method vdth 
nianually applied tension pendulum control (p. 129); the rayon yarns vrere 
placed under tension (131 grams divided by the yarn number in typp) and 
the rotatable clamp vjas turned until a neodlo could be passed from clsmp 
to clasip T^ithout meeting any tvdBt. Ten determinations were made with 
\mrp yarns and ten with filling yams. 
VJcight of faljrio 
Four BpsoirnenB, 4 in. long and the entire ^iridth of the fabric, 
•vvere kept at standard condition foi* one iraek befoi'e they wero vfeighed to 
the nearest railligrom. 
Yarn nuinher 
Four ten-yard lengths of xmrp yam and four ten-yard lengths of 
filling yarn v/ero removed from the fabric, measured, and wound onto a card. 
These yarns were kept at standard condition for one vmok before each ten-
yard length was weighed to the nenroat milligram. 
Standardization of Heagenta 
Arsenioua acid 
In 40 ml. of normal sodium hydroxide were dissolved 4.9480 g. of 
9S.S5 per cont arsenioua oxide (Fallinokrodt Chemical \»orks). The solution 
viae made slightly acidic to litmus with normal sulf .;rio acid before it 
T;as transferred to a volumotrio flask and diluted to one liter. 
Calcium hypochlorite (307, p. 610-11). 
To a filtered aqueous solution of 7.5 g. of Perchloron (Pennsylvania 
Salt Iitenufacturing Company) normal hydrochloric acid was added until the 
neutral color of litmus ms observed v/hen a drop of the solution was placed 
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on a spot plf'-to with a small or^rfital of sorlium thiosulfato. Tho solution 
v;as diluted to one liter and standardized by titration against arsenious 
aoid containing 0.5 g, of sodium hydrogen carbonate and 1.0 g. of potassium 
bromide; within a milliliter of the ODqjooted end-point a drop of 0.2 per 
cent Bordeaux (British Colour Index No. 88) indicator ms introduced before 
tho hypochlorite vrtis added drop^'ris© until the color flashed from pink to 
yellmv. 
Hydrochloric acid 
Hydrochloric aoid was standardized against standard sodium hydroxide 
with phenolphthalein as indicator. 
Potussium pgmanaam-ite (477, p. 547) 
To a wGip;hed portion of 99.95 per cent sodium oxalate (Fallinckrodt 
Chemical viorlcs) dissolved in HOO inl« water at 80 to 90° C. v;ere added 10 ml. 
of 18 N sulfuric acid. Potassium pemianganate vjas added to this mixture 
with vigorous and constant stirring at the rate of 10 to 15 ml. per minute 
except for the last milliliter virhich was added drop-dse until a pink color 
persisted. The temperature of the solution •vvas not allowed to fall below 
60° 0, 
Sodium hydrog;en sulfite (477, p. GOl, G38-9) 
A standard solution of permanganate was measured from a buret into 
a 300-ml. Erlenmeyor flask which contained 3 g. of potassium iodide, 50 ml. 
of water, and 5 ml. of concentrated hydrochloric acid. This mixture was 
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allowod to stand in darkness for tlares minutes and then ivas diluted to 200 
ml, before it vras titrated slowly mth sodium hydrogen sulfite ivith starch 
as indicator. 
Sodium hydroxide 
Dilute sodium hydroxide vas standardized against weighed portions of 
99,95 per cent potassium hydrogen phthalate (General Cliemical CorapanjOo 
liormal solutions wore titrated against standard acid. Hienolphthalein 
Trtis used as indicator. 
Sodium peroxyborate (307, p, 574-5) 
To 0,5 g. of sodium peroxjrhorate, NaB0g,4Hg0, (General Gheraical 
Company) in a 500-ml. Erlenmeyer flask was added a solution of 285 ml, of 
v^ater and 15 ml. of concentrated sulfuric acid. The mixture was titrated 
imifaediately with standard potassium permanganate to a persistent pink color. 
Sulfuric acid 
Sulfuric acid was titrated against standard sodium hydroxide with 
phenolphthalein as indicator. 
Sodium N-chloro-jg-toluenesulfonnmide 
For the preparation of 0.1 N solution, 15 g, of Chloramine-T (jSastman 
Kodak Company) were dissolved in water, filtered, and diluted to one liter. 
Although titration of chloramine either iodometrically or with arsenious 
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acid in the presenoe of potassiuia iodide vjith starch as indicator has been 
rsoommended, it was desired if possible to use the same indicator for the 
inorganic and organic chlorine-bearing compounds, and Bordeaux seemed more 
desirable tlmn starch. If, howovor, the titration v/as performed in the 
manner used with the hypochlorite, results inconsistent among themselves 
and in no agreement v/ith the titer obtained by the potassium-iodido starch 
method were obtained. Vop^el (491) stated that chloramine reacted in dilute 
acid solution; it was found that if 5 ml. of concentrated hydrochloric acid 
wore put in the arsenious acid before the chloramine was added, the titra­
tion proceeded rapidly, the end-point was sharp, and the values obtained 
were in ^ ood agreement with those observed vjhen staroh was used as 
indicator. So this method was used. 
Treatment of Textiles 
Yiiith potassium permansanate 
A fiiMy-voluiae bath of distilled water or 0.0200 or 0.0330 molar 
aqueous or acidic permanganate was prepared in nn F.rlenmeyer flask 
(0.0400 or 0.0660 M potassium permanganate was diluted v/ith an equal 
volume of recently boiled distilled water or 0.1000 M sulfuric acid) and 
allowed to oomo to equilibrium in a constant-temperature bath at 15,0i0.1°C. 
4" o ^ o 
25i»0—0.1 C., or 40.0 —0.1 C. before a rectangle of cellulose-acetate 
rayon or one set of five breaking-strength speoimens was added and the 
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flask stoppered for maintenanoe at temperature for four hours. The 
residual oellulose-aoetata rayon was then removed and rinsed five times in 
water at room temperature before immersion in fifty voluiues of 0,07R0 M 
sodium hydrogen sulfite at room temperature, .tfter three hours in the 
sodium hydrogen sulfite the oellulose-acetate rayon was rinsed five times 
in water at room temperature or until the fiml rinsing no longer 
decolorized permanganate. IThe rectangles were dried in air and the breaking-
strength specimens vrere tested wot at once, 
Viith sodium poroxyborate 
A fifty-volume bath, 0.3 per cent as to soap, was prepared in an 
Erlenmeysr flask by dissolving the vjeighed amount of olive-oil soap (21) 
4" 
in distilled mter and bringing this solution to 40.0-0,1 C, in a constant-
temperature bath or to the temperature of boiling vreiter under a reflux 
condenser before the v/eighed amount of sodium peroxyborate was added from 
a 10 X 75 mm. glass tube which v/as also dropped into tl'ie flask when emptied 
so as to provide for inclusion of all crystals. Immediately upon dissolu­
tion of the salt (not more than five minutes at the lower nor more than one 
minute at the higher temperature) one rectangle or a set of five breaking-
streng-bh specimens v/as immersed and the flask stoppered for maintenance at 
temperature for eight or two hours, Tlie residual oellulose-acetate rayon 
was then removed and rinsed five times in distilled water at room temperature. 
The rectan^'^les vrare dried in air and the breaking-strength specimens tested 
wot at once. Specimens described as treated at zero concentration of 
sodium peroxyborate were given identical treatment, except tliat no 
oxidant was included in the bath. 
•' ' 
Y.ith caloiUTii h^'pociilorita or sodium iI-ohloro-£_-tolueneBulfo:i£ariido 
A solution of 0,1 N oRlcji.um h^'-ponhloritG or 0,01, 0,1, 0,2, or 
0,;5 sodium X-cliloro-£-toluenGSulfonamide was prepared shortlj'- before use, 
A fifty-TOlumo bath Y«IS measured into an Erlonmeyer flask and placed with 
+ I 
four controls in n bath at 25,0-0,1 or 40,0-0,1° C, or in boiling vreitar 
under a reflux condor^er for ono hour before a rootanglo of cellulose-acetato 
rayon or one sot of five breakinr,-stre3-igth specimens ims added and the 
flask stoppered for maintent^nce at temperature. The normality of tvvo 
controls v;as determinedj the solutions from baths at the higher tempera­
tures were oooled under tap to permit imnediate titration, vVftor two or four 
hours the cellulose-acetate rayon v/as removed and rinsed in water at room 
temperature ten times or until tb.o fiml rinse no longer r-gve a precipitate 
vi'ith silver nitrate. The reotanijles wox'e dried in air and the breaking;-
strength spociraene were tested wet at onoe. Tlie normality of the remaining 
contro].s vms determined at the close of the period of immorsion, 
Yiith steam 
Wot moro ttian five g;lass rodSj each having tied to it one or more 
breakinf;-strength speoimons (dependino; upon the length of the rod) or one 
rectangle, v/ere placed across the top of a three-liter beaker in the 
autoclave. The beaker \7aB thon covered with an inverted porcelain 
evaporatinj^ dish to prevent any condensate •wdiioh had been in contact with 
metal from flov;ing; over the textiles. The pressure within the autoclave 
was raised to the desired value over a ten-minute period, held constant 
for 1,5 hovirs, and roduood to ?,cro i:)ressuro over a ton-rainuto 
X^orloci boforo the ooi'-er of the? o.utoclavG vms unholted and tiia samplos 
transforrod to separate beakers containing one hundred volumes of mtor. 
Tho samples -wore rinsod threo timGE, allowfld to stand 1,5 hours in water 
to pormxt nore thorough penetration, and rinaod tliree rnoro times or 
sufficiontly to romove ooiapletely the soluble products of degradation, 
tho presonoe of v;hioh was tostod vfit?i Fchlin£;'a solution. The rectanj;lee 
v.'sro dried in air and the breaking-strength specimens were broken wet at 
once. Textiles deserined as Rtewned ct roan ts^nperature v/ere rinsed in 
this wny without previous treatment in the autoclave, 
iUiulysis of Residual Textiles 
Acetylg breaking strength of wet v/arp, and copper number wore 
determined as for tho nei.a fabrics. 
For determination of regidual v/eif^ht and ash, th© air-dried 
rectangle was heated in a tared weii^hin^^ bottle at 105 to 110° C, for 
t\'/o-hour periods until successive weighings checked vdthin 0,0004 grtun. 
It was then ignited in a tared porcelain crucible bo constant weight in 
c muffle fo.mfsce at GOO to TOO^rientif^rede, 
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DERITOD TmUiS 
TABLE I, MALYSIS OP KEV? PABBICS 
Fabric sTToave j 
I Weight xThioknesB t Ash 
J of : of : of 
1 fabric : fabric : fabric 
Length of fiber 
Warp 
: Ounce per ;Inch x 10"tPercentage : 





< i : : : 
1. Cellulose-acetate rayon taffeta :Plain :2,97(0,00)*: 5.8(0.1) j0,08(0.02) ; Continuous Continuous 
: 2 : : : 
2, Cotton muslin sheeting, bloaohod sPlain 66(0,06) s 7.9(0«S) 50.06(0,01) j 1,26(0,04) 1,25(0,09) 
: t I : t 
S* Cotton muslin sheeting, unbleached :Plain s5,24(0,00) : 9,2(0,3) :0.95(0,01) : 1,28(0,11) 1,21(0,08) 
t s } s i 
4, Esgsnerated-oellulose rayon twill ;Cork- s3,28(0,01) : 4,7(0.1) ;0,24(0.0l) : Continuous Continuous 
jscrew : : t J 
stwill I ! s s 
t ; ! i 4 
*Kean deviations are mthin parentheses. 
TABLE I, (Contimad) 
Fabric 
Breaking strength of fabric 
i 
Warp J Pilling 
Conditioned t Yifet 
i 
Conditioned : "ifet 
Pound : Percentage 
per s of 
inch t conditioned 
Pound : Percentage 
per : of 
inch s conditioned 
1. Cellulose-acetate rayon taffeta 
2. Cotton muslin sheeting, bleached 
3. Cotton muslin sheeting, iinbleaohed 













TABLE I, (Coirbinuad) 





s Pilling ViCarp J Filling 
:Conditioned: 




t Percentage jPercent-:Percentage :Percent-
t • • age I i age t 
1. CQllulose-aoetate rayon taffeta s 27(1) 33(2) 
s 
t 21(1) 34(2) lAiltifilament IiihltifilameEfc 
2. 
m 
Cotton muslin sheeting, bleached i 11(0) 19(1) 
» 
: 24(1) 29(2) Single Single 
3. 
• 
Cotton inuslin sheeting, \mbleacheds 17(1) 27(1) : 15(1) 27(2) Single Single 
4. 
• 
Regenerated-cellulose rayon twill « 
m 
« 
19(0) 21(1) 15(2) 18(1) Jiiiltifilament lililtifilamenb 
TABIE I. (Continued) 
: Distribution of yarns in fabric : Yam nianber 
9 * * 
• • « 
: By number ; B7r vraigiht : 
: Warp ;Filling: Warp j 
• • • 
• • • 
Filling » Vferp Pilling 
Pkbrio tUumber iKumber jPeroentageiPercentaRe: Im. 
• 
i inoh 
1 per : _of ; 
t inch : fabric : 
of : 
fabric : 
1. Cellulese-aootats rayon taffeta : 205(0) 
: 
66(0) J 66.3(0.4) 
t • 
33.6(0,3)j 61(0) 36.4(0.1) 
2. Cotton muslin sheoting, bleached s 76(0) 67(1) : 51.3(0.3) 
« 
49.6(0.3)J 18.6(0.2) 19.3(0.1) 
3. Cotton muslin sheeting, unbleached J 69(0) 74(1) J 53.6(0.1) 
t 
75(1) J 55.3(0.1) 
m 
47.4(0.4): 15.9(0.1) 17.6(0.4) 





TABIE I. (Continued) 
Fabric 
T\'ri.st of yam Copper number of textile 
Warp Filling! 
i : 
Iwrnber i Ifanber 










: mercury s 
1. Cellulose-acetate rayon taffeta 5(0),S 3(0),S 3.08(0.03) 735 .8 
2. Cotton muslin sheeting, bleached 21(1),Z 16(1),2 0,09(0.01) 736 .5 
3. Cotton muslin sheeting, unbleached 21(1),Z 18(1),2 1.10(0.03) 736 .5 
4. Regenerated-cellulose rayon twill 4(0),S 2(0),S 1.14(0.02) 737 .1 
38.49(0.05) 
T^LE 11. EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLUltE BATHS OF POTASS PEBMAKGAITATE 
IN FOUR HOJES ON THE ACETYL OF CELLULOSE-ACETATE EAYON 
: 
Bleaching bath ACETYL 
Potass i\an ;Sulfuric : t 
permanganate: aoid 
• • 
15.0 t 0 .1° C. m • 
• 
25.0 t 0.1° C. ! 
t 
40.0 t 0.1® C. 
Molarity I Molarity Percentage {Percentage : Percentage sPercentage : Percentage {Percentage 
1 of original sof residual: of original :of residuals of original :of residual 
t fabric ! fabidc t fabric s fabric : fabric ; fabric 





38.6 J 38.44(0.02) 38.6 
0.0200 0.0000 38.96(0.12} 38.9 I 39.17(0.04) 39.0 t 39.39(0,10) 39.0 
0.0330 0.0000 39.04(0.11) 38.8 i 39.33(0.02) 39.2 ! 39,21(0.06) 39,3 
0.0000 0.0500 38.46(0.05) 38.5 
• 
t 38.41(0.03) 38.5 : 38.40(0.02) 38.5 
0.0200 0.0500 40.05(0.18) 40.3 « • 40.28(0.06) 40.7 s 35.70(0.69) 38.7 
0.0330 0.0500 39.79(0.22) 40.2 « « 39.17(0.42) 40.8 J 
s 
*ifean deviations are mthin parentheses, 
*»Fabrio too disintegrated for detemination, 
lABLE III. EFFECT OP FIFTY-VOLUME BATHS OF POTASS! 
Bleaching 
bath Cotton oellvilo8e<^ 
PotaasiumtSulfurio t 
pemtts.- i aoid 
g^mate t 
» 
le.o t 0, 1° C. 
• 
25.0 i 0,1® C. * 40.0 t 0.1° C. 
t 
15.0 i 
Molar iliy t Molarity Percentage J Per— Percentage iPer>- s Percentage tPer- Peroentag© 
t of Jcent- of Jcent- t of tcent- of 
t ori^ijial tage of ori'S'nal tage oft oz^inal tage of original 
t fabric sresid- fabric iresid-t fabric ireaid- fabric 
t t ualT t ml t tual 
* tfabrio ifabrict jlfabric 
0.0000 0.0000 0.09(0,01)«* 0.09 0,09(0.01) 
1 
0.09 t 0.05(0.00) 0,05 0.11(0.02 
0.0200 0.0000 0.11(0.01) 0.11 0.16(0.01) 0.15 t 0.24(0.01) 0.24 0.21(0.0] 
0.0S5S>I>4>« 0.0000 0.15(0.01) 0.15 0.18(0.01) 0.18 1 0.44(0.02) 0.45 0.43(0.03 
0.0000 0.0500 0.01(0.00) 0.01 0.02(0.02) 0.02 t 0.01(0.00) 0.01 0,04(0.0{ 
,0.0200 0.0500 0.18(0.01) 0.18 0.17(0.01) 0.17 t 0.42(0.01) 0.43 0.42(0.0{ 
0.033S«>K* 0.0500 0.18(0.02) 0.18 0.30(0.00) O.Sl t 0.48(0.00) 
t 
0.50 0.49(0.0) 
*^]^ypWlahBd work of Mixmi© Liohto in this laboratory. 
'f't'Hean deviations are within parentheses. 
•ai^^O.OSSOH permftngiamte used irdth oellulo8e'«oetate rayon. 
•("•"f^Washing effected by deoantation. 

47. 
SE MTHS OP POTASSIUM PEm.MGAIlA.TB IIT FOUR HOURS Off HIE ASH OF THE FABRICS 
ASH 













so©n1> # of 
tage oft oi^fflnal 
troBid-t fabrio 




























































toent" t _of 
tage oft origiml 
tt^sid-"t fabrio ' 


















HOURS ON OHE ASH OF THE FABRICS 
•ayon* : Cellulose-acetate rayon 
' c. 40,0 t 0.3 o c« 15.0 t 0 O .1 c. 25.0 t 0 ,  1® C, 40.0 i 0,1° C. 
»r- Percentage rPer- Percentage tPep- Peroenta^e tPer- Percentage iPep-
jnt- of lOent- of loent"- of »cent- of toent-
56 of original laRe of original tage of original tag® of original tage of 
JBid- fabric tresid- fabrio iresid- fabrio ireaid- fabrio tresid-
lal t ual i ual t ual t ual 
ibrio Jfabric }fabrio tfabrio tfabrio 
5.09 0.08(0.01) 0.08 0.06(0.01) 0.06 0,07(0.01) 0.07 0.04(0.00) 
« 
0.04 
3.28 0.46(0.01) 0.46 0.42(0.00) 0.42 0.55(0.01) 0.55 0.93(0.01) 0.9S 
3*42 0.58(0.01) 0.60 0.48(0,02) 0.48 0.60(0.01) 0.60 0.48(0.03^ 0.48 
0,05 G.C®(0.01) 0.05 0.06(0.00) 0,06 0.05(0.00) 0.06 0.06(0.00) 0.06 
0,57 0.56(0.03) 0.58 0.29(0.02) 0,29 0.23(0,03) 0,23 0.25(0.01) 0.27 
0.7E 0.68(0.01) 0.75 0.17(0.01) 0,17 0,19(0.01) 0.20 0.S0(0.07)*«=K).55 

TABI£ IV, EFFECT OP FIFTY-VOLULffi MTHS OF POTASSIUM HiRJiJ 
BREAKIKO STRENGTH OF THE mT WARP OP THE PAHRI 
BREAKING STRE 
Bleaohing 
bath Cotton oellulose* Re 
PotassiumtSulfurio 
penoano t aold 
gaaate t 
1 







































































































•Unpublished work of Minnie LieJite in this laboratory. 
*«Mean deviatioxis are within parentheses. 




)LUMB MTflS OF POTASSITO^ PERIMTGAmTB IIJ FOUR HOURS ON HIE 
OP THE TOT mRP OP THE FABRICS 
BREAKING STRENGTH OP 'SSET WARP OF FABRIC 













40.0 t 0.1® C. 16.0 t 0.1° C. 
Poxmd t ^ound 














30(1) 100 . t 29(0) 100 s 29(1) 100 t 20(0) 100 
20(0) 67 t 16(0) 56 t 13(0) 45 t 18(1) 90 
15(0) 60 t 2(0) 7 t 1 i 16(1) 75 
28(1) 100 t 27(1) 100 t 27(1) 100 t 20(0) 100 
16(1) 57 t 7(2) 26 » 7(1) 26 t 10(0) 50 






;OORS OF THE 
(P FABRIC 
e rayon* Cellulose-aoetfete rayon 





+ 0.1® c. 
roeni- ^'ound jPeroent- Found jPeroent- Pound JPercent- { Po\md i Peroenti-
agg per t per 1 age per 1 age « £S£. ago 
inch s inch t inch • • : in<dt t 
100 29(1) 100 20(0) 100 21(1) 100 ! 21(1) 100 
55 13(0) 45 18(1) 90 18(1) 86 t 15(0) 71 
7 1 16(1) 75 15(0) 71 i 12(0) 57 
100 27(1) 100 20(0) 100 20(1) 100 t 20(0) 100 
26 7(1) 26 10(0) SO 6(1) SO t **** 
1 7(0) 36 } **** 
t 

TABLE V. EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLUWE MIHS OF 
OF THE FABRICS 
Bleaching 
bath Cotton cellulose* 
Po'ba89luiasSuli\irio 
pennauo t aoid 
{gamte x 
t 
16.0 1 0, 1° C. 28.0 i 0. 1® C. 40.0 t 0.1 ® C. 15.0 i 
Molarity tMolarity Based on . sBased Based on iBased Based on !Based on 



























































•ItopuTjlished work of Minnie Liohte in "this laboratory. 
••Moan ciSTriatiojas are glTOQ vdthin paren'tiieses. 
•••O.OSSOM pennan^imta used^'lii cellulOBe-aootate rayon. 
••••Textiie too degraded for determinalion. 

49. 
OP FIPTY-VOLUIffi MTHS OF POTASSIUI^ PEimHGANATE IN FOUR HOURS Oil THE COPPER ITUMBER 
FABRICS 
COPPER ITUMDER 
Resenarated-oolluXos© rayon* Cellule 
0 * 0.1 ® c. 15.0 i 0. 1 c. 25.0 i 0 
i 
* 
.1 C. t 
t 
40.0 i 0.1 c. : IB.O i 0. 1° C. r t 





t uai : 
original 
fabric 






t OB t 
ireeid-t 




















































































IN FOUR HOURS OK THE COPPER lIUIiLBER 
Be rayon* Celluloee-aoetate rayon 
1 C. 40.0 t 0. 1 c. : 16-0 1 0. 1° C. 25.0 i 0.1 
I 
C. t 40.0 i 0.1° C. 
Baaed Based on t^Bed Based on sBased Based dn {Based t Based on tBased 
on ori^nal - t on original 1 on origiml t on 1 original t on 
resid- fabrio irosid- fabrlo tresid- fabrio tresid»! fabrio tresid-
tial t ual t ual : ual t t ual 
Cabiio tfa^io tfabric Jfabrio % sfabric 
0.87 0.91(0.01) 0,91 3.22(0.11) 3.23 3.02(0.06) 
t 
. 3.03 t 2.95(0.07) 2.86 
4.63 4.90(0.01) 4.92 3.79(0.06) 3.78 3,66(0.06) 3.67 s 3.59(0.03) 3,56 
6.54 7.21(0.04) 7.46 3.86(0.04) 3.84 3.77(0.02) 3.75 , 3.87(0.01) 3.88 
1.02 1.14(0.03) 1.14 2.86(0.19) 2.87 3.08(6.06) 3.09 t 3.07(0.04) 3.08 
6.02 6.10(0.03) 6.31 10.81(0.31) 10.87 12.28(0.36) 12.45 s 11.04(0.28) 11.97 
7.75 8.00(0.08) 8.83 12.80(0.11) 12.94 15.01(6.17) 15.65 I 
s 

TABLE ¥1. EFFECT OF PIPTY-VOLDME B6.THS OF POTASI 
Bleaching 
bath Cotton cellulose* Ri 
PotassiumtSulfiirio 
penoani" t aoid 
gaziate « 
t 
t 15.0 I 0.1 C. 25.0 i 0, .1° C. 40.0 t 0 .1° C. 15.0 1 0 .1° 
Molarity tMolarity tPeroentage fper^ Percentage tPer- Percentage tPejr- P'eroeniage JPI 
t t of »cent» of joent" of gcenit- of tOi 
t t orTglnAl ,age of original iH^eTof original sage of original tai 
t t fabric toon- fabric toon- fabric tOon» fabric s < 
1 ttrol tirol t^'irol t • 
t {'fabric tWSrlo ifSBFic sfl 
0.0000 0.0000 t 99.8(0.0)++ 100.0 99.8(0.0) 100.0 99.7(0.1) 100.0 100.2(0.1) 11 
0.0200 0.0000 t 99.2(0.1) 99.4 99.0(0.1) 99.2 98,6(0.1) 98.9 99.8(0.0) 1 
0.0S3S^^^ 0.0000 t 98.7(0.1) 98.9 98.7(0.2) 98.9 98.3(0.0) 98.6 99.6(0.1) ] 
0.0000 0.0600 t 99.6(0.1) 100.0 99.6(0.1) 100.0 99.7(0.1) 100.0 100.1(0.1) K 
0.0200 0.0500 t 98.4(0.2) 98.8 98.1(0.0) 98.6 97.2(0.1) 97.5 98.3(0.2) 1 
0«0SS3^«^ 0.0500 t 98.2(0.1) 98.6 97.3(0.1) 97.8 96.6(0.1) 96.9 98.0(0.2) < 
•Utipubliehed work of Minnie Liohte in thia laboratory, 
deviations are within pairentheseB. 
•••O.OSSOM persjaug^nate used \ifith oellulose-aoetate rayon. 




OP PIPTY-VOLOME BA,THS OP POTASSIUM PERMAKGAKATE HI FOUR EODHS ON THE TOIffiiT OP THB PABRIOS 
t 
! Regonerated-oellulose rayon* Cellulose-! 
0.0 t 0 .1° c. 15.0 t 0 
t 
.1° C. t 
c 
25.0 i 0.1® C. 40.0 i 0.1° c. 15*0 t 1.0° C. 


















tage of o: 
Eibrld tOon-
tf^brio 
i'abrio" s oon- t 













































































FOUR HOURS ON IHE miGET OF THE FABRICS 
rayon* Cellulose-aoettkte rayon 
' C. 40,0 i Q .1° C. 15*0 i 1.0° C. 25.0 i 1 .0° C. 40.0 ± 0.1® C. 

























































































TABUS VII. EFFiSCT OP PIFTY-VOLWIE BATIIS OF SODim^ 
PSROXYllOMTE, 0,3 PER CENT AS TO SOAPy OH 
TliK ACETYL OP GEIJLULOSE-ACETATE RAYOE 
Bleaching : 
bath 1 ACETYL 
Sodium : After eight hours : 
peroxyborateJ at 40,0 t 0,1° G , *  t After tvro hours at 100° C» 
Normality s Peroentage tPorcentaKe j PereentaKe »PoroentaKQtPeroentage 
;of orisinal iof reaid- ;of oriRinal: of resid-'tof control 






:38.05(0.08) 38.34 100,0 
0,0480 :38.22(0.04) 38,5 :36.28(0.13) 37,33 97,4 
0,0961 *37,92(0,02) 38,3 jSl,07(0.3l) 33,50 87,4 






•Unpublished -work of Jean Vivian Bower in tliis laboratoiy, 
•*Itoan deviations arc within parentheses. 
62. 
TABLE VIII. EFFECT OP FIPTY-VOLUIE BATHS OP SODIUM PBROJiYBORATE, O.S HER CENT AS TO SOA 
OF THE WET MRP OF 3HB FABRICS 
IffiFAKING STSENOTH OP W,T YiAliP OF FABRICS 
Ble&ohing 





















» age t 
t ooniirol t 











t age c 


















































^Unpublished woxk of Joan Vivien Bower in this laboratory. 
**Metm dsviatioaas are wiliiin parentheses. 

62. 
SODIUM PKROXTBOK&TE, 0.8 EER CENI AS TO SOAP, OH THE BKEAKINa STKENOTH 
BKEAKING STRENGOK OP V®T YiARP OF FABRICS 
i 0.1 0 C. After two houre at 100® C. 
d-
» 
s Colluloseo Cotton t Regenerated* t Cellulooe-
lyonf . t aootate rayon* Cellulose* toellulose rayon* taoetate rayon 
•offli'b"' s Poui^ tPeroent- Pound jPercent- t Foimd iPeroent- t Pound jperoenifc-
t par t a^ per t ago of t per t a^ of t per t a^e of 
introl t Inolti t oontrol liSoh 1 oontx^l t inch 1 oontirol 1 £n(di t oontrol 
ibrio t t fabrio 1 fiabrio t fabrio t fabrio' 
.00 
t 
s 17(1) 100 21(2) 100 I 23(1) 100 I 18(1) 100 
08 t 17(1) 100 19(E) 90 « 19(3) 83 1 17(1) 94 
71 i 16(1) 94 20(3) 95 » 14(2) 61 » 15(1) 85 
58 t 16(1) 94 19(1) 90 8 12(1) 52 » 13(1) 72 
46 t 
t 
15(0) 88 19(1) 90 « 10(1) 45 t 11(1) 61 
I this laboratory. 

53. 
TABUS IX» EFFECT OF PIPTY-VOLUME BATHS OF SODIUM PBR01YB0R&IB» O.S PER GI-:!® AS 1 
COPPER NUMBER OF THE FABRICS 
COPPER MJlffiEH 
Bleaching s 
b&th t After eighb hours at <D*0 i 0,1® c . t Aftej 
Soditia t 
perojcyborat© t Cotton Regeneratsd- Cellulo0e*i t Cotton 
t oollulosef oollulose rayono acetate rayon t oellulos ei-
Norimlitjjr )Poroentage iPer- peroentag© sPer- PeroontaK© jPer« tPerceirbago iF< 
t of toent- of »oent» of lOent- i of »Cl 
t original lage of ori^nal Jage of original tage of t original :aj 
t fabrio treafd- ifabiio sroaid- fabric sroisid-1 fabrio jn 
i ml s ual 1 ual t 1 1 
t:^rlo tfabiAo tfabrio t »fl 
0.0000 »0,18(0,01)*» 0,18 1,10(0,05) 1,11 2,91(0,07) 2,93 t 0,14(0,02) 0 
0,0480 t0.19(0.01) 0,19 1.32(0,01) 1,34 5.06(0.01) 3,08 i 0,33(0,02) 0 
0.0961 10.27(0.01) 0.27 1,96(0,08) 1,99 8,01(0,07) 3,04 » 0.46(0.06) 0 
0.1441 10,30(0,03) 0,30 2,24(0,02) 2,27 2.99(0,19) 3,04 t 0.60(0.05) 0 
0.1922 t0,42(0.04) 0.42 2.94(0,13) 2.98 3,01(0.07) 3,07 t 0.62(0.02) 0 
<t>1XapubliBhed vork of Jean Vlviftn Bcmer in this lalsoratoz^* 
«4>M3att deviations are isithin parentheeee. 

53. 
I OF SOUEUM PBROIYBOB&TE, 0.3 PER OEKP AS TO SOAP, <M HE 
COPPER HUMBEH 
t 0.1® c. 
t 
d" t Oelluloee-
Biyon* t ftoetate rayon 





8cent- s of 
tage oft original 
treald-t ' fabrio ' 
e W1 t 
tfgSrtet 
* t 
Cotton t Regensrated- t 
oelIulo3e» t cellulose rayon* t 
tPer** tPeroentage tPer- »Percentage 
















tago oft original 
treei<i>t ' fabric'' 














2.93 t 0.14(0.02) 0.14 
t 
t. 1.04(0.02) 1.08 
t 
1 3.24(0.06) 3.26 
1.54 t 3,06(0,01) 3.08 « 0.33(0.02) 0.33 » 1.37(0.02) 1.38 t 2.93(0.09) 3.01 
1.96 t 8.01(0.07) 3.04 1 0.45(0.08) 0.46 1 2.09(0.02) 2.11 t- 2.68(0.10) 2.89 
2.27 t 2.99(0.19) 3.04 t 0.60(0,05) 0.61 t 2*44(0.00} 2.48 I 2.48(0.02) ^2;0O 
2.98 t 
t 
8.01(0.07) 3.07 t 
* 












mSLE X. EPPUQT OF FIFTY-VOUJHli BABiS OF SOKtUM PEROiOrBaRATe, O.S PER CM', 
m 1EE •WEICSaT OF THE FABRICS 
VJEIGHT OF RESIIXJAL FABFIOS 
After sight hours at 40.0 t 0,1° 
t t 
C. 
,w. • Cotton » Eegenerated-
t oelluloBo* I oelluloee rayon» 
"Mbrmall-ty tPoroeint- aPeroenlU' tPorcent* 'iPoro^^~' 
tago of tage of i&ge of gage of 
toriginal loontrol :original t oontrol 





t 99,0(0,1) 100.0 99,4(0,0) 100.0 
t 
t 100,8(0,1) lOG 
0,0480 : 99,3(0.1) 99.2 t 98.5(0,0) 99,5 99,3(0,1) 99.9 t 99.1(0.2) 98 
0,0961 S 99.0(0.0) 98,9 t 98.6(0,1) 99,5 99,0(0,1) 99.6 s 98.5(0.2) 96 
0,1441 8 99,0(0,0) 98,9 t 98,5(0,1) 99.5 98.4(0,1) 99.0 t 98.2(0.1) 9a 



















age of of 
original t caatr 
fabrio t "fabri 
•TInpublieSaed woxfc of Jean ¥ivi«i Bower in this laboratory, 
**Meaxi deviations are within parenthoaeo. 

54. 
raai MOTS OF SOnUM HSROaiBOMTB, O.S PER CEBT AS TO SOAP, 
E FABRICS 
•REICSIT OP RESIDUAL FABEICS 
D.O t.0.1° C- After two hours at 100 C. 
.tod- s Calluloae-'^ 
rayon» i aoetate rayon 
'oro^^'-"'tPeroeat" tPareenfc" 
ige of tftge of sago of 
ootrbrol tca-igl330.1 : oontrol 
fabric i fabrio t fabric 
Cotton » Hegenorated-
oolluloB9» t oallulose rayoa* t aoetate rayon 
peroent" tPeroejat'-'" tPeroent* tPeromib- i'peroenfc~ iPercent:'^ 




jriginal t control $original t control goriginal t control 
fabric s fabrio t" fawic t fabric s fabrio s fabric 
100.0 
t 




100.0 t 99.2(0.0) 100.0 
99.5 t 99.3(0.1) 99.9 99.1(0.B) 98.9 i 98.4(0.0) 99.9 i 97.2(0.2) 98.0 
99.5 s 99,0(0.1) 99.6 98.5(0.2) 96.5 t 98.2(0.1) 99.7 t 9S.8(0,3) 93.5 
99.5 t 98.4(0.1) 99.0 98.2(0.1) 90.0 t 98.0(0.2) 99.6 t 86.6(0.2) 89.5 
99.6 t 
: t 
98.0(0.1) 98.8 98.1(0.0) 97.9 t 
t 
97.8(0.1) 99.S t 84.5(0,3) 85.2 
in this laboratory# 

55. 
TABLK XI. EFFECT OF FiraY-VOLUlf; BATiiS OF CALCIUM irYPOCHLORITE 
ON THE ACETYL OF CELLTJLOSF^ACETATE RAYON 
) I 
Calcium hypochloritei Time jTeraperuture 
: } 
Initial Final i Hour "C. 
normality t noinna lity ; 
tof blanlc : 
Aoatyl 
Percentage : Peroentage 
of oriKinal t of residual 
fabric s fabric 
0,0000 0.0000 2 ;25.0 + 0.1 I 38.36(0,02)* 38.46 






s25.0 4. 0.1 J 38,39(0,02) 38,49 





:40,0 4> 0,1 : 38,44(0,02) 38,58 
0,1026 0,0802 » • • • 38,69(0,05) 39,15 
*Ii!!aaa deviations are within parentheses • 
TABLE XII. EFFECT OF FIFTy-VOLUMB BATHS OF CALCIUI,! HYPOCHLORITB ON 
THE Ba33AKIKG STEEKGIH OF Hffl TfflT YiASP OF THE FABKIGS 
J 
• 
• Calcium hypochlorite Time ! Te-ipsrat'jire ; •Rreaking strength of vwt -warp of fabric 
Fabric t  : 
t  Initial :Final normality Hour °C. Pound T)or inoh t Percentage of 
:noj:^lity: of blank 3 : control fabric 
• 
• 
Cotton cellulose*: 0.0000 0,0000 4 25,0 i 0.1 22(o)** 100 
t  0,1008 0,097S 18(1) 82 
m 
X 0,0000 0,0000 4 40,0 i 0,1 22(0) 100 
i  0,0993 0,0725 8(2) 36 
Regenerated-
« 
> 0,0000 0,0000 2 25.0 t 0.1 25(1) 100 
cellulose rayon* : 0.1000 0.0932 : 16(1) 64 
0,0000 0.0000 4 :25,0 i 0,1 » 25(2) 100 
1 0,1008 0,0976 • • 1 4 
i 
t 0,0000 0.0000 4 i40,,0 * 0.1 23(1) 100 








25,0 t  0,1 ! 19(1) 100 
acetate rayon • 0,0970 0.0955 • ft 19(1) 100 
X 
t 0,0000 0,0000 
s 
4 tE5,0 t 0,1 19(1) 100 
• 
• 0,1040 0,0975 1 19(1) 100 
0,0000 OoOOOO 4 40,0 t  0,1 s 19(1) 100 
ft 




•Unpublished work of l^ary Alexander in this laboratory, 
**I5ean deviations are within parentheses, 
•^•Disintegrated, 
TABLE XIII. EFFECT OF FIFTY-TOLUiJE BATHS OP CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE 
OK THE COPPER ITOliBER OF THE FABRICS 
Fabric 
Caloivm 






Initial » Pinal Hour 1 22.' 
t 
i 
I^llimetori Percentage : Percentage 
norma lity snonnality of mercury I of original t of residual 
:of blanJc • fabric j fabric 
Cotton cellulose* 0.0000 0.0000 4 
a 
m 
s25.0 i 0,1 736.5 : 0.11(0.01)** 0.11 
0.0988 0.0924 S 739.3 I 0.50(0.01) 0.51 
0.0000 0.0000 4 
s 
:40.0 i 0.1 736.0 0.08(0.01) 0.08 
0.0991 0.0851 s 736.5 : 1.66(0.02) 1.69 
Regenerated- 0.0000 0.0000 2 :25.0 t  0.1 • 736.5 t 0.58(0.01) 0.58 
eellulose rayon* O.IOOS 0.0939 736.5 : 5.14(0.08) 5.16 
Cellulose-aoatato 0.0000 0.0000 2 |25.0 t  0.1 747.0 : 2.98(0.05) 2.99 
rayon 0.0970 0.0955 a « 738.6 J 3.22(0.11) 3.23 
0.0000 0.0000 A :25.0 i 0.1 747.0 : 2.98(0.04) 2.99 
0.1040 0.0975 • • 741.5 J 3.91(0.04) 3.92 
0,0000 0.0000 4 
• 
J40.0 * 0.1 738.6 3.06(0.04) 3.07 






•Unpublished work of Mary Alexander in this laboratorj'-. 
**Mean deviations are mthin parentheses. 
TABLE XIV, EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLUME BATHS UF CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE ON TliE 









fabric Initial t Final f 
normality:normality i 








: of blanks : { fabric i fabric 
























































































•Unpublished work of liary Alexander in this laboratory, 
••Mean deviations are given within parentheses. 
59, 
TABLE XV, EFFECT OF PIFTY-VOLIW BATKS OF SODIUK W-CIILORO-g-TOLUTSNE-
SULFONAI'-IIDE IN FOUR HOUES OH Tim ACETYL OF GBLUJLOSE-
ACETATE RAYON 
Sodium H»daloro-£-toltxene-





: of blanlc 
®C. s PoroontaKe : 
i of original : 






40.0 i 0.1 i38.44(0.02)* 38.58 
0.1012 0.1012 38.43(0.05) 38.54 




^laan dstriations are vvithin parentheses, 
60. 
TABLE XVI. EPliECT OF FIFfY-VOLU]JE BATHS OF SODIUM W-CHLORO~ 
^-TOLUIilffiSULFOI'lAi.lIDE 111 FOUR HOJRS OH TilE BEEAKINa 
STRliHGTH OF TBJii ViET WARP OF TIIK FABRICS 
Sodiian N-chloro- : 
j>-toluenssiilfonaTnii30 :T(?nTporaturs 
I 
Breakijig strength of 
•wot wai^ of fabric 
Fabric s Initial : Final 
:nonTiality: normality 








Cotton cellulose* 0.0000 0.0000 25.0 i 0.1 22(0)** 100 
0.0997 0.0997 : 22(0) 100 
0.0000 0.0000 S40.0 i 0.1 22(0) 100 
0.0997 0.0992 21(1) 95 
s 0.1986 0.1986 22(1) 100 
0.3357 0.3357 22(1) 100 
0.0000 0.0000 100 22(0) 100 
J 0.0112 0.0112 20(1) 91 
: 0.0997 0.0981 20(1) 91 
0.198S 0.1954 : 18(1) 82 
0,2983 0.2923 : 17(1) 77 
Reg«3nerated- 0.0000 0.0000 i25.0 i 0.1 25(2) 100 
cellulosQ rayon* 0.0997 0.0997 25(2) 100 
0.2233 0.2238 I 23(1) 92 
0.3357 0.3357 23(1) 92 
0.0000 
m 
0.0000 140.0 + 0.1 23(1) 100 
0.0997 0.0992 i 23(1) 100 
0.2238 0.2238 18(1) 78 
0.3357 0.3380 18(1) 78 
I 0.0000 0.0000 100 24(1) 100 
0.0112 0.0112 : 0 
0.0997 0.0986 • 0 
0.2238 lost • « 0 
0.3357 0,3401 i 1 **>!< 0 
t • t 
•Unpublished work of Ifery ikloxander in -bhis laboratory, 
•*Mean deviations are within parentheses, 
»*>KDiB int Gg 3ratod • 
61. 
TjUSljS XVI, (Coatinued) 
:Sodiiun _N-chloro- s » Breaking strength of 
!_p-toluQnea\ilfoiiamic3o J Taripe ratur0: TOt iwrp of fabric 
Fabric : Initial s Fiml « • ^ C. « Pound ! Peroentage 
;nomiality jnormality < • per ! of control 
: : of blarilc • inch : fabric 
; 0.0000 0.0000 t25 .0 i 0.1 3 19(1) 100 
i 0,1011 0.1014 ; X 18(0) 95 
0.1905 0.1904 I « « 19(1) 100 
0.S146 0.3149 : s 19(1) 100 
0.0000 0.0000 :40 .0 i 0.1 • • 19(1) 100 
I 0.1012 0.1012 » • • • 18(1) 95 
0,1902 0.1904 J : 20(1) 105 




« 100 18(1) 100 
0.0096 0.0085 : 16(1) 89 
: 0.0994 0.0912 • 8(0) 44 
; 0.1819 lost « 1 0 
; 0.3201 0.2872 : i 0 
rayon 
lABLE X7II. EPjraiCT OP FIFTY-VOLTIT® BATHS OP vSODIDT.! H-CHL0R0-£-T0LUET.1E-
SULFOHAJUDE 111 FOUR HOURS OTJ THE GOPPERlCTlfflER OP THE FABRICS 
iSodiian N-ohloro-£-
toluensBulfonaaide 
























0.0000 0.0000 40.0 t  0.1 
0.0997 0.0992 
0.1999 0.1968 
0.3034 0.3002 : 
0.0000 0.0000 J40.0 t  0.1 
0.1012 0.1012 s 
0.1902 0.1904 s 
0.3148 0.3152 : 
I 
750.0 : 0,06(0,00)** 0.06 
736.0 • * 0,20(0.01) 0.20 
738.6 « 0,29(0,01) 0.30 
739.2 • • 0.38(0.04) 0.39 




• 0,61(0.02) 0.61 
737.7 • • 0,65(0.03) 0.65 
736.8 • • 0.70(0.02) 0,70 
738,0 • • 0.79(0.01) 0.79 
738.6 
I 
S 3.06(0.04) 3.07 
746.3 « « 8,79(0.17) 2,80 
746,0 s 2.67(0,13) 2,67 
730.7 I 2,66(0.06) 2,66 
05 
N 
•Unpublished work of Maiy Alexander in this laboratory, 
••l&an deviations are v.lthin parentheses. 
63. 
TABLE XVIII, EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLUIIE BATHS OF SODIUl? 
N-CHLOEO-g-^^OLUEmSSTJLFOMiaDE IK E'OUR 
HQUliS ON Tlffi ¥ffiIGlIT OF TlDi FABRICS 





to luenesu If onninid e Temps ra til re : Weight 
: 
Fabric ' Initial t Final "0. {Percontase : Percentage 




* of blanlc : fabric : fabric 
* 
Cotton cellulose*: 0,0000 0,0000 100 I 99,7(0.0)** 100.0 
s 0,0099 0,0098 : 98,7(0,1) 99,0 
t 0.1002 0.1002 ; 98.2(0.1) 98.5 
0,1997 0,1963 I 98,0(0,0) 98.3 
: 0,2997 0.2994 : 98.0(0,1) 98,3 
Regoneratod- j 0,0000 0.0000 40.0 t  0,1 8 !100.0(0.0) 100.0 
cellulose rayon* : 0,0997 0,0992 i 99,9(0,0) 99.9 
I 0,1994 0,1982 : 99.8(0,1) 99.8 
0.2999 0,2990 t 99,7(0.1) 99,7 
Gellulose-acotate: 0,0000 0.0000 40,0 t  0.1 m : 09.6(0.0) 100,0 
rayon : 0,1012 0,1012 s 99,7(0,0) 100,1 




0.3140 0,3153 J 99.9(0,0) 100,3 
Wnpublished work of Mary Alexander in -this laboratory. 
**Iil0an deviations aro v/ithin parenthases. 
TABLE XIX. EPliTilCT OP STEAI^ IN 1.5 HOUBS ON THE ACETYL 
OF CELJJJLOSE-ACPTATE RAYON 
Steam Acetyl 
Gauge pressuresTemperature X 
Pound par : ^C. • Percentage PercentaKe ;Porcentago of 
square inoh • « of origins,! of residual tTmlue at room 
: fabric faTario I temperature 
-





115.2 38.53(0.02) 38.43 99.8 
30 i 1 134,5 
t 
z 38.02(0.08) 38.20 99.2 






-I'Mean deviatione are vfithin paronthesos, 
TABIE XX. EFFECr OP STEAM IN 1,5 EOUSS ON THE BSEAKINS STEEIUTH 
OF THE YfflT WAEP OF THE FABRICS 
« 
Steam : BSEAKIMS STREIE-TH OF TffiT WARP OP FABRIC 
Gauge :Temper-: Cotton cellulose, t Cotton cellulose, 
pressure Jature : unbleached : bleached 





Pound : °C. J Pound rPoroentage : Poimd sPercentafse 
per J sper inch: of value iper inch: of value 
Pound : Peroentafis 
per inch: of value 
Pound s Percentage 
per inch: of ^lue 
square : j t at rocsn : : at room 
inch : : jteinpgrature: jtempsrature 
t at rocan 
: temperature 
: at room 
: temperature 
« « m « 
rocsn :67(4)* 100 : 66(5) 100 
1 : 





SO i 1 154.5 :47(2) 70 : 58(1) 88 
: : 
45 i 1 144.6 J** : ** 
« • 













•Mean deviations are mthin parentheses. 
••Values not determined. 
2X1, EFPEGT OF STEAii IK 1,5 HOUl^S OIJ THE COPPER NUi!BEE 


















Percentage tPercentage: Percontage ;Percentap;e tPercentase >Peroentag;e iPercentage iPeroeatage 
of originaliof resid- ;of original;of resid- ;of originaltof resid- ;of originaltof resid-










10 + 1 115.2 :0.28(0,00) 0,29 JO.14(0.01) 0,14 J 4l))! J 3.12(0,06) 3,13 
so + 1 134.5 a.l7(0.04) 1,24 :0.26(0,01) 0,26 :1,62(0.08) 1.G3 :3,85(0.03) 3,87 
45 + 1 144.6 J 5 ** t2.76(0.08) 2,78 J ** 




1,05 s3.97(0.15) 4,00 :3.77(0.01) 3,81 
»]jfean deviations are within parentheses 
••Values not determined. 
31ABIS XXII, EPBECr OF STEAi.1 IS 1,5 HOURS OM IHE iiiiEIGHT OF THE FABRICS 
Steam i YiEIGHT 
Gauge :Temper-: Cotton cellulose, 
pressure: ature > unbleached 
: > 
Cotton cellulose, : Regenerated-aelluloso: Cellulose-acetate 
bleached i rayon : rayon 
: : 





of original: of value of originals of value iof original; of value Jof originals of value 
fabric : at rocsn 
! terapei'-
: ature 
fabric j at room : fabric s at room : fabric : at rocau 
t temper- s : temper- : t temper-
: ature » J ature S ! ature 
t  
room :96,73(0.03)* 100,0 
10 * 1 115,2 j97.21(0,0l) 100,5 
30 I 1 134.5 :94.42(0.04) 97,6 
45 + 1 144,6 : =5=% 
60 : 1 153,0 :92,32(0,11) 95,4 
• 
• » 
99,80(0,02) 100.0 :99.74(0,01) 100,0 t99.61(0,01) 100.0 
100,05(0,01) 100.3 J ** :99.74(0,00) 100.1 
99,95(0,04) 100,2 s99,69(0.03) 99,9 s99,53(0.06) 99.9 
** 199,82(0.04) 100.1 s •»* 
99,57(0.03) 99,8 »99.28(0.04) 99.5 j99.08(0.0l) 99.5 
: : 
*Mean deviations aire within paarenthoses. 
•^Values not determined. 
68. 
GRAPHS 
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75. 
\oo' L_«.cg «s in<zJ 
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— — l^sqeneira-teci-c: eWvjiose ^auion 
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78. 
uiscassioN 
Oxidative Degradation of Colluloso-aoetato Rayon 
Limitations of study of oxidation of oollulosg-aootats rayon 
Commorcial cellulose acetate is a mixture of chains of different 
degrees of polymerization whose acetyl value is approximately constant 
except for very short chains v^here the presence of the fourth hydroxyl 
group becomes apparent (45S). lie may expect oxidation to proceed at 
different rates for the different degrees of polymerization and always 
at a surface of the fiber. 
Oxidation with potassium permanganate 
A comparison of Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows that, v/hile oxidation of 
regenerated-colluloae rayon by potassium permanganate is more vigorous 
than oxidation of cotton, the action of a solution of lovi aoidi-ty is 
similar to the action of a neutral or slightly alkaline solution, and 
for each textile the effect of temperature is usually greater than the 
effect of pll, as measured both by decrease in wet strength and increase in 
copper number. It should be noted, however, that the cotton cellulose 
used was an unbleached, desized organdie of light color and low ash; the 
action of the bleaching agent was diverted in part to the colored impurities, 
iidioreas in the case of the regenerated-oellulose rayon and cellulose-acetate 
rayon, tho full effect of tho oxidizing agent v/as spent upon the fiber. 
However, for cellulose-aootate rayon, reported more resistant to oxida­
tion than other cellulosic fibers, v/o find by an examination of Figure 3 
that pli is of far jireater influence than temperature. The sharp difference 
in reactivity is shovm dramatically in l''it;ure 4, which portrays the effect 
of potassium permanganate on the weight of fabric. Here again, for 
celluloBe and rogenoratod-cellulos© rayon tho effect of pH and of tempera­
ture are of ccsnparative magnitudes, while for oellulose-aoetato rayon the 
effect of pii is predominant, 
Doree and Ilealoy (125) studied the oxidation of cellulose acetate 
and of cotton linters mth 0,04 H potassium permanganate which vra.s 0,1 M 
with respect to sodium carbonate or 0,05 M with respect to sulfuric acid; 
they found that the copper number of cellulose acetate after five hours 
had increased from 0,15 to 0,18 with tho alkaline solution and to 0,53 with 
tho acidic solution, v/hereae that of the linters had increased from 0,10 to 
3,55 with the basic solution and to 3,33 with the acidic solution. Here, 
too, the action of acidic and alkaline permanganate was similar for cotton 
but the acidic bath v/as more deleterious to cellulose acetate than the 
alkaline bath, although the cellulose acetate did not undergo as groat an 
inoroase in. copper number as that observed in this study. 
Nickerson (359) has developed a method for estimating the degradation 
of cellulosio substances by hydrolysic and catalytic oxidation; ho has 
concluded by its use that tho amorphous regions of cellulosic substances 
are less resistant to attack by acidic oxidant than are the crystalline 
regions (360, 361, 362), Goldfinger, !to.rk, and Siggia (185) have recently 
BO 
oonfinnod ttiis view. Hickerson stated that meroerization appeared to 
increase the proportion of omorphous substance and thus to render the 
crystallite more susceptible to hydrolytic attack. Further, cellulose 
acetate has been considered a more or less expanded structure which brealcs 
doivn rapidly, because its ester groups render tlie chains incapable of 
association into impermeable cohesive units, iiidge. Parsons, and Corner 
(411) have pointed out that the decree of polymerization is lov/er for 
r 
colluloso acetate than for viscose or cellulose, Doree and Healey (125) 
shovjed that the presence of the ester groups afforded some protection 
against oxidation, but that eventually the copper number of completely 
acetylated cellulose increased to a value compai-able to that for similarly 
treated cellulose, Tl\ey suggested that, inasmuch as the primary 
alcoholic group xTas masked rather than converted to carboxyl (Kalb and 
Falkenhausen (260)), hydrolyzed glucosidic secondary alcoholic groups were 
oxidized to ketonej if this assumption is tenable, vie may expect that 
regenerated celluloee vdll be attacked more vigorously than cellulose 
and, over a period of time, cellulose acetate more completely than either, 
Boree and Kealey have also pointed out that the presence of ketonic groups 
niay enhance the reducing properties of cellulosic substances, iin examina­
tion of Tables III through VI indicates that the effect of 0,05 M sulfuric 
acid in the abscnoo of permanganate is negligible, and it is only the 
combination of acid end oxidant which brings about the great degradation 
suffered by cellulose-acetate rayon. 
Values of acetyl, shown in Table II, are anomalous. Cellulose-
acetate rayon treated v;ith aqueous permanganate shows slightly higher values 
81 r 
"bhan. the untrsa'tod ^ 0x1:110^  vAiile "bhai: oxldlzod by aoidio parmangana'fce at 
the loT/er temperaturon fihovro a noticeaVile increase, Tlie hifr,h value is 
probably duo to the formation of carboxyl groups which neutralize sodium 
hydroxide during the determination of acetyl and are thuo computed as acetyl. 
At 40° C. the degradation is so great that experiraental error conceals any 
increase. 
The greater degradation of cellulose-acetate raj'on by acidic per­
manganate was visually apparent; a hoavjr coating of eja oxicTe of mojiganosG 
formed and vjas very slowly removed by reduction with sodium hydrogen sulfite. 
Gollulose-acatat© rayon treated vdth aqueous pormarjganate was decolorized by 
sodium hydrogen sulfite much more rapidly, and the hand of the rinsed, air-
dried textile was softer than tlrnt bleached in an acidic bath. 
Oxida'bion v/ith sodium poroxyborate 
i'lgux"© 5 iixdicaiios •BPIA.'B OOIXuXOSQ is liijlile affeoiiod by oxidetijioix 
with sodium peroxylorata, either at 40 or 100° C.; the difference in values 
at the tv/o temperatures is v/ithin experimental error. Raaschou and Larsen 
(397) noticed that a solution O.Oll:^  H in sodium peroxyborate in the presence 
of sodium hydroxide caused but slightly more degradation to cotton cellulose 
than the alkaline solution without oxidant, but that increased degradjition 
occurred when higher concentrations were used, espocially above 0.055 N. 
In tliis study cotton cellulose showed a loss of only ten per cent of its 
vrat strength after two hours' oxidation at the boiling point of water in 
a bath 0,1923 M to aodix«n peroxyborate. Tne different results miiy be explained 
by the use of soolium hydroxide by Itaaschou and Larsen, 
02. 
Rogonoratod-oolluloae rayon ia arfeoted but little more at 100° C» 
than at 40°, but at botli tamperatures it is much more degraded than 
celluloso, probably bocause of its [greater exposed Burface. Tlie similarity 
of values at the two temperatures may be due to the fact that peroxyborate 
in unstable at elevated tenrperatuires ((??)} thus, while the salt vreis added 
in amount to give the specified nox^ malitj/- in each case, the more rapid 
decomposition at higher temperature undoubtedly resulted in a bath of 
lovrar amilable oxygen# 
For cellulose-acetato rayon v/e have to consider, as before, the 
opposing effects of expanded structure and resistance of ester f,roups to 
oxidation and the added factor of hydrolysis. At 40° C. hydrolysis is 
slight, but little more than one per cent of acetyl is removed in a 
0.1922 ^ bath, V/e may attribute a very slight decrease in v/et strength 
and in copper number (411) to this hydrolysis, Fifr^ tire 5 shov;s that at 
40° G. oellulose-aoetato rayon is more resistant to attack than is 
calluloso, Figure G shovjs the observed loss of v/eight of cellulose-acetate 
rayon and the loss of v^ eight cimsed by hydrolysis in baths of zero to 0.1922 N 
sodium poroxj^ 'borate; the difference is apparently duo to oxidation. Again, 
ccraiparing the value so found (0.9 per cent) mth tho value for cellulose 
from Table X (1.3 per cent), ive find cellulose-acetate rayon more resistant 
to oxidation. It is well to consider, however, that regenerated-cellulose 
rayon, which shoxv's a greater loss in wet strength and greater change in 
copper number than either cellulose or cellulose-acetate rayon, shows a 
smaller loss in weight. This GU;:("esta the possibility that sodium per-
8o, 
ox;V'-'iorato v/ill oxidize either primary or sooondai'y alcoholic groups but 
preferably the latter, for loss of \voit,ht is usually asci'ibod to eolution 
of salts of oarboxylio acids fonned durin^ i oxidation, i'hus, cellulose, 
with a more impomieablo structure, offers only primai-y alcoholic groups 
to tlie oxidant} these are oxidized to carbox;^ '-! and dissolve in the alkaline 
solution, but degradation of residual oollulose is slight. During alkaline 
oxidation enolization inay occur at the carbonyl of the terminal anhydro-
glucose unit and cleavage of carbon-carbon linkage may occur within the 
antiydroglucoso unit. This, of course, may occur equally in cellulose and 
regenerated-cellulose rayon, and in cellulose acetate if t]i.e alcohol of 
carbon three has not been esterified, The large amilable surface of 
regenei-ated cellulose allows oxidation of secondary as well as primary 
alcoholic radicals; the formation of carboiiyl groups results in a high 
copper number, vrtiile destruction of hydroxyl groups destroys secondary 
linkages and results in decreased strength. At 100° C, hydrolysis of 
cellulose-acetate rayou occurs; saponification tends to lower wet strength, 
but the observed lowering cannot be ascribed solely bo deaoetylation. The 
vjet strength of regenerated cellulose is approximately forty per cent of 
its dry strength, v/hereas the v;et Gtren.':th of cellulose acetate is 
approximately 60 per cent of its dry strength; complete hydrolysis of 
cellulose acetate, without other action, might be expected to cause a 
33 per cent lo^ vering of wet strength. If decrease of v/et strength is 
proportional to deaoetylation, for 0,2 N sodium peroxyborate at 100° C,, 
•vdiere approximately thirty por cent of acetyl has been removed, the loss 
in wet strength caused by deaoetylation will be only eleven per cent, A 
84. 
loss of 39 por cont is Dctually obsorved, or a loss of approximately 
thirty por cont brou.jh.t about by oxidation. Figure 6 indicates a loss in 
weight of 3.4 por cont caused by oxidation. 
On the basis of this oquetion for the hydrolysis of sodium paroxyborate, 
4Ha''' + 4B03 t 5Uj,0  ^
a solution 0.1922 ^  v/ith rsspaot to uodiuju poroxyborate v/ill be 0,0480 N 
vrith respect to sodium hjrdroxide. Such a conoontration of alkali vdll 
hydrolyze 10.3 per cent acetyl from this collulose-aoetate rayonj loss of 
acetyl, 11.4 por cent, at tJiis concentratioxi aug^ ests th&t hydrolysis of 
borax and soap also furnished alkali. Thus, the solxition v/hich oxidized the 
cellulose-acetate rayon boaamo less alkaline B.S hydro?.ysis occurred until 
it was finally almost neutral. I.m»smuoh as the effect of a peroxide bleach-
in.'?, bath is s"reater at higher pii, •wo inay cor',o3.ude that the cotton celltiloso 
and regenerated-colluloBO ruyon vjoro oxidized under more vigorous experimental 
conditions than celluloso-acetato rayon. Vie may cojicli'.de from its behavior 
under conditions prescribed that coliuloBe-acotate rayon v;ou3.d bo more 
degraded in a bath of pH such as that used vn.tb the coll.uloeic textiles 
and th.at the de,"gradation would probably exceed that undergone by cellulose 
and rej^ enerated-oelluloso rayon. 
Decrease in copper number of cellulose-acetate rayon is ti linear 
function of hyrlrolyeis, in accordanco v;ith the observBtion of Ridge, 
Parsons, and Corner (411). 
Thus, it would appear that v/ith sodium peroxyborate, too, collulose-
aoetate rayon is resistant to mild oxidation but much less resistant than 
cellulose or regenorated-cellulose rayon under more drastic conditions of 
oxidation. 
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Oxidation, v/ith calcium hypoohlorite 
An. investii^ ation of Tables XI through X.W shows the effect of 
0.1 W oalciuin hypoohlorits in two and four hours at 25 and 40° C, on the 
acetyl of cellulooa-acetats rayon and coppor nu:)iber, vraight, and ivet 
streiigth of cslluloae, regeneratsd-cellulose rayon, and oellulosG-scetate 
rayon# Here the cellulosa acotats is again characterized hy extreina 
resistance, -while ttie reported high susceptibility of regencrated-
ccllulose rayon to oxidation by hypoohlorite is oonfimod. Uidge, I^ ieey, 
and Ro\7den (410) oxidized cellulose acetate with 0»04 N sodium hypochlorite 
at 25® C, and pii values ran^ in^ j from 4.6 to 12; althougli degradation of 
cellulose was found to be rapid v/ith neutral hypochlorite, cellulose 
acetate VMS very resistant and shov/od no significant change in acetyl, 
copper number, or strength. After four hours, hov/ever, the colluloao 
acetate showed a significant i-ise in copper nuiaber; it is unfortunate that 
limitation of time did not permit this investitiation to be carried further 
in order to find out whether, upon prolonged contact 7,'ith hypochlorite, the 
csllulose—acetate rayon would bo more degraded than cellulose and regonorated— 
oellulosG, 
Oxidation -y/ith sodium N*chloro~j>'tolueneaulfonGmido 
Table XV shoivs that the total acetyl of cellulose-auetate rayon 
ronaiined unchanged within four hours at 40° C» in concentrations up to 0.3 N 
sodium K-chloro-£-toluQnasulfonamide, Examination of Table XVI indicates 
t!iat, althoujjh colluloeo-acotate x'ayon is more resistant to oxidation than 
regonfiratod celluloiso at 2S and -io" C, and oqual in rocistfinco to collulose 
at these tomporatLiros, at 100° G. it ia i-apidly dwcradod with incroEsing 
ooncentration of roagont, althout;h not so rapidly as rogenei'ated-OQllulose 
rayonj cellulose in more stable than oollulotio-acetate rayon at this 
temperature, Cc-'piper nuKOor and vmir.ht v/oro follov;ed only at tliose 
temperatures at Tjhioh degradation, measured by iivet strength, vjas neither 
excessive nor nil. Tables X"V'II and >JVHI show that little or no change 
OGcuz'red in either copper number or WQight. It ie of interest to note, 
however, that the cellulose-acetate rayon increased in weiftht. This is 
believed due to absorption by this rayon of the oxidant or its product of 
reaction, ^-tolvienosuli'onainide, aince yellovfing occurred and increased v;ith 
increasing concentration of oxidant as is shoim on LipeGimen Sheet I, 
Catalysis in this sti:idv 
In viovv of the emphasis placed upon iTietalllc ionr. as catalysts 
(p. 7, 9) and the fact that the distilled irnter used in this investigation 
contained traces of copper, it is necessary to consider the effect of this 
copper. Ridge, Parsons, and Comer (411) stated that copper and iron ash 
are considered to be so srnall, 5.f eir,ht to ton milligrams for 100 g. of dry 
rayon, that catalysis in bleachint; is no(ili£jible, Uni^ ublished results from 
this labcratozy shov; that cellulose-acotato rayon washed once ivibh distilled 
v/ater and sodium naphthenate decreased in ash from an in3.tial 0.08 to 0.04 
per cent but increased in ten \m8hings to 0.05 per centj with soditwi rosinate 
the values were 0.05 and O.OB per cent after one and ten \mshinf,s, resTJeotively. 
If lie assuEie this ash to be metallic, the increase per washing is of the 
order of only 0.003 per cent, well within the limit, 0.01 per cent, set by 
itidge. Parsons, &.nd Cornar. Percioiitnl increases in ash per mshing with 
nciphthenate and rocinpto, rocpootively, are 0.001 ojid 0*003 for cotton and 
0.002 and 0,004 for regonerated-oellulose rayon. It is posroJ/le, of 
course, that not all of the ooppei* present in tJie vsxter ->/aG prooipitatod 
as insoluble soap, but tiie nui-tiiiitude of tiia values indicates that we najr 
diisrejjard catalysis. 
Correlation bet^ voen copper number find wet strene;th 
P.oth v/ith regard to "oayoellulose" aiid "hydrooellulose", disagree­
ment exists as to relationship between copper nuinber and strength, 
Glibbens at al (40, 92, 93, 411) found a definite correlation bofereen rate 
of change of copper nuinbor and stren,v;c;h of all the "hydrocellulosos" they 
studied but none for "oxyoellulose", Hall (206) stated that greater 
degradation VJEG aooompanied by higher copper number, Iless, \Joltsien, and 
ifessmer (236) found that copper nujnbers of "hydrocelluloses" varied with 
the method of their preparation. Figure 7 illustrat/es the change of 
copper number vdth wot strength of cellulose, regenoratGd-colluloso rayon, 
and cellulose-aco'bate rayon treated with aodium paroxyborate. It is sean 
that, while these lines are, ^jithin exporimental error, of the general 
equation, y-rQX<fb, mis different for each textile# 
Thermal Dogradation of Soino Cellulesic Textiles by Steam 
Loss of wet strength in steaming 
The tempsratiiro at which cellulose begins to suffer degradation Ims 
boon roportod as 140 to 150° G, (71, 268, 309, 330) but, as soon in 
Table XX, tho bleacjhed cotton cellulose used in thia investigation shovvad 
12 per cent loss in v^ ot strength at 134«5° C. and 47 per oent loss at 
153.0°0. Unbleached cotton oollulose, of tho samo trad© name as the 
bleached, had its wot fltr0nf!;th reduced 30 per cent at the lower and 7!5 per 
cent at the higher temperature. Increased v/etting power of stoaniod un­
bleached cellulose (209) v/as also observed, iief^ eneratod-cellulose raj^ on 
v/as appreciably more resistant tlian oellulooe to heat: its wet warp 
strength ims roduced only 83 per cent at 153,0° C, Oellulose-acetate rayon 
retained only 42 per cent of its vict warp strength at 134,5° C, The values 
at 115.2° C, are anomalousj this temperature is near that at which acetic 
acid volatilizes and the explanation occurs that fluctuation in pressure 
is involved here. Table XIX indicates that deacetylation is low at this 
and at hii?,her temperatures and cannot be blamed for the loss in strength 
unless acetic acid formed during hydrolysis stayed in intr^ iate contact with 
the fiber and induced the observed loss of strength (94). 
Effect of steaming on copper number 
Fi3;ur0 B shov/s that increase in copper nujriier did not follow decrease 
in wet strenfjth in all cases, llie degradation of unbleached cotton cellulose 
represented by decrease in wet atrerigtli was reflected by its inci*ease in 
cojiper nunibor, but while wat atrongth of rageriQrated-oelluloBs doclinod 
loss than thnt of the othor -fiV-Rrs, its coppor numhor nhonod almost as 
groat an increase as tho copper raimbcr of unhleachod cotton# Tlio copper 
number of cellulose-acotato rayon did not incraaso a« strength docreasod. 
Ghango in weight of textiles during steaming 
It is interesting to note, in Table }'AIT., that rroipht increased 
v.'hen the fsbrios v/ere steainod at 115.0° 0, This apparent increase in 
v/eight may be accounbed for by the presence of residual size, loss easily 
removed by v/ashing after the fabric had been heated. Loss of v/eight •was 
considerable only in the case of unbleached cellulose; loss in vreight of 
cellulose-acetate rayon approximnted loss of acetyl. 
These results tend to place the decomposition point of oelluloso at 
approximately loO*^  G, Viscose is, as repoi'ted, mora resistant to heat than 
cellulose itself, and cellulose-acetate rayon is much more susceptible to 
moist heat than the other cellulosic fibers. 
Correlation between copper ni-urfcer and wet strength 
It is shovm. in Fitiure 9 that change in copper number induced by 
Btenming is a linear function of loss of v/et strength, v/ith a different 
slope for each textile. Comparison of Fi;;uro 7 and Figure 9 shovrs that m 
for a yivon textile varies rith tho reagent which brinp;s about tho change. 
Color of steamed textiles 
Spociioen sheets II through V chov; the increasing color of the four 
fabrics when exposed to increasing temperatures. 
t'rotGction of ccllulosic textiles durinj':; stoaminj' by starob- f)5.ze 
"Pure" collulosG has been i*oi)ortod unaffooted in. color vfhon subjootsd 
to temperatures bet-woon 130 and 150° 0, (o6, ZQB), Beoause color dovoloped 
at 134.5° C. in tho bleached cotton as v/ell as in the unblGaohocl cotton, 
it vjas auspeotod thrit decompoBltron of Btn.roh size might bo responsiblo 
and might also aooount for decomposition of the fiber if acidiy products 
•vver® formed. However, v/hen breaking-strongth specimens of unbleached 
cotton and bleached cotton \fore desized with Taka^ Diastase, steamed, and 
broken "wet, it was found that the strength of the sized fabric ms in each 
case greater than that of the desized. Knecht and Egan (296) had reported 
tliat starch and cutoh protected bleached cotton during oxidation vjith 
hypochlorous acid. Rogers and Hays (414), hovraver, discovered that greater 
deterioration occurred in nev/ cotton sheeting than in desized sheeting upon 
storage at high temperatures» 
The data about the protect!vo action of starch size in steaming 
were colleoted after the main body of the work was completed and are not 
ready for presentation here. 
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UONCLUYLOI© 
These conclusions have been reached on the basis of tho •work 
embodied in this dissertation. 
Oxidative Degradation of Cellulose-acetate nayon 
1. Cellulose-acetate rayon is more resistEint tlmn either cotton cellulose 
or regenerated-cellulose rayon to mild oxidation, but it undergc.es 
greater degradation under more drastic oxidation. 
2» Regenerated-cellulose rayon is attacked more vigorously than is un­
bleached cotton cellulose by aqueous and acidic solutions of 0.033 M 
potassium permanganate in four hours at 40° C. as indicated by increase 
in copper number (6,55 in aqueous and 7,69 in acidic bath for 
regenerated-cellulose rayonj 3»56 in aqueous and 4,73 in acidic bath 
for cotton cellulose), by deoreasod vjeight (3,7 per cent in aqueous 
and 9,7 per cent in acidic bath for regenerated-cellulose rayon; 1,4 
per cent in aqueous and 3,1 per cent in acidic bath for cotton cellu­
lose), end by lovrered \7et strength (complete loss for regenerated-
cellulose rayonj 69 and 83 per cent loss for cotton cellulose), but 
tem.perature at which oxidation occura is in both cases a more important 
factor than pH of bath, 
3, Oxidation of cellulose-acetate rayon by 0,033 M aqueous potassium per­
manganate in four hours at 40° G, results in loss of vrat strength of 43 
per cent, but in a solution 0,05 M as to sulfuric acid, degradation, 
assayed by rise in copper number (from 3 to a value greater than 12), 
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•fay loss in weight (45 por cent), and by decrease 3.n wot strength to 
no measurable value, is considerable. Temperature is of much less 
importance than pii in oxidation of celluloee-acetate rayon with 
permanganate• 
4, The apparent increase of aoetjrl in cellulcse-acetato rajron hy 
potassium permangamto may be due to neutralization of sodium 
hydroxide during saponification by carboxyl groups formed during 
oxidation, 
5, The effect of sodium poroxyborate, in solution 0,3 por cent as to soap, 
on unbleached cotton cellulose at 40 and 100® C. is negligible for con­
centrations up to 0,1922 Regenerated-cellulose rayon is attacked 
equally and considerably at both these temperatures, inasmuch as 55 per 
cent loss of wet strength occurred in a bath 0ol92iJ The similarity 
of results at both temperatures may be explained by the more rapid 
decomposition of sodium peroxyborate at the higher temperature, 
6, Cellulose-acetate rayon suffers negligible degmdation in baths of 
sodium peroxyborate up to 0,1922 at 40° C, for eight houi^ E, At 
100° G, for two hours loss in wot strength is approximately 40 per oentj 
ten per cent of this may be attributed to loss of acetjirl, the remainder 
to oxidation. Inasmuch as oxidation vdth peroxide is enhanced in 
alkaline solution, and the alkalinity of the solution in contact v/ith 
cellulose-acetate rayon is less than that in contact with regenerated-
cellulose rayon or cotton cellulose because of exhaustion of allcali 
resulting from saponification, it is concluded that in a bath of constant 
pH greater than 7, at 100° C, oxidation would result in greater degradation 
9S 
to oellulose-aoetate rayon than to oithor regenerated-Golluloso rayon 
or ootton cellulose. 
Copper nuTiibor of oelluloso-acetato rayon oxidized with sodium 
peroxyborato docreases. This is in accord with tho observation (411) 
that doacetylation results in decreased copper number. 
During treatment •with 0»1 N neutral calcium hypochlorite, cellulose-
acetnto rayon is attacked to no noticeable degree until it is oxidized 
for four hours at 40° G,j it then loses only 36 per cent of its v;et 
strength, v/hereas under tho same conditions cotton cellulose loses 64 
per cent of its wot strength and regenerated-cellulose rayon is left 
with no measurable wet strength. In four hotjrs at 25° C, co-fcfcon 
cellulose loses 18 i^ r cent and regenerated-cellulose rayon 96 per cent 
of Viet strengtho Copper minber and loss of weight in each case reflect 
loss in strength. 
In oxidation \'/ith sodium N-chloro-£^ -toluenesulfonamide, regenerated-
cellulose rayon is attacked more vigorously than either cotton cellulose 
or cellulose-acetate rayon, neither of v/hich shows any loss in vret 
strength when oxidized four hours at 40° C. at concentrations up to 0,3 _N, 
At 100° C, regenerated-cellulose rayon retains no wet strength even in 
concentrations as low as 0,01 M, The v/et strength of cellulose-acetate 
rayon is decreased 11 per cent in 0,01 N solution, 56 per oent in 0,1 W 
solution and completely in 0,2 and 0,3 N solution during four hours at 
100° C, Cotton cellulose retains 77 per oent of its wet strength after 
four hours at 100° C. and 0,3 H, Copper nuniber reflects decrease in wet 
strength in all fhese cases studied. 
OellulosG-acetate ra^ ron ino.rensBS in vrai(?:ht nnd is yellcfvved v.'hon 
oxidized for four hmjrc at 10° 0. v.'ith sodium ^ T-chloro--n-
tcluonoFulfonamide, prolmbly bocause of absorption of this oxidant 
or its product, £-tolueneEulfonanido» 
Thomal Degradation of tiomo Gollulosic lextilos by Steam 
nnlleao.had notton cellulose loses 7ri per cent of its vrat strenp;tli 
vdien steamed for 1.5 hours at 153° C. in contrast to bleached cotton 
CGllulose for •which the loss is but 47 per cent. Rcgenerated-
csllulose rayon, which retains 77 per cent of its v/et strength, is 
more resistant to the action of steam than cellulose or cellulose-
acetate rayon which retains only 32 per cent of its wet strii.'ig;th at 
153° 0. 
It is suf^ gosted that tho loss of stroni^ th of cellulose-acetate rayon 
is brought about by tho poetic acid released upon hydrolysis, 
Depth of color of each textile bicreases as the teinpoi'atiire at which 
it is steamed increasesj unbleached cellulose atoamed for l.S hours 
at 153*^  C. is of a deep brown ooloi', 
ulxen increment in copper number is plotted against decrease in wot 
strength, a lino of the general equation y o jnx 4- b rosultsj in is 
shown i;o be different for oach textile and for each reagent. 
Starch size providos protection against the action of steam. 
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Tables of Kxporiniontal Date 
155. 







woight Oven-dry vreipht 
Determined ; Calculated 
Numibor z C-ram Gram : Percontage 
: 
Gram 
a. Cellulose-acetate rayon. 
Series A 
1 : 2*2839 2*2426 
BS-IA 2*2048 2.1649 
2 2*2789 2.2371 98.17 
3 2*2723 : 2*2312 
4 2*2680 2.2269 
BS-UB 2*2088 2*1688 
5 2*2535 2.2139 98.24 
6 2*2794 2*2381 
7 2*2993 2.2577 
BS-IC 2*2030 2.1631 
8 2.2588 2.2192 98*25 
9 2.2577 : 2.2168 
10 2.2551 t 2*2143 
BS-ID 2.2220 2*1818 
11 2.2250 2.1866 98.27 
12 2.2537 2*2129 
IS 2.2321 s 2*1917 
14 : 2*3000 2.2542 98*01^ m • 
15 : 2.2520 I 2*2112 
16 2i2310 : 2.1906 
BS-2A 
I 
: 2i2187 J 2*1785 
17 2.2900 2.2485 98*19 • • 
18 2.2890 : 2*2476 
19 2.2929 : 2*2514 
BS-2B 2*2137 2*1736 
20 2*2848 2.2444 98.23 
21 2*2868 I 2*2454 
22 2*2969 s 2*2553 
BS-2C 2*2186 I 2*1784 
23 2*2780 2.2378 98.24 t 
s « « 
•Rejected observation 
156. 
TABLE 1, (Contimod) 
Sample 
• 
: Air-dry i 
t weight t Oven-dry vre>ip;ht 
: i 
• • • • 
Determined Calculated 
IJuunbGi" s Gram : 
t : 






i 2,2882 i 2,2468 
25 t 2.2702 ! 2,2291 
BS-2D ! 2.2128 : 2,1727 
26 : 2,2880 : 2.2383 97,83* 
27 : 2,2950 s 2,2535 
28 
4 • 
: 2,2964 : 2,2548 
29 I 2.2794 : 2,2389 98,22 
30 J 2,2982 1 2,2566 
31 t 2.2960 { 2,2544 
BS-SA J 2,2161 ; 2.1760 
32 
I z 
X 2.2823 ; 2,2412 98.20 
33 : 2.2711 J 2,2300 
34 ; 2,2837 : 2,2424 
f C
O 
: 2,2178 : 2,1777 
35 : 2.2664 t 2,2240 98,13 
36 
t i 
X 2,2751 J 2.2339 
37 t 2,2852 ; 2.2438 
BS-SC : 2.2103 ; 2,1703 
38 : 2.2891 : 2,2474 98,18 
39 ; 2.2749 : : 2,2337 
40 
• • 
t 2,2694 : ! 2,2283 
BS-3D : 2,2220 : < 2,1818 
41 : 2,2603 : 2,2188 98,16 > 
42 : 2,2733 i : 2,2322 
43 t 2,2719 s : 2,2308 
44 
t S 
J 2,2802 t 2,2386 98.18 « * 
45 s 2,2638 J I 2,2228 
46 : 2,2790 : • • 2,2378 
BS-4A t 2,1975 J : 2,1577 
47 t 2,2694 : 2,2268 98.12 t 
: t : 
157, 
< 












Dateriuined : Calculated 





: : 2.2283 
49 2.2698 : : 2.2287 
BS-4B 2.2024 • 2.1625 
50 2.2825 2.2396 98,12 : 





BS-4C 2.1834 : : 2.1439 
53 2.2826 s 2.2402 98,14 ; 
54 2.2889 2.2475 





56 2.265S 2.2232 98.14 i 
57 2.2714 4 ft 2.2303 
58 2,2594 t 2.2185 
59 2.2710 : 2,2285 98,13 t 
60 2.2547 
i : 
: : 2.2139 
61 2.272S « « 2.2312 
BS-5A 2.2108 2.1708 
62 2.2711 2.2293 98.16 j 




. BS-5B 2.2167 : 2,1766 
65 2.2723 2.2310 98,18 I 
66 2.2883 t : 2.2469 




68 2,2805 2,2394 98.20 t 
69 2.2948 » • • 4 2.2533 
70 2.2723 i 2.2312 




TjyJUil 1, (Gentliiue d) 
Sainplo 
Air-dry i 
































































































TABLTS 1. (ContiTiHGd) 
Sample 
: Mr-dry : 
: \TOir:;ht s Ovou-dry -weipiht 






I'JUEiber : s 
: t 
Cfjpam J Forcantago Gram 
91 
• m « « 
; 2,5008 : 2,2608 
BS-7A : 2,2183 J 2,1797 
92 ! 2.2914 ; 2.2514 98,25 
93 ; 2.2847 : 2,2449 
94 t 2.2941 s 2,2542 
BS-7B 
« • 
: 2,2176 ! 2,1790 
95 : 2.2718 : 2.2315 98,23 t 
96 J 2.2702 1 2.2307 
97 ! 2.2968 ! 2,25G8 
BS-7C t 2,2152 : 2,1767 
98 
« « 
t 2.2936 : 2,2531 98,23 
99 : 2.2729 : > » 2.2334 
100 : 2.2742 : 1 2,2346 
BS-7D : 2.2113 ; 2,1728 
101 s 2,2921 s 2.2524 98.27 
102 
s * 
: 2.2845 : 2,2447 
103 t 2.3044 s 2,2643 
104 : 2.2873 i 2.2480 98,28 
105 t 2,2982 ! 2,2582 
106 : 2.2803 : 2o2406 
BS-8A 
t t 
i 2.1930 : t 2,1548 
107 : 2.2B65 i 2,2475 98.29 t 
108 : 2.2904 : : 2,2505 
109 : 2.2787 : 2.2391 
BS-833 : 2.1912 : 1 2.1531 
110 
• t 
; 2,3000 : 2.2605 98,28 
i 
: 
111 ; 2,3092 : I 2.2690 
112 J 2.2949 : • 2.2550 
113 s 2.2874 : 2,2487 98.31 t 






















Gram ; Porcontaj;o Gram 
114 s 2.2967 
3 
• « 2.2567 
115 ; 2.2930 2.2531 
BS-8D 1 2.1956 : 2.1574 
116 : 2.2827 * 2.2424 98.23 




- «  
m m 2.2529 
119 ; 2.EGOS 2 2.2200 98.23 
120 : 2.2528 • « 3 2.2138 
121 s 2.2607 : 2.2214 
BS"»9A : 2.2125 « « 2.1740 
122 
m 
t 2.2497 2.2107 98.27 
123 : 2.2572 : 2.2179 
124 t 2.2530 ] 2.2138 
BS-9B : 2.2141 ; 2.175S 






127 I 2.2690 I 2.2295 
BS-9C J 2.2060 i 2.1676 
128 1 2.2716 : 2.2319 98.25 
129 : 2.2686 • « 2.2291 
130 s 2.2735 
t 
• « 2.2339 
BS-QD s 2,2051 i 2.1667 
131 :: 2,2789 2.2394 98.27 
132 ; 2,2909 • « 2.2510 
133 : 2,2607 « • 2.2214 
134 
« 
: 2.2825 t 2.2421 98.23 
135 s 2.2770 i : 2,2374 
136 » 2,3067 s 2.2666 
BS-lOA I 2.2187 i 2.1801 











weight Oven-dry weipht 
: Deterrained j 
i 
Caloulatod 
Number Gi*am Gram i 
• 
FerGentai';o CI ram 
130 2.2738 2,2342 
139 2.2786 2.2390 
BS-lOB 2.2197 2.1811 
140 2.2757 2.2353 08.22 




BS-lOO 2.2160 2,1774 
143 2,2855 2,2450 98,23 
144 2.2666 2,2272 
145 : 2.8703 2,2308 
BS-IOD 2.2142 i 2.1757 
146 2.2890 2.2486 98.24 
147 2,2947 2,2548 
148 2,2773 2,2377 • 
149 2,2877 2.2483 98.20 t 
150 2.2700 2,2305 
Mean 98.26 
Deviation i 0.02 
« 
• b, Cellulose-acetate rayon. 
t Series B 
1 
> 
: 2,2670 : 2.2339 
BS-IA 1 1,7339 1,7086 
2 : 2,2506 2,2175 98.53 
3 t 2,2B28 2,2199 




6 2,2935 2,2589 90.49 1 
6 : 2,2658 : t 2.2327 
7 : 2,2484 s » 2.2156 
BS-IC i 1,7353 i s 1.7100 
: t 
162. 
TiBLE 1, (Hontinued) 
s Air-dry 
Sample : weight 
I 
Oven-dry vfei,^ht 
Determined t Calculated 
Humber Greua : Grain t CJram 
• 
« : : 
s s 
8 2.2729 : 2.2401 98.56 • 
9 2.2653 s • 2.2322 
10 2,2960 5 • 2.2625 
BS-ID 1.7282 ; t 1.7030 
11 2.2915 J 2.2585 98,56 t 
! 
12 2.2859 ; 
1 
3 2.2525 
13 2.2710 : ; 2.2378 
BS-IB 1.7448 : t 1.7193 
14 2.2856 : 2.2527 98.56 $ 
15 s 2.2731 : Z 2.2399 
t t 
16 : 2.2733 t 
3 
2.2401 
BS-2A 1.82G3 ! 1.0016 
17 2.2582 ! 2.2259 98.57 « • 
18 2.2609 s i 2.2279 







20 2.2799 1 2.2472 98.57 i 
21 2.2B02 : • • 2.2469 
22 2.2866 t • • 2.2532 
BS-2C 1.8298 ; « 1.8031 
23 
» 
2.2482 ; 2.2160 98.57 
X 
• 
24 2,2574 i i, 2.2244 
25 I 2.2836 : i 2.2503 
BS-2D 1.8291 t { 1.8024 







28 2.2455 s « • 2.2127 
DS-2E t 1.8319 s t 1.8052 
29 : 2.2513 t 2.2186 98.55 t 
30 i 2.2315 : • 2.1989 
: : : 
1G3 



















31 2.2363 : 2,2036 
BS-3A 1.8565 ; 1,8294 
32 I 2.2731 : 2,2408 98,58 
33 2.2609 J 2,2279 
34 2,2728 t 2,2396 
BS~3D 
t 
1.8522 J 1.8252 
35 2.2642 : 2.2306 98.52 
36 2,2624 : 2,2294 
37 2.2677 J 2,2346 
BS-3C 1.8578 t 1,8307 
33 
• 
2.2610 : 2,2292 98,59 
39 2,2990 ; 2.2654 
40 : 2.2510 : 2.3181 
BS-3D : 1.33GS : 1.8098 
41 2.2670 J 2,2346 98,57 
42 
• 
2.2667 : 2,2336 
43 2,2736 : 2.2404 
BS-3E 1,8608 : 1.8336 
44 2.2710 J 2,2378 98,54 
45 2,2809 t 2.2476 
46 
« 
2.2767 1 : 2.2435 
BS-4A 1,7131 » 1.6881 
47 2.2923 5 2,2582 98.51 
48 2.2812 s 2.2479 
49 2.2794 : 2.S461 
BS-4B 
t « 
a 1.7196 .• 1.6945 
50 : 2.2868 3 2,2531 98,53 
51 ; 2,2768 ; 2.2436 
52 : 2.2900 J 2.2566 




TABLE 1, (continued) 
: : 
{ Air-dry : 
Sample : woif^ht ; Ovon-dry vfeiF,ht 
: Petonnined Calculated 









































































































































woipht ; Oron-clry weiKlit 
s 
t 
Bote mined Calculated 
KUMBOR 
• 







2,2462 J 2,2037 
77 • • 2,2887 I 2,2468 98,17 
78 : 2,2836 : 2,2404 
79 : 2..29G0 : 2,2467 
BS-6B 
: 
2,2485 t 2,2060 
00 2,2982 ; 2,2565 98,18 
81 2,2908 J 2,2475 
82 2,2842 : 2,2410 
BS-6G 2,2402 : 2,1979 
83 2,2919 ! 2,2501 98,18 
84 
• 
2,2748 i 2,2318 
85 2,2027 : 2,2396 
BS-GD 2,2456 ! 2,2032 
06 1 2*2046 : 2,2520 98.14 
87 2,2980 : 2,2546 
88 
« 
2,2819 ! 2,2388 
89 2,2922 s 2,2493 98,13 
90 2.S025 I 2,2590 
91 2,2878 t 2.2446 
BS-7A 2,1982 : 2,1567 
92 2,2959 : 2,2523 98,10 
93 2,2858 i 2,2426 
94 2,2887 : 2,2454 
BS-7B 2,1953 I 2,1538 
95 2,2977 t 2,25'i4 98,12 : 
96 2,2872 J . 2,2440 
97 2,3048 : 1 2,2612 
BS-.7C J 2,2020 : i 2,1604 
98 : 2,2948 : 2,2511 98,10 i 



















Determined s Caloulatod 
Wjinber : Crram : 
t 
Gram s Porcontags i 
: i 
Gram 
100 2.2970 J 
• • 
t 2.2536 
BS-7D 2.1933 s « 2.1568 
101 s 2.3038 s 2,2600 98.10 
102 2,2875 : 2.2443 
103 2.2950 : 2.2516 
104 2.2724 : 2,2298 98,13 
105 2.2966 ; 2.2532 
106 2.2782 : 2.2351 
BS-8A 2.2803 s 2.2372 
107 2.2008 J 2.2450 98.09 
108 2.2838 J 2.2406 
109 2.2994 : 2.25S9 
BS-8B 2.2719 I • 2.2390 
110 2.3173 s 2.2723 98.06 




BS-8C 2.2762 I 2.2332 
113 2.3194 2.2756 98.11 s 
114 2.3108 I 2.2671 
115 2.3105 2.2668 
BS-8D : 2.2818 2.2387 
116 : 2.3155 2.2705 98.06 
117 J 2.2888 2.2455 
118 : 2.2957 2.2523 





I t 2.2733 
121 1 2.2915 ft » t 2.2482 
ES-SA : 2.2673 • • : 2.2244 
122 J 2.2798 2.237S 98,14 z 
123 s 2.2861 t t 2,2429 
3 t : 
167. 






Ihiinber Gram C-ram t Percentage Gram 
: 
124 2,2782 2.2351 
BS-9B 2.2722 s 2,2293 
125 2.2764 : 2.2338 98.13 
126 ; 2.3013 2.2578 






120 2,2774 » K 2.2343 98,11 I 
129 2.2843 • « 2.2411 
130 2,2820 5 2.2389 
BS-9D 2.2757 : 2,2327 
2 i 
131 : 2.3017 t 2.2577 98.09 
132 2.2S37 : 2,2405 
133 J 2.2700 2,2271 
134 2.2807 2.2364 98.06 
135 2.2695 2,2266 
136 J 2.2846 } 2,2414 
BS-lOA 2.2843 1 : 2.2411 
137 2.2882 I 2.2453 98.13 s 
138 2.2762 : 2,2332 
139 2.2669 X 2.2241 
I3S-10B J 2.2837 
t 
X 2.2405 
140 : 2.2392 • 2.1964 98.09 
141 J 2.2594 2.2167 
142 : 2.2823 3 J 2.2392 





t 2.2169 98,11 
s 
: 
144 5 2,2695 : 2,2266 
145 J 2.2573 X 2,2146 
BS-IOD J 2.2891 • 2.2458 
146 : 2.3110 : 2,2G57 98,04 
IGR, 






IJumljor Rraiii : 
t 







148 2.2790 2,2359 
149 2.2857 2.2411 98.05 




o. CollulosQ-aootate rayon. 
Series £ 
1 2,3470 2.2803 97.16 
BS-IA 2.2527 2,1905 
BS-IB 2.2767 2.2139 
BS-IC 2.2595 2.1971 
DS-ID 2,2520 2,1898 
2 2,3541 2.2905 97.30 
BS-2A 2,2278 1 2.1665 
BS-2B 2.2345 2.1728 
BS-BG 2.2409 2.1791 
BS-2D 2.7072 2.6325 
3 2.3501 2.2862 97.28 
BS-3A 2,2448 3 2.1828 
HS-3B 2.2270 2.165B 
ES-3C 2.2695 2.2069 
BS-3D 2.6080 I 2.6138 
4 2.3366 2.2725 97.26 
BS-4A 2.7100 2.6352 
BS-4B 2.2573 J 2.1950 
BS-4G 2.2620 : 2.1996 
BS-4D J 2.2841 : s 2.2211 
I 1 1 
109 
TABLE 1, (Cbntimiod) 
Sample 
Air-dry 
woight Oron-dr^r woir4^t 
Deterjninsd Calculated 
NuTnl^xar Grain Oram : PGrcaiitaii^e G-ram 
5 2.3382 2,2738 97,25 
PS-5A ! 2,7165 2,6415 
ES-5B 2,2391 2.1773 
BS-5C 2.2G31 2.2006 
BS-5D 2.2771 2,2143 
6 2,3100 2.2458 97,22 
nS-6A 2.2439 2.1820 
BS-6B 2,2459 2.1835 
BS-6C 2,2417 ? 2,1798 
BS-6]} 2.2549 : 2,1927 
7 
t 
2.3040 : 2.2418 97.30 
DS-7A 2,2496 2.1875 
BS-7B 2,2408 t 2.1790 
]3S-7C 2,2272 : 2,1657 
I3S-7D 2,2345 i 2.1728 
8 
t i 
2,3137 8 2,2505 97,27 
ES-8A 2,6918 2,6175 
BS~8B I 2.8506 j 2.1885 
BS-80 J 2.2482 : 2,1861 




BS-9A 2,2576 2.195S 
BS-9B 2,2553 2.1931 
BS-9C 2,2511 2,1890 
PS-9D 2,2572 2.1949 
10 2,3238 2,2590 97,21 
BS-lOA 2,726 7 2,6514 
BS-lOB 2,2789 2,2160 
BS~100 J 2.2860 t 2.2229 
BS-IOD ; 2,2785 » 2,2156 
I • 
170, 








Gram Graia . : Percentage 
• 
wram 
11 • « 2.3095 2.2457 97,24 
BS""11A t 2.71S0 2.6401 
B3-11B 2*2660 2,2035 
HS-llC 2,2722 : 2.2095 
BS-llD • • 2.2687 2,2061 
12 :: 2.2376 2,2314 97,12 
BS-12A 2.2223 2.1610 
BS-12B 2.G670 2.5934 
BS-12G 2.2203 • 2.1590 
BS~12D 2.2130 2.1519 
13 2.2934 2.2284 97.17 
BS-13A 2.2440 2,1821 
BS-13B 2.2450 2.1830 
BS-13C 2.2462 : 2,1842 
BS-13D 2,2420 J 2.1801 
14 2.3029 J 2.2387 97,21 
BS-14A 2,6917 2.G174 
BS-14B 2,2551 2.1929 
BS-14C 2.2459 2.1839 
BS-14D 2,2549 2,1927 
15 2,3310 2.2652 97,18 
BS-15A 2,6940 2,6196 
BS-15n 2.2547 2,1925 
BS-15C 2.2588 2.1965 
BS-15U 2.2527 2,1905 
16 2,2046 2.2399 97,19 
BS-16A 2.7546 2.6785 
BS-16B 2,2927 : 2.2294 
BS-16C : 2,2967 • I 2.2333 
BS-16D ; 2.2964 i : 2,2330 
Calculated 
171, 











17 > 2.3217 2.2527 97.03 
BS-17A « 2,2800 2.2256 
ES-17B • 2,20o7 2.2207 
BS-17C • 2.2854 t 2.2223 
DS~17D • • 2.2898 ! 2,2266 
18 2.3155 2.2501 
4 
97.18 ! 
BS-lOA ' « 2.7542 1 2.6782 
BS-lOB • 2,2909 S.2277 
BS-18C • 2.2897 2,2265 
BS-ISD • • 2.2859 2,2223 
19 
0 
I 2.3379 2.2685 97,03 
BS-19A 2.7017 • 1 2,6271 
BS-19B 2.2496 : 2.1875 
BS-19C 2.2356 t 2.1739 
BS-19D 2.2460 t i 2.1840 
20 2.3365 t 2.2695 
t 
97.13 : 
BS-20A 2.7535 2.6775 
13S-20B 2,2950 ! 2,2317 
BS-20C : 2.2940 1 2.2307 
BS-20D 2,2969 2.2335 
21 2,3285 2.2624 97.16 
BS-21A : 2,2810 2.2180 
BS-21B : 2,2833 2.2203 
BS-21C : 2,2839 2.2209 





: 2,3406 2.2749 97.19 
BS-22A 2.8107 i 2.7331 
BS-22B • 2.3536 : 2.2886 
BS-22C • 2,3572 : 2.2921 
BS-22D t 2,3482 t t 2.2834 
172. 





vraight Oven-dry we5 c;ht 
DotonninGd Calculated 
Gram Gram : Peroontage 
: 
Gram 
2S 2.3295 2.2625 97,12 
BS-23A 2.7355 2.6600 
BS-23B 2.2770 2.2142 
BS-23C 2.2797 2.2168 
BS-23D 2.2799 2,2170 
24 2.3062 2.2411 97,18 
ES-24A 2.7710 2 ,.6945 
BS-24B 2.3073 2,2436 
BS-24C 2.2927 2,2294 
BS-24D 2.2918 2.2285 
25 2,3151 2.2495 97.17 
26 0.8704 0.8464 
27 0.9571 0.9307 
28 0.7540 0.7332 
29 0.8304 0.8075 
30 0.8304 J 0.8075 
31 0,6969 0.8721 
32 1.0134 0,9879 97.48 
33 1.0744 1.0447 
34 0.9859 0.9587 
35 0.9949 0.9674 
36 1.0394 1.0107 
37 1.0284 1,0000 
38 0.9182 0.8929 
39 0,8662 0.8443 97.47 
40 0.9053 0.8803 
41 0.9846 0.9574 
42 0.9149 i 0.0896 
43 0.8900 t 0.8654 




TABIJF. 1. (ContinuGd) 
SaiiiplQ 
Air-drjr 
vroicht Ovon-dr}/- vraii;ht 
Detoitainod Calci\ lated 
!'li.irabor f'rom Tii'sm ! PercGZxtagQ n-ram 
45 0.9261 0,9005 
4G 0,8763 0,8521 
47 0.9618 0,9373 97,45 
48 0,9762 0.9493 
49 0,8628 0.8390 
50 1.0577 1,0091 
51 0.9531 0.9268 
52 1.0075 0,9797 
53 1.0093 0.9014 
54 0.8732 0.8491 
55 ; 0.8773 0,0531 
56 0*9175 0,8940 97,44 
57 0.9673 0,9406 
58 0.8567 0.8331 
59 0.9200 0,8946 
60 0.9280 0,9024 
61 0.9206 s 0,8952 
62 0.6696 0,8456 
G3 0.3520 0.3293 
64 1.0959 1,0564 97,31 
65 1.1538 1,1220 
66 1.1768 • 1 1,1443 
67 1,1640 1 1,1319 
68 1.1444 1.1128 




71 1.1405 1.1102 97,34 
72 1.1570 1.1251 
73 1.1490 1.1173 
74 1,0940 1,0638 
174. 













lIurabGr Grasi « 
t 
Gram s Parcents-g© 
I 
Gram 
75 1.1465 1.1149 
76 1.1161 1.0853 
77 1.0977 t 1.0674 
78 J 1.103Q t 1.0750 97.41 




81 1.2630 : 1.2281 
82 1.1369 t ' 1.1055 
83 1.2383 1.2041 
84 1.2370 J 1.2029 
85 
1 




Deviation 0.10 : 
i 
s d. Cellulose-aostate rayon. 
: Series F 
1 
s 
2.3564 : 2.2951 
2 2.3573 2.2960 
3 2.3398 2.2818 97.52 
4 2.3385 2.2777 
5 2.3442 2.2R33 
6 2.3447 2.2837 
7 2.3318 * 2.2712 
8 2.3305 ! 2.2699 
9 2.3346 • 2.2739 





12 2.3593 t 2.2980 
IS 2.3700 * • 2.3084 
14 2.3546 « « t 2.2934 
15 2.3514 : t 2.2903 
: t 
175. 





Vfoi^it s Ovon-dry vraif^ht 
2 
3 
DoterBiijiod t Calculated 
ISimber Oram : 
I 









17 2.3620 i 2.3010 97.42 3 
18 2.3587 I 2.2974 
19 2.3622 J 2.3008 
20 2.3595 ; 2.2982 
21 2.3672 ; 2.3057 
22 2,3817 : 2.3198 
23 2.3430 : 2.2821 
24 2.3289 : 2.2696 97.45 : 
25 2.3242 m 2.2638 
26 
t 
2.5472 s t 2.2862 
27 2.3367 J 2.2759 
20 2.3549 i 3 2.2937 
29 2.3431 1 ; 2.2822 






32 2.3491 1 2.2880 
33 2.3704 2 3 2.3088 
34 2.3686 t « 2.3070 







37 2.3586 : « « 2.2973 
38 2.3S13 : 2.2725 97.46 : 
39 2.3224 : 3 2.2620 







42 2.3516 : • 2.2905 
43 2.3436 ; « * 2.2827 
44 2.3417 : * 2.2008 






TABLE 1. (NDIIOINUOD) 
Sample 
: t 
: Air-dry s 




i'Jb.mbcr : O-rajn s 
t ! 





s 2.3445 i 2.2835 
47 I 2.3533 : 2.2921 
48 t 2.3462 i 2.2652 
49 t 2.3610 t 2.2996 
50 I 2.3514 5 2.2903 
51 
S * 
: 2.3331 : 2.2773 
52 J 2.3397 : 2.2803 97.46 
53 : 2.3328 t J 2.2721 
54 t 2.3319 t 2.2713 
55 : 2.3400 : 2,2792 
56 
S 1 
I 2.3339 : 2.2732 
57 : 2.3413 J • 2.2804 
58 s 2.3396 ; 2.2780 
59 t 2.3460 : 2.2867 97.47 
60 5 2.3594 : 2.2981 
61 
1 t 
t 2.3416 : 2.2807 
62 : 2.3435 : 2.2826 
63 : 2.3339 i 2.2732 
64 : 2.3481 : 2.2870 
65 t 2.3410 s ! 2.2801 
66 
• • 
: 2.3388 : 2.2740 
• 
97,.23 i 
67 ! 2.3455 s 2,2845 
68 : 2.3443 : 2.2833 
69 J 2.3425 s t 2.2816 
70 J 2.3479 i { 2.2869 
71 
t • 
t 2.3544 ; 2.2932 
72 s 2.3-2.78 s 2.2868 
73 t 2.3616 : 2.2977 97.29 
74 1 2.3540 J 2.2928 




TABUS 1, (Continuod) 
Saraplo 
Mr-diy : 





Number tirm : 
• 
« 





2.3S91 J 2.3075 
77 2.3547 : 2.2935 
78 2.3611 1 2.2997 
79 2.3689 1 2.3073 
80 2.3686 : 2.3082 97.45 
81 
• 
2.3470 : 2.2860 
02 : 2.3317 j 2.2711 
83 2.33S1 : 2.2754 
84 2.3374 : 2.2766 
85 2.3475 : 2.2865 
i • 
86 t 2.3594 : 2.2981 
87 ! 2.2985 s 2.2403 97,47 
88 2.3018 s 2.2420 
89 : 2.3020 j 2.2421 




Deviation : 0.09 
91 2.3140 s 2.2485 
92 2.2992 : 2.2341 
93 2.2960 { 2.2310 
94 : 2.2858 j 2.2211 
95 2.2865 J 2.2229 97.22 
96 
« 
2.3036 : 2.2384 
97 2.3161 s 2.2496 
98 s 2.3015 ; 2.2364 
99 s 2.3085 ; 2.2432 
100 s 2,3022 I 2.2370 
< 
178. 
TABLE 1. (continued) 
1 : 
1 Air-dry t 




itoiber ! Gram s 
t : 
Gram * ^^ox'oentaGe 
: 
Gram 
101 : 2.3240 i 2,2582 
102 : 2,3140 : 2.2485 97.17 
103 1 2,3000 t 2.2349 
104 : 2.3212 ! 2,2555 
105 J 2.3222 s 2,2565 
106 
• X 
: 2.3007 J 2,2434 
107 : 2.3033 t 2.2430 
108 ! 2.3017 t 2.2366 
109 : 2.3052 j 2.2423 97.27 
110 : 2.3085 s 2,2432 
111 
« • 
t 2.3066 J 2,2413 
112 : 2.2929 : 2,2280 
115 : 2,2728 s 2,2085 
114 i 2.2770 t 2,2126 
lis ; 2,2816 s 2,2170 
116 
• • 
: 2.29S0 : 2.2330 97,26 
117 J 2.2676 ; 2.2034 
118 I 2,2551 J 2.1913 
119 : 2.2799 s 2.2154 
120 : 2.2460 : 2.1824 
121 
2 t 
: 2.2747 t 2,2103 
122 : 2,2765 s 2.2119 
123 s 2.2702 s 2.2067 97,20 
124 i 2.2690 : 2.2048 
125 : 2,2864 : 2.2217 
126 
• « 
: 2.2791 i 2.2146 
127 : 2.2540 ; 2.1902 
128 J 2.2617 t 2.1977 
129 1 2.2547 i 2.1909 
















131 2.2644 : 1 2.2003 
132 2.2754 s 2,2110 
133 2.2930 ; 2.2281 
134- 2.2730 ; 2.2087 
135 2.2670 ; 2.2028 
i i 
136 ; 2.2657 ; 2,2016 
137 2.3018 I 2.2385 97.25 
13B 2.2930 ; 2.2231 
139 2.3064 s 2.2411 
140 2.2990 J 2.2339 
141 2.3042 I 2.2390 
142 2.2965 : 2,2315 
143 2.3111 ! 2.2457 
144 2.2863 : 2.2214 97.16 
145 2.3013 : 2.2362 
i i 
146 J 2.3125 J 2.2471 
147 2*3059 : 2.2406 
143 I 2.2958 : 2.2308 
149 ; 2.3090 i 2,2437 
150 2.3041 t 2.2389 
i i 
151 ! 2.3143 : 2.2468 97.08 
152 2.3074 s J 2.2421 
153 2.3043 J 2.2391 
154 2.3005 : t 2.2354 
155 2.2964 ! 2,2314 
156 
» 
: 2.3016 ; 2.2365 
157 ! 2.3074 s 2.2421 
158 2.2993 : 2.2340 97.16 : 
159 : 2.2960 t 2.2310 










Samplo woicht ! Oven-dry woisht 
s Detarminsd ; Calculated 
mtmbor Gram : 
t 






2.3006 : 2.2355 
162 : E.30-1-0 : 2,2388 
163 2.2908 : 2.2260 
164 2.2856 : 2.2209 
165 2.2840 s 2.2183 97.12 
166 
X 
2.3000 : 2.2349 
167 2.2967 : 2.2317 
168 2.2975 » 2.2225 
169 2.3101 ; 2.2447 





2.3172 : 2,2516 
172 2.3031 : 2.2365 97.11 
173 2.2876 i 2,2229 
174 t 2.3077 i 2,2424 
175 t 2,3003 : 2,2352 
t t 
176 J 2,3047 a 
C 
: 2,2395 
177 : 2.3088 : 2,2435 
178 J 2,2908 s J 2.2308 
179 2.2923 : 2,2282 97.20 s 
180 2.2980 : t 2,2330 
181 2.2958 J s 2.2308 
182 2.2993 ; : 2.2342 
183 2.2692 : 2.2043 97.14 
184 2.2760 ; : 2.2116 
185 2.2740 s 2,2096 
186 t 2.2855 t 2.2221 97.23 
187 2.313J0 1 2.2456 
183 2.2832 : 2.2186 
189 2.2097 t 2.2249 

















Hinnljer Gram : 
t 





2.2833 : 2.2187 
192 2.2046 J 2.2199 
193 2.2538 J 2.1892 97.13 
194 2.2680 t 2.2009 
195 2.2G29 t 2.1989 
196 
t 
2.2061 J 2.2214 
197 2 2.2804 J 2.2159 
198 2.27GS t 2.2124 
199 2.2783 : 2.2138 





2.2775 : 2.2150 
202 t 2.2852 i 2.2205 
203 2.2722 s 2.2079 




2.2783 s 2.2138 
206 
t 
2.2743 : 2.2099 
207 z 2.S841 : 2.2184 97.12 
208 : 2.2882 : 2.2234 
209 • 2.2711 : 2,2068 





2.2813 s 2.2167 
212 m • 2.2983 : 2.2333 
213 : 2.2852 ; 2.2205 
214 • • 2.2933 t 2,2284 97,17 
215 • • 2.2888 : 2.2240 
216 
• 
t 2.2884 • 2.2236 
217 : 2.2863 £ 2.2216 
218 • « 2.2923 } 2.2274 
219 ( 2.2864 : 2.2217 
220 • • 2.2918 ; 2.2269 
2 : 
.LC2. 




Oren-dry vjsi ht 
Dotorminad Caloulatod 
Ifuraber Gram Gram : PercentaEe Gram 
221 2.2886 2.2254 97.24 
222 2.2807 ; 2.2162 
323 3.2307 •. 2.2162 
224 2.276S s 2.2122 
225 2.2786 t 2.2141 
226 2,29S6 I 2.2345 
227 2.2801 : 2.2156 
228 2.2764 2.2112 97.14 
229 2.2792 2.2147 
230 s 2.2796 t 2.2151 
231 s 2.28S5 2.2189 
232 2.3105 2.2451 
233 2.2934 2.2285 
234 2.S141 2.2486 
235 2.2948 2.2289 97.13 
236 2.3254 t 2.2596 
237 2.3166 J : 2.2510 
238 1.1766 : 1.1450 97.15 
239 1.1967 : 1.1648 
240 1.1575 : 1.1247 
241 
s 
1,2370 ; 1,2020 
242 1.2365 ; 1.2015 
243 : 1.2358 1.2008 
244 1.3092 1.2714 07.11 







Deviation : 0.04 
133 











I'luiaber ! Gram 
• m 






6. Colluloso-acetate rayonj, j 





« • 2,2149 
BS-IB i 2.2555 i 2.2131 
BS-IC J 2.7117 i 2.6607 
BS-ID ; 2.7136 « 2.6626 







BS-2B : 2.2401 « 2.1980 
BS-2C : 2,6950 2.6443 
BS-2D : 2.2403 s 2.1982 






BS-2B : 2.2471 • « 2.2049 
BS-3C i 2.6960 : 2.6453 
BS-3D : 2.7063 2,6554 






BS-4B ! 2.2487 2.2064 
BS-4G t 2.2448 • • 2.2026 
BS-4D : 2.2432 2.2010 






BS-5B £ 2.2365 t 2.1945 
BS-5C : 2.6858 t 2.6353 
BS-5D s 2.6886 1 2.6381 
5 : 2.1571 
% 






7 : 1.1488 t 1.1272 
8 : 1.1293 t 1.1081 
9 : 1,1370 t 1.1156 

















Determined : [laloulatod 
















2.2053 98.07 : 
12 s 1,1221 t « • 1.1010 
13 I 1.1430 I • 1.1215 
14 i 1.1400 : • 1.1186 
15 : ia40S ft i 1.1189 





17 : 2.2244 > 2.1832 98,15 j 
18 { 1.1230 • • 1.1019 
19 J 1,1256 « « • • 1.1044 









22 : 1.1359 2 > 1.1145 
23 s 2.2422 1 2.2004 98.14 : 
24 : 1.1282 1 « 1.1070 






27 ; 1.1260 • • * « 1.1048 
28 : 1-1340 t ( 1.1127 
29 ; 2.2329 : 2.1896 98.06 ; 







ft ft 1.1121 
32 J 1.1314 « « • 1.1101 
33 J 1.1216 t • • 1.1005 
34 I 1,1378 « t 1.1164 
85 ; 2.2867 s 2.2427 98.08 s 






37 ; 1.1275 • • • 1.1063 
38 i 1.1314 : t 1,1101 
39 t 1.1262 ; i 1.1050 
40 I 1,1341 t 1.1128 
1 • • i 
105 
TABLE 1, ^Continued) 
Sample 
t t 
t Air-dry : 







Clumber : Gram » 
: t 








: 2.2724 : 2.2282 98.05 
3 
3 
42 t 1.1418 i : 1.1203 
43 i 1.1236 ; t 1.1025 
44 1 1.1245 t 1.1034 
45 : 1.1376 J t 1.1162 
46 
3 t 
: 1.1357 s 
3 
: 1.1143 
47 : 2.2526 t 2.2110 98.15 1 
40 t 1.1301 ; 1.1089 
49 : 1.1263 : a 1.1051 
50 t 1.1223 s • « 1.1012 
51 
4 « 
i 1.1198 t 
1 
t 1.0987 
52 ; 1.1100 » • « 1.0891 
53 1 2.2441 s 2.2029 98.16 3 
54 ; 1.1197 1 1.0986 
55 ! 1,1290 : 3 1.1078 
56 
t s 
: 1.1322 : • • 1.1109 
57 : 1.1188 I m 1.0978 
58 : 1.1280 s * • 1.1068 
59 s 2.2552 : 2.2136 98.16 • 





t 1.1234 : 
1 
4. & 1.1023 
62 : 1.1295 : : 1.1083 
63 : 1.1144 i « • 1.0934 
64 I 1.1297 J • • 1.1085 
65 : 2.2495 : 2.2093 98.21 t 
66 
S 1 
: 1.1116 1 • • 1.0907 
67 I 1.1300 « 3 1.1088 
68 : 1.1208 : 3 1.0997 
69 s 1.1189 : * 1.0979 





TABLE 1, V Continued) 
1 t 
: Air-dry : 
Sample : weight t Ovon-dry \vgip;ht 
: J Determined s Calculated 
t : : 
Number j Gram : Gram t Percentage 
t 
Graiii 
71 2.2321 2.1915 98.18 ! 
72 1.1360 3 1.1146 
73 1,1224 1.1013 
74 J 1.13S8 • • 1.1125 
75 1.1256 1.1044 
76 1.1346 ; 
t 
1.1133 
77 2.2367 s 2.1957 98.17 
78 1.1374 1.1160 
79 J 1.1404 » 1.1190 
80 1.1405 : 1.1191 
81 
• 
1.1325 : 1.1112 
82 1.1246 1.1035 
83 2.2197 2.1796 98.19 
84 1.1396 1.1182 
05 1.1221 1.1010 
86 1.1244 1.1033 
87 1.1282 : 1.1070 
88 1.1264 J 1.1052 
89 2.2518 1 2.2099 98.14 
90 1.1300 1.1088 
01 1.1327 1.1114 
92 1.9625 1.9256 
93 1.8170 t 1.7B28 
94 1.8100 » 1.7760 
95 2.2558 : 2.2164 98.25 i 
96 t 1.8041 1.7702 
97 : 1.8164 • « 1.7823 
t : 
l-fean • • D8.12 t 
Deviation > ! 0.06 t 
107. 





SainiilG : weight : Ovon-dn'' woight 
: 
« 
: Dotenninod Oaloulatod 
Itoflbor i 
I 
Grain : Gram : Percentage Gram 
t fm Cellulose-acetate rayon. 
s Series N 
1 5 2.3211 * • 2.2283 
2 2,31S0 2.2195 
3 2.3232 : 2,2299 95.98 
4 2.3252 2.2322 
5 2.3296 2.2364 
< 
0 ; 2.2316 2.2383 
7 t 2.3506 i 2.2566 
8 2.3514 m « 2.2573 
9 2.3410 ; 2.2479 96.02 t 




12 2.3122 « • 2.2197 
13 2,3814 1 2,2861 
14 2.3237 « « 2.2308 




17 2.3411 * 2.2475 
18 2,3517 ! 2.2576 







21 : 2.3904 : 2.2943 95.98 : 
22 s 2.3652 • 2,2706 
23 2.3784 • • 2.2833 
24 2.3685 i 2.2738 






27 i 2.3341 t 2.2408 9G.00 i 
28 : 2.3346 2.2412 
29 t 2.3311 t 2.2379 
30 : 2.3264 : 2.2333 
m : : 
I B B .  






woiglit J Oven-dry TreiRht 





Gram j Percentage Graa 
31 2.3578 2.2443 
S2 2.3487 2.2548 
33 2.3273 2.2338 95.98 
34 2.3462 s 2.2524 
35 2.3431 2.2494 
36 2.3370 2.2435 
37 2,3801 2.2849 
38 2.3515 2.2574 
39 2.3361 2.2433 DS.OS 
40 2,3434 2,2497 
• 
41 2.5507 2.2567 
42 2.3436 2.2499 
43 2.3438 2.2500 
44 2.5350 2.2416 
45 2.3279 2.2350 96.01 
46 2.3449 2.2511 
47 2.3358 2.2424 
4v^ 2.3281 t 2.2350 
49 2.3540 2,2598 
50 2.3153 2,2227 
51 2.3506 2.2570 96.02 
52 2.36 48 2.2702 
53 2.3330 2.2397 
54 2.3226 2.2297 
55 2.3282 
* 




57 J 2.3166 2.2246 96.03 
50 2.3275 s 2.2344 
59 2.3214 t 2.2285 
60 2.3601 i t 2.2657 
ffean ; 96.00 
t 
t 
Deviation • : 0.02 • • 
• 
• : : 
109. 





Sample vraight } 07©n-dry vrai it 
i Deto rained 
t 
Galoulatad 




g. Collulosc-aoetat© ra^ron. 
Series X 
1 1.6223 ; 1.573S 
2 1,5206 ; 1.4749 96.99 
3 1.2B38 : 1.2450 
4 1.3568 : 1.3158 
i3 1.3106 J 1.2710 
6 1.S287 i 1.2086 
7 1.5539 : 1.5070 96.98 
8 1.3867 : 1.3448 
9 1.3770 J 1.3354 
10 1.3823 t 1.3406 
• « m 
llean : : 
3 
96.98 





h. Cotton muslin sheetings j 
: : bleached. Series S i 
t s 
1 ! 2,5373 t 
s 
2.4518 
2 { 2.5509 X 2.4649 
3 t 2.5311 s 2.4460 96.64 
4 2.6S7B J : 2.6069 






7 2.4138 : i 2.3325 
8 2.6900 t 2.6000 96.65 
9 2.6541 : 2.5453 





TABIJS 1, (Gontinued) 
Sampla 
Air-dry i 
weight I Oven-dry weis 
Detenninsd Calculated 
Number Gram : G-ram t Percontage i 
• 
(iram 
11 2.4187 J 2.3372 
12 1 2.4170 t 2,3363 
13 t 2.4693 5 2.3862 96.63 
14 2.3583 J 2.2788 
15 2,4180 ; 2.3365 
16 2,3955 ; 2.3148 
17 2.S814 J 2.3011 
18 2.4116 : 2.3308 96,65 
19 2.4733 a 2.3899 
20 2,4747 : 2.3913 
21 2.4207 : 2,3391 
22 2.3958 : 2.3151 
23 2.4599 ; 2.3767 96.62 
24 2.4638 : 2.3808 
25 2.4510 I 2.3684 
26 
« 
2.4580 2 2.3752 
27 2.3914 : 2.3108 
23 2.4744 ; 2.3912 96.64 
29 2.4311 : 2.3975 
30 2.4773 : 2.3933 
31 
I s 
2,4888 : 2.4049 
32 2.4420 t 2.3597 
3S 2.5046 s 2.4164 96.48 
34 2.4143 t 2.3329 





: 2.4387 : 
r 
2.3565 
37 : 2.4923 t • • 2.4083 
38 t 2.3866 i 2.3050 96.50 3 
39 : 2,5695 t t 2.4829 
40 i 2.3753 t i 2.2953 
: i t 
191« 




v/sight Oven-dry woight 
Dotomined Gu.loulatod 
Kumber Garara Gram ; Percentage Gram 
41 2.3870 2.3066 
42 2.3433 2.264S 
43 2.3598 2.2805 96.64 
44 2.4362 2.3541 




47 2.4199 2.3383 
43 2.3598 2.2n05 96.64 
49 2.3720 2,2921 
50 2.4175 2.3360 
51 2.3658 2.2861 
52 2.3738 2.2938 
53 2.3591 2.2811 96.69 
54 t 2.3964 2.3156 
55 ; 2.3499 2.2707 
56 : 2,3610 2.2814 
57 : 2.3420 2,2631 
50 : 2.3714 2.2927 96.68 
59 : 2.3684 2.2896 
60 2,3468 2.2677 
Mean 96.63 
Deviation 9 0.03 
t i. Cotton muslin sheeting. 




24 1 4.7168 





TABiiE !• ^Continued) 
! t 
; Air-dry t 
Sample j vroight t 
Detoriuine d 
Qvon-dry vreip;ht 
























20 s 2.4402 
t 
21 : 2.7238 










: j. Cotton muslin sheotiiif';, 































10 3 « 
TJfflLE 1, (OontirruQd) 
1" II. II. iiii' iLJsasira:;ga£r 
1 
4 /di"-dry 





itoiber Gram ; Gram i Percentage 
1 
Gram 
31 8.5422 I 2,4522 
32 2.5106 2.4217 
33 2.6402 J 2,5553 96,46 
34 2,6462 2.5525 
35 2.5312 2.4416 
36 2,5657 2,4749 
37 ; 2,6474 2,5537 
38 2.6947 2,6037 96.62 
39 2.5507 2.4604 
40 2.5862 2.4946 
41 2.6642 I 2.5699 
42 2.6973 2,6018 
43 2.6177 2,5234 96.40 
44 2.6465 2.5528 




47 2.6408 2,5473 
43 2.7086 2,6129 96.47 
49 2.6060 2.5137 
50 2.5980 2.5060 
51 2.5185 2.4293 
52 2.5300 2.4412 
53 2,5867 2.5927 96.50 
54 2.6521 2,5582 
55 2.55S0 2.4626 
56 
1 
s 2.5185 3 2.4293 
57 ; 2,6402 : ; 2.5545 
58 J 2.658G : 2.5630 96.40 ! 
58 1 2.7420 1 2,6457 








Doviation • • s 0,05 • 
: 3 
194. 
U'jlDIii 1, (Continued) 
J Air-dry : 
Sample j woight i Ovon'dry tvoisht 









k. Cotton maslin sheeting, : 








rayon. Series S 
• 
1 2.3500 2.2151 
2 2.3478 2.21S0 
3 2.3600 2.2270 94,37 
4 2.3498 2.2149 
5 2.3218 2.1885 
6 2,3523 2.2173 
7 2,3144 2.1816 
8 J 2,2556 2.1272 94.31 
9 2.2800 2,1491 
10 : 2.2415 2,1128 
11 
» « 
2.2695 : 2.1393 
12 2.2568 : 2.1273 
13 2,2612 t 2.1317 94,27 
14 2.2459 > » 2.1170 




17 2.2484 2.1193 
13 2.2647 2,1345 94.25 
19 2.2321 2,1040 
20 t 2.2463 2.1174 
1 
21 ; 2.2302 2.1097 
22 t 2.2440 I 2,1152 
23 I 2.2676 2.1356 94.18 I 
24 I 2.2335 t : 2,1053 
25 ! 2.2487 : 2,1196 
i 1 3 
195. 
TABLE 1. (uontinuod) 
oatnplo 
Air-dry 
T.'oight 0von-di'\r woifli 
Dotorniined Galcula"tod 




26 2.2363 2,1079 
27 2.2590 2,1293 
2G 2.2663 2.1376 94.32 
29 2.2579 2.1283 
SO 2.2676 2.1374 
31 2.2692 2.1389 
32 2.2980 2.1661 
33 2.S120 2.1794 94.26 
34 2.2952 2.1635 
35 2.2904 2,1665 
36 2.2C10 2.1501 
37 2.2656 t 2.1356 
38 2.2682 2,1389 94,30 
39 : 2.2910 t 2.lo95 
40 2.2848 : 2,1537 
41 2.2706 I 2.1403 
42 2.2421 : 2,1134 
4S 2.3014 2.1680 94.20 
44 2.3165 2,1835 






47 2.2795 2.1487 
40 2.2945 2.1615 94,20 : 
49 2.27G2 t : 2.1455 
50 2.3227 J t 2,1894 
51 2.3083 : 
1 
: 2.1758 
52 2.3112 t 2,1785 
53 2.3233 } 2.1941 94.22 
54 2.2725 : i 2,1421 
55 1 2.2954 : 2,1636 
} t s 
19R 























56 2.3408 • • 2.2140 
57 2.33B5 : 2.2043 
58 2.3056 : 2.1737 94.28 
59 2.3292 • 2.1955 




Deviation ; • • 0.04 
I • 
J m« Rsgonorated-oelluloae 
t rayon . Series T 
2 4.5432 « • 
4 5 4.5935 : 













ation Seota-nsle s Weight acid • 
I 






1 AGS 2.2ir,6 50.75* 
:: 
• 38.39 
2 A66 2.2469 47.85* 
« 
: 38 .4& 




4 A72 2,2479 41.48** 
• 
38.55 













•Original •VOITAIHO of alkalit 25*00 ml» 0»9965 N sodium hydroxide 
••Original volume of alkali: 25*00 ml. 0.9728 IT sodiim hydroxide 
198. 
TABLE 3. ASH OF IIEIT mmiCS 
Determin- ; Eabrio s Ash 
abion : : 
Number ; : G-ram J Gram ; PorogEitaf^o 
: : : : 
1 ; Cotton CQllulosQ, 5.7040 : 0.0547 0.96 
2 ; unbleached G.1150 ; 0.0577 0,94 
3 s 5.2619 1 0.0488 0.93 
4 ; 5.2505 j 0.0505 0.96 
Jloan J : 0.95 
Deviation : ; 0.01 
: 1 
1 ; Cotton cellulose, 5.3591 t 0.00S6 0.07 
2 i bleached 6,0327 : 0.0032 0.05 
3 s 5.4782 J 0.0034 0.06 
4 I 5.S18S ; 0.0029 0.05 
s t 
I'lB&a. : ( 0.06 
Deviation : t 0.01 
: : 
1 : Hegonarated-callulose 2.2322 > 0.0052 0.23 
2 t rayon 2.2557 x 0.0059 0,26 
3 i 2.1300 t 0.0049 0.23 
4 2.2163 I 0.0054 0,24 
5 ; 2.1761 : 0.0052 0.24 
riean : t 0.24 
Deviation s s 0.01 
: i 
1 t Celluloae-acotate 2,1221 t 0.0020 0.09 
2 : rayon 2,1205 t 0,0010 0.05 
3 I 2,1137 : 0.0013 0.06 
4 t 2.0916 t 0.0019 0.09 
5 I 2.1153 s 0.0022 0.10 
liisan { J 0.08 
Deviation s j 0.02 
isy. 
TABLE 4. lilffiAiili^iCi STRBWliTii OF VffiT "WARP AiiD 




Breaking strength of ; Elongation at breaking 
wet irarp of fabric ; load of fabric 
Number 
Conditioned : Wet : Conditioned 
: : 
Wet 
Vfarp :Filling; Vifarp jFilling: Yifarp ;Pilling 
: t : : : 
li'iarp : Filling 
Pound s Pound j Pound ; Pound i Per- : Per-
per : per : per : per j cent-: cent-
inch I inch : inch s inch s age : age 
Per- : Per-
cent- : cent-
SSI » 3£S. 





: a. Cotton cellulose, unbleached 
1 47* 78 « * 67 92 17 15 30 26 
2 60 74 • • 67 80 15 13 26 26 
S 52 72 • <• 65 78 17 13 26 30 
4 53 76 : 63 80 17 13 28 28 
5 60 79 5; 70 80 17 13 28 30 
6 58 79 2 64 80 15 13 28 30 
7 54 77 • • 70 81 15 13 28 30 
8 62 69 « • 65 90 15 13 26 30 
9 61 74 a • 49* 92 19 17 26 26 
10 63 74 : 72 88 19 15 28 26 
11 62 72 t 65 90 s 17 15 26 26 
12 65 67 « • 76 90 17 15 I 28 24 
13 65 69 t 58 94 17 17 26 26 
14 60 69 » * 72 64* - 17 • • 28 22 
15 63 64 • 66 90 17 15 • • 28 26 
16 62 67 s 71 82 17 15 26 26 
17 66 67 > 69 85 19 17 t 28 24 
18 i 59 69 • « 69 95 s 15 17 « • 28 26 
19 : 65 67 • • 68 74 19 15 s 26 26 
20 : 62 68 • 68 79 19 15 • • 26 -
72 J 68 






















TABIE 4. (Continued) 
Determin­
ation 
Breaking etrength of 
wet vra.rp of fabric 
Elongation at breaking 
load of fabric 
Conditioned Viet Conditioned Viet 
Number 
VJarp J Filling 
: 
V/arp : Filling 
t 




Pound : Pbund 
per : per 
inch s inch 
Pound : Pound : Per- : Per- : Per- t Per-
per t per : cent- : cent- j cent- : cent-
inch i inch t ago : age s ap;e : a^e 
: : : : 
: : b. Cotton cellulose, bleached: 
: : t : 
1 63 64 i 72 64 • • 11 24 : 17 33 
2 57 64 69 71 • 11 ; 20 30 
3 65 65 3 69 71 • • 11 24 : 17 28 
4 58 66 67 68 • • 11 24 : 15 30 
5 t 58 70 71 67 • * 9 26 19 28 
6 62 65 70 65 • • 13 22 19 28 
7 65 67 69 69 • • 11 20 20 28 
8 64 55* 67 72 t: 11 22 19 24 
9 : 57 65 65 67 i 11 22 22 30 
10 : 69 67 I 69 67 : 11 24 22 30 
11 : 62 65 69 71 • • 11 26 19 30 
12 : 62 66 72 67 : 11 26 t 19 
13 58 62 67 64 11 26 19 26 
14 59 67 : 70 66 11 26 20 26 
15 67 69 71 65 11 22 22 -
16 64 63 72 65 ) 11 24 19 30 
17 64 56* 70 70 : 11 24 19 30 
18 58 67 •77* 60 : tm 24 20 30 
19 : 63 58 69 72 9 24 15 28 
20 ; 67 61 69 74 11 24 : 19 
: 
28 
: 19 29 












65 : 69 














Breaking strength of 
wet vt&rp of fabrio 
Elongation at breaking 
load of fabric 
Conditioned Y/et Conditioned VJet 
J Viarp :Fillingi V»arp iFilling: 'VYarp sFillingt Yiarp :Filling 
: ; : i : 
; Pound : Pound i Pound j Per- : Per- : Per- ; Per-
per : cent- s oent- : cent- j cent-










1 64 44 : 25 19 s 20 13 5 20 15 
2 67 44 : 30 18 19 15 ; 22 19 
3 69 44 29 19 19 15 ; 22 19 
4 69 45 29 20 19 13 : 19 17 
5 67 45 28 18 19 15 20 15 
6 71 46 28 20 19 17 20 17 
7 69 45 28 18 s 19 17 22 19 
8 69 44 27 19 19 17 19 19 
9 69 45 27 18 19 19 - 19 
10 68 44 28 21 20 17 22 22 
11 65 43 28 20 19 15 20 19 
12 70 44 28 20 19 15 22 19 
13 67 43 29 18 19 17 22 19 
14 5B* 42 28 19 19 13 22 17 
15 69 42 29 20 13* 13 22 17 
16 69 42 29 19 20 13 19 17 
17 69 42 28 18 : 20 13 22 19 
18 69 42 27 18 19 17 20 19 
19 69 42 27 18 : 19 13 19 17 
20 70 42 29 19 : 19 13 22 19 
* 
• 




















41 43 111 120 
^Rejected observation. 
20H 




Breaking strength of 
wet warp of f'gbrio 
Conditioned Vifet 
Number 
! ?^arp :Pilling;: Y/arp :Filling 
I : J : 
Pound ; Pound ; Pound : Pound 
per ! per 
inch : inch 
per ; per 
inch s inch 
Elongation at breaking 
load of fabric 
Conditioned Viet 
J Fillings Warp s Filling 
t : i 
Per- : Per- t Per- Per­










d. Cellulose-acetate rayon 
1 42 20 20 11 } 26 22 30 33 
2 42 20 20 11 • • 19* 20 30 31 
3 40 20 20 11 i 26 20 28 37 
4 42 20 21 11 t 28 22 37 22* 
5 40 20 21 10 m « 26 20 30 31 
6 : 41 20 ! 23 11 > 26 20 37 33 
7 : 42 20 21 11 • • 26 20 35 37 
8 42 20 21 11 • 26 20 31 33 
9 41 20 22 11 : 28 22 ! 33 35 
10 42 20 23 11 • • 28 22 37 33 
11 ! 42 20 23 11 * 28 22 37 33 
12 : 43 20 X 20 10 t 28 22 22* 35 
13 42 20 21 11 S 86 20 33 35 
14 42 20 21 11 • 26 20 35 35 
15 41 20 22 11 « 24 20 33 31 
16 42 20 21 11 • 26 20 33 33 
17 41 20 21 11 • 30 20 30 31 
18 42 20 18 10 s 20 : 20* 35 
19 41 20 20 11 • • - 20 ; 33 33 



























































fieorbaagle sWeight t 
* I 
«Barometric: 
f preBBure t 
Fot&esium 
peiwanganate 
















































































































































































































































































^Slank Datexmination Potassitca permangamte 










***«2^dified Brai(ty isothod. 
****»L©tt0r designates psirallel dsteminations. 
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TABLE 6. DISTlliBUTIOIJ OP YAill© BY IWidliBli 
IN NEVC FABRICS 
Collulose- Cotton cellulose;Cotton c0lluloss;H0EQnoi'atod<" 
bleached unl) leached 
at ion • a Viurp JPilling 
t 
: Viarp : I'lllinS 1 
• • 
Viarp : Pilling : I'sarp ! 
• 
Filling 





» £2£ • 













1 204 65 : 77 67 
• • 
« • 69 74 
* ft 
« • 143 76 
2 205 65 J 76 67 « • 69 73 : 142 75 
3 205 66 : 76 66 t 69 73 s 145 75 
4 205 66 I 76 68 : 69 75 : 141 75 
5 205 66 : 76 68 I 68 75 
I 
140 76 
6 204 66 : 75 67 I 69 75 141 76 
7 205 65 : 75 67 I 69 73 ; 146 74 
8 20 G 66 s 76 60 I 69 74 t 141 75 
9 205 66 J 76 68 I 69 75 ; 145 74 
10 206 66 t _T^ 68 X __69 74 t 143 77 
lelean 205 66 : 76 67 3 69 74 143 75 
Deviation 0 0 J 0 1 * « 
• 
0 1 2 1 
?05. 
TABLE 7. DISTRIBUTION OF YMWS BY VffilCrHT 















i ITarp ! 
• • • « 
Pi 1 linn; • • ¥fRI*p J Pillinf^ 
number : 
• • 









s a. Cotton cellulose. 
: 
uiib leached 
1 I 0.460 
« 
s 0.246 0.216 3 53.5 47.0 
2 0.450 : 0,242 0.212 • • 53.8 47.1 
3 0.452 : 0.240 0.217 * • 53.1* 48.0 
4 0.445 : 0.238 0.212 • 53.5 47,6 
Mean t : 53.6 47.4 
Deviations i s 0.1 0.4 
i i 
s b. Cotton cellulose. bleached 
1 0.422 
s 
t 0.215 0.211 % 50.9 50.0 
2 0.417 : 0.221 0.201 • 53.0'* 48.2* 
3 0.422 : 0.216 0.209 • • 51.2 49.5 





• • 51.3 49,6 
Deviation X s 0.3 0<.3 
< • 
: 0. Begeneratod-cellulose rayon 
1 : 0.284 : 0.157 0.122 : 55.3 43,0 
2 I 0.287 : 0.159 0.123 55.4 42.9 
3 0.288 ; 0.157 0.127 54.5* 44.1 









: 1 0.1 0.1 
m 
J d. Celluloso-aostate 1 o 
1 0.269 I 0.179 0.089 
• 
« • 66.5 33,1 
2 0.207 s 0.176 0.090 : 65.9 33.7 
3 0.268 : 0.177 0.091 • • 66.0 34.0 
4 0.269 ; 0.180 0.090 • • 66.9 33.5 
Mean 
i t 
I 66.3 33.6 
Deviation: t s 0.4 0.3 
•Rejected obsermtion. 
20G. 









Length of fiber 









:Cotton colluloae, unbleaohed 1,50 1.19 
2 8 1.19 1.38 
r» 0 t 1.31 1.31 
A « 
• 1.25 1.06 
5 t 1.44 1.25 
6 1 1.25 1.25 
7 1 0.94 1.06 
8 : 1.25 1.19 
9 i 1.25 1.25 
10 m « 
a 
1.44 1.12 
Moan 1 J 1,28 1.21 
Deviation : : 0,11 0.08 
1 :Cotton cellulose, 'blenohed 
• 
1.25 1,25 
2 : 1,25 1.31 
3 t « 1,25 1.19 
4: 2 1,12 1.12 
5 5 J 1.26 1.38 
6 s ! 1,31 1.38 
7 J 1.31 1.38 
8 « • 1.25 1.19 






• 1,26 1.25 
Deviation • 0,04 0.09 
: t 
207. 
UmiE 9, TlilCi'QffiSS OF IffiW FABlilCS 
t 
Do to rmin-» Thi oknes s 
ation J 
: Cellulose- :Cottoii oollu- :Cotton oellu- zEoj^enorated-
jaoetate rayou tlosof bleaohedilose, \m- soellulose 
: : i bleached t rayon 
' ' ' w' ' ' ' - ' ' ' • ' • 1 111 n tf II I Ki jia I I I m 
Itoibor I Inch, x 10 : Inoh x 10" j Inch x 10"^ : Inch x 10" 
: : I t 
: 
1 ] 5.8 7.3 8.9 4.5 
z : 5.6 7.5 8.6 4.7 
3 «» • 5,8 7.9 9.3 4.8 
4 > 5.9 8.2 9.2 5.1 
5 t 5.8 7.6 9.0 4.5 
6 : 5.7 7.7 9.5 4.8 
7 • « 5.8 8.0 9.2 4.8 
8 t 5.9 8.5 9.8 4.7 
9 t 5.8 7.8 9.7 4.6 
10 : 5.9 8.5 8.9 4.8 
Mean : 5.8 7.9 9.2 4.7 
Deviation: 0.1 0.3 O.S 0.1 
208. 
TABIE 10. TWIST OP YARN 
« J : ; 
Determin- sCotton oelluloBetCotton celluloseiRoeenarated- :CeHuloBe-
ation mnbloachod iblaaohod s cellulose rayon ;acetat9 rayon 
: ?.'arp i Filling t YJarp t Fillinfj : Yiarp j Filling Warp j Filling 
i : i : J i i 3 
Uumbor ilfcuiiber: Mumber ;Number: Number tHumbert Number ;Itoiii3eT:N"Tiiber " 
:pQr 10: per 6 tper 10t per 10 :per 10; per 10 ;per 10:per 10 
J inch*: inch* : inch*! inch* : inch*i inoh.» : inch : inch 
1 4367. 245Z 
5 
434Z 311Z 38S Z5S 47S SOS 
2 462 224 i 414 324 J 41 27 50"" 29"" 
3 538 246 452 314 38 22 47 25 
4 t 385 196 • 398 314 40 26 48 33 
5 : 404 196 • • 401 387 39 83 t 45 30 
6 s 430 214 • • 444 354 40 29 3 48 30 
7 402 194 • 405 303 42 28 4 * 47 28 
8 422 201 t 395 359 58 21 • 48 31 
9 416 212 t 471 339 J 40 25 J 47 28 







per inch 21 18 • • 21 16 4 2 i 5 3 
Deviation 1 1 
i 
• 
• 1 1 0 0 
• 
t 0 0 
• 
• t i 
*Tt'ri.st"un'{7vd.s"b method} observed values are Imlwd in deriving raean 
tv'dst per inch. 
209, 
TABIii 11. V^EIGllT UF I'lElV limsiUGS 
: : I 
Determin­ P^ibrio Lensth ! Width : Weight 
ation 1 I 
Number Inch 5 Inch • Gram : (Xinae 
1 « = SIE 
• 
: 2 :square 
4 m ; yard 
1 Cotton cellulose. 4.04(0.03)* s 45.94 
• « 
• • 20.967 5.17** 
2 unbleached 4.00(0.00) : 4f5.94 a 21.014 5.24 
3 4.02(0.01) t 45.69 : 21.131 5.24 
4 4.02(0.01) : 45.94 • « 21.152 5.25 






Deviation ; 0.11 I 0.00 
1 Cotton celluloBG, 4.02(0.01) 
s 
: 45.12 • « 18.884 4.75 
2 bloaclied 4.01(0.03) : 45.19 : 18.149 4.58 
3 4.01(0.01) s 45.25 : 18.408 4.64 
4 3.99(0.01) : 45.12 s 18.4B4 4.69 
5 ; 45.25 
. - -
IHeaxi : 45.19 
t 
£ 4.66 
Deviation : 0.05 • 0.06 




• 11.050 3.28 
2 4.06(0.00) : 38.22 : 11.145 3.28 
3 4.11(0.01) ! 38.25 • 11.318 3.29 
4 4.01(0.01) z 38.31 • » 10.898 3.25 






Deviation : 0.02 • • 0.01 




• • 10.307 2.97 
2 4.01(0.01) s 39.19 : 10.192 2.97 
3 3.99(0.01) t 39.16 : 10.158 2.97 
4 4.01(0.01) ; 39.12 • • 10.213 2.97 






Deviation 1 0.03 
s 
: 0.00 
•Mean deviations aro \vithin parentheses 
•fRejected observation. 
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a. Cotton cellulose, unbleached 
1 
0,312 16,0 s 389,9 t 0,275 17,9 
0,317 15,7 s 0.287 17,1 
0,311 16,0 ; 0,273 18,0 








0.1 t > 0,4 
, Cotton cellulose. bleached : 
0,259 18.4 • • 415,1 
I 
J 0.270 19,4 
0.259 10,4 m • t 0,259 20,2'i< 
0,254 18.8 : : 0,274 19,1 
0.256 18.G i : 0.271 19,3 
18,6 • • 19,3 
0,2 ft * • 0.1 























0,077 60 : 360.0 s 0.125 36,3 
0,076 61 « « ! 0,125 36 ,3 
0,076 61 t J 0.125 36,3 






0 « « t 0.1 
^Rejected observation. 
211. 
TATBIE 13, STATIDAliDIZATTOn OF CALOXTP'i 
iiyPOOiiLORITL 
t 
Detormin- Standard-j Calcium hyijoolilorite 
ation ization : 
MujitibQr Mumber : laililiter* ; Iiiitiel t Filial 
s normality t normality 
s • • of blank 
1 A t 25.71^* 0.0971 
S 25.76 0.0969 
3 26.11 0.0956 
4 26.IG 0.0954 
Mean 0.0970 0.0955 
Deviation 0.0001 0.0001 
1 B 24.02 0.1040 
2 24.02 0.1040 
3 25.57 0.0977 
4 25.65 0.0973 
Ifean 0.1040 0.0975 
Deviation 0.0000 0.0002 
1 C t 24.17 0.1033 
2 24.47 0.1020 
3 30.91 0.0008 
4 31.36 0.0796 
lilean 0.1026 0.0802 
Deviation 0.0006 0.0006 
^4»96 ml. 0.1000 H arsanious acid. 
**Indioator oorreotionj 0.01 ml. hypochlorite. 
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i of 0.9965W 
Ivli Hi liter 
of Q.2060N 
Hydrochloric acid 






















































• Sodium Potas s ivan pe rnttU3{:;aimt e 
ation « oxalate 
Kumber • • Grani of Milliliter I Normality : Molarity 
• 99.95 3 ; 
par oont 1 : 
1 t 0.3422 25.50 0.2002 0.0400 
3 ; 0.3237 24.13 0.2001 0.0400 
3 ! 0.4195 31.23 0.2004 0.0401 
4 } 0.3375 25.16 0.2001 0,0400 
5 : 0.3842 28.63 0,2002 0.0400 
6 0.4077 30,37 0.2003 0.0401 
l-5oan 0.2002 0.0400 
Deviation: 0.0001 0.0000 
1 s 0.7802 35.28 0.3299 0.0660 
2 0.5800 26.25 0.329G 0.0659 
3 0.6200 28,05 0.3297 0.0659 
4 : 0.7172 o2 . d9 0.330S 0.0561 
5 s 0,4907 22.22 0.3294 0.0659 




t 0.1311 38.13 0.0513 
2 t 0.2438 70.48 0.0516 
3 • • 0.1643 47.66 0.0514 
4 « « 0.1304 37.89 0.0513 
5 • • 0.1332 38.64 0.0514 
6 : 0.1364 39.57 0.0514 







: 0.1040 30.25 0.0513 
2 : 0.1646 47.97 0.0512 
S • 0.1563 48.66 0.0511 







» • 0.4694 34.86 0.2009 
2 • « 0.5172 38.48 0.2005 
S : 0.5506 40,96 0.2005 














ization i aoid 
S odixim N-chloro-£~toluenesu If onamid© 
Number Mumber tMilliliter filliliter''' t Initial t Final noriTial-
:o f  O.IOOOH t normality 
t 




D ; 4.96 50.97 0.00975 
2 • • 52.02 0.00955 
3 • « 59.79 0.00831 
4 t 56 .47 0.00880 
Mean 
s 







B : 24.96 24.70 0.1011 
2 2 24,70 0.1011 
3 } 24.61 0.1015 
4 J 24.67 0,1012 






F i 24.96 24.GO 0.1012 
2 : 24,69 0.1011 
3 * • 24.69 0,1011 











G s 24.96 24.97 0.1000 
2 s 25,29 0.0987 
3 t 27.40 0.0911 
4 t 27.36 0.0913 
Mean 
1 




•Indicator oorreotiont equivalent of 0.01 ml. 0.1 II hypochlorite. 
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fftunbar Humber Milliliter: Milliliter* : Initial !Pinal normal-
of O.lOOONi : normality jity of blank 






































































TABLE 16, (Concluded) 
t 
Dete XTnin- »Standard-:Ars0nxoua Sodium U-ohloro-p-toluonesulfonamido 
ation » ization • • acid 










: 50.00 15,87 0.3151 
2 I 15.90 0.3145 
3 s 15.88 0.3149 
4 « • 15.85 0.3155 






i 50,00 15.65 0.3195 
Z t 15.59 0,3207 
3 : t 17.55 0,2849 
4 i 17,28 0.2894 
Mean • t 
• 
t 0,3201 0.2872 













Sodium hydrogen sulfite 
I-iuiaber : wlilli liter Ivli Hi liter 5 Woinnality i Molarity 












































































































lABlD 10. SI/\N5)ARDIZATI0IT OF GODmi KrDmiim 
Dotermin-: 
t 
Sulfuric 1 I^ydrodhlorio Sodium hjrdroxide 
ation t aoid J aoid 
Iliuabor s: lilliliterj mililiter riilliliter ; Normality 
:oi' 0.2000W: of O.IOIOK • « 
: J 
i 
1 : 51,93 J 10.42 0.9967 
2 : 49.15 9.91 0.09194 
3 t 49,93 10.02 0.9966 
4 : 49.91 J 10.02 0,9962 
5 I 49.97 r 10.03 0.9964 
Ifeon J s 0.9965 





93.74 9.73 0.9730 
2 i 91.91 9.54 0.9730 
3 t 93.10 9.67 0.9724 
4 : 94.20 : ;j.78 0.9728 
Mean t 0.9728 
Deviatiorn t 0.0002 
 ^  ^:;t • ;J: ;r. i'. i-e 
De terrain-J 
: 
Potass iuxa hydrogen Sodium hydroxide 
ation : phthalato 
Efcunber : Crram of 99.95 Milliliter ; Normality 
s peroonb X 
1 : 1.0300 24.71 0.2040 
Z i 1-.1255 26.95 0.2044^ 
3 t 1.0497 25.19 0.2040 




1 1. 1267 26.76 0.2061 
2 1. 3005 28.52 0.2060 
3 1. 2081 28.74 0.2057 






TABLE 19, PlIKITY OF SODIUII I'EROXYBOIliiTE 
a 
Dotemin- Potassium Sodium peroxyborate 
ati on pomia33i;anato 






1 32.07 0.5457 90.70 
2 J 29,97 0.5080 91.05 
3 SO .12 0.5112 90.94 
4 31.72 ,0.5360 91.34 
5 34.16 0.5791 91.04 
6 29.36 0.5000 90.63 
i'.lQan 90.95 
Deviation 0.19 
: ^  >|c •>!? -1* >!•* ^{«Hi -ii 




















Nmribor ; liilliliter 
: of 0,2040N 
! 
Iilillilitor J IJorinality s 
:  }  
X 
Molari-t^r 
1 : 39 .98 40. 75 0 .2001 0.1000 
2 : 39 ,95 40 .74 0 .2000 0 .1000 
3 5 40 .43 41 .20 0 .2002 0 .1001 
4 : 40 .24 41 .00 0 .2002 0 .1001 
« 






1 : 38 .80 39 .57 0 .2000 0 .1000 
2 t 39.20 39 .98 0 .2000 0 ,1000 
S : 39 .27 40 .05 0 .2000 0 .1000 
4 : 59 .75 40 .54 0 .2000 0 .1000 
Mean ; 0 .1000 
Deviation: 0 .0000 
] 
S21. 
TABLE 21. EFroOT OF FIPTY-VamAE BA'IIIS OF AQUEOUS POTASSIUM 
PElUifiNGANATK FOR FOUR IlOUl^ 01^ TilE ACETYL OF 
CELyJLOSE-AOETATB RAYON 
1 





Temperature Collulose- Ifydroohloric Acetyl 
ation peiTTianKanate s acotato rayon acid 
Nuiiiber Molarity'' 4 fc. Reotani^le t?feiKht lilliliter* Per­
: Number ' Gram of O.IOION centage 
• 4 i 
1 0.0000 • 15.0 i O.'i B61 2.2812 45.38 38.36 
2 B64 2.2560 46.64 38.54 
3 t B67 2.2803 45.36 38.38 
4r P70 2.2522 47.28 38.48 
5 B73 2.2B05 46.00 38.25 
Mean 38.40 
Deviation 0.09 
1 0.0000 25.0 i 0.1 B121 2,24B2 47.64 38.49 
2 B124 2.2351 49.25 38.40** 
3 B127 2.2583 46.81 38.47 
4 B130 2.2389 40 .64 38 .45 
8 B133 2.2271 49,59 38.47 
Mean 38.47 
Deviation 0.01 
1 0.0000 40.0 t 0.1 BIOS 2.2351 48.95 38.46 
2 BIOS 2.2559 47.14 38.45 
3 B112 2.2671 46.05 38.47 
4 BUS 2.2668 46.35 38.42 
5 : B118 2.2523 47.60 38.42 
Mean 38.44 
Deviation 0.02 
1 0.0200 15.0 i 0.1 D1 2.2339 47.56 s 38.75 
2 B4 2.2404 45.03 39.13 
3 B7 2.2156 48.56 38.87 
4 I BIO 2.2625 43.98 38.94 




Deviation t 0.12 
t < 
•Original volume of alkali; 25.00 ml. 0.99G5 N aoditun hydroxide. 
•*Eejeoted obsarvation. 
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Number : Gram of O.IOION 
: 
1 0.0200 25.0 i 0.1 B31 2,2036 40.35 S9.12 
2 B34 2.2396 45.06 39.13 
3 B37 2.2346 44.96 39,24 
4 B40 2.2181 48,15 36.91** 
5 B43 2.24U4 44,74 39,18 
Mean 39,17 
Deviation 0,04 
1 0.0200 40.0 t 0.1 B91 2.2446 42,81 39,48 
2 B94 2.2454 42,77 39,48 
3 B97 2,2612 42,37 39,28 
4 BlOO 2,2536 43.27 59.24 
5 D103 2,2516 42.25 39.47 
Mean 39,39 
Deviation 0.10 
1 0,0330 15.0 i 0.1 B46 2,2435 44,86 39,10 
2 D49 2.2461 44.66 39,10 
3 B52 2.2566 44.96 38.86 
4 D55 2.2546 43.49 39.18 
5 B58 2,2497 45.11 38.95 
Mean 39,04 
Deviation 0,11 
1 0,0330 25,0 i 0.1 B136 2.2414 44,05 39.29 
2 B139 2,2241 45.27 39.36 
3 B142 2.2392 44.01 39.34 
4 B145 2,2146 46,32 39.33 
5 B148 2.2359 45.02 39.21** 
Mean 39.33 
Deviation 0.02 













Numhei- °C. iRootanf;le: 'Height 













0.0330 : 40.0 I 0,1 J A61 2.2312 
: : A64 2.2044 
: : A£7 2.2250 
i t A70 2.2312 


















•SmiJR 22. EFBTICT OP Pim-VOLUlilE BATHS OP AQUEOUS POTASSIUM 
mmmGjawBi FOR FOUII nouiis on Tiir. BHEAitiNQ STHEITOTH 
OP TI-IE T.T.T YfAUP OF CRLLULOSE-ACKTATl!: RAYON 
Detorain-: 
ation : 














J 15,0 t 25.0 s 40.0 : 15.0 s 25.0 ; 40.0 : 15.0 ! 25.0 : 40.0 




:i 0.1 li 0.1 : ± 0.1 
: j ; 
si 0.1 J ti 0.1 : i 0.1 
s 







£ per s pel* : per I<N>»IN«« OLHWIAIM AMBMMB 








1 t 20A* 22A 22A s 17A LUA 15A ; 15A 15A 12A 
2 : 20A 20A 22A t 18A 16A 15A t 15A 14A ISA 
3 : 20A 22A 21A : 19A 16A 15A ! 15A 14A 12A 
4 t 20A 19 A 21A t 18A 18A 15A : 16A 15A 13A 
5 20A 19A 20A i 18D IGB 14A 16A 14A 12A 
6 • 19B 20B 22B 1GB 18B LOB 15B 15B 13B 
7 : ISB 20B 22B 5 17B IBB 15B 13B 14B IIB 
8 z 22B 20B 20D : 17B LAB 14B 15B 16B 12B 
9 z 20B 22B 20B 2 IGC 170 12B 15B 16B 12B 
10 s, 20B 20B 22B t 18C 100 15B 15B 15B 12B 
11 t 200 20C 220 t 190 IBG 140 160 150 120 
12 I 19G 220 210 2 19G 160 150 160 150 120 
13 « • 190 220 20 C ; 19D 18D 150 15 c 150 120 
14 t 200 22C 200 J 20D 18D 150 t 16 C 150 120 
15 • « 200 220 210 t 19D 19 D 150 • 150 150 120 
16 t 20D 20D 22D t 18D 17D 150 • • 16D 15D 12D 
17 « 22D 22D 2 ID ; 19E 19E 14D t 17D 15D 12D 
18 « • 191) 21D 20B • • 16E 19E 15D 15D 14D LOD 
19 s 20D 20D 22D • • 19E 16E 14D • • loD 15D LOD 
20 • * 20D 20D I6n**f lOE 13B ISD * • 17D 15D ISD 
l&an 
s 
t 20 21 21 
i 
t 18 18 15 
I 
15 15 12 
Deviation: 0 1 1 • « 1 1 0 1 0 0 
^Letter designates parallel determiim-biona. 
'i"i=Rsjooted olisorvatioii. 
225. 
IABI£ 23. EFFECT UP FIFTY-V0Lm5E BA'£iiii OF AQUEOUS PO'iViSSlUM 
PERMAKGMATE IN FOUR HOUHS ON THE COPPER NffiffiER 
OP CELT.3JL0SE-ACETA.TE RA.YON 
: IPotassium 
Detormin-s Potassium Temper 0m Fabric tBarometrioJ perman­ : Copper 
at ion 1 pe rnmnganat e aturo 3 pressure ganate inmriber 
: Rect­ tWeight: • « • • 
angle : > • • 
Iluuiber Molarity Tuniber : Grara Iillimetar:Millilit0r* • • 
: lof mercuryJof 0.0514N > 
t t J * •t ] 
t * « 4 
1 s 0.0000 15.0 i 0. 1363 2.2686i 741.0 : 21.38 3.07 
2 k B66 2.26211 « • 22.92 3.30 
3 B69 2.2644: 23.77 3.42 
4 3 B72 2.2762: 22.37 3.20 








Deviations X 1 0.11 
2 
1 J 0.0000 25.0 t 0. B123 2.2429: 735.0 i 19.95 2.89 
2 B126 2.2578: 20.67 2.98 
3 B129 2.2411: 20.97 3.04 
4 B132 2.24054 21.03 3.05 
5 B135 2.2266: 
• 
21.35 : 3.12 
* 





Deviat ion j 4» i 0.06 
1 
i 
: 0.0000 40.0 t 0, BlOO 
] 
2.2406: 741.0 k k 19.45 2.82 
2 : Bill 2.2700: • • 20.37 2.92 
3 t B114 2.26711 • • 20.55 2.95 
4 • • B117 2.2455: • • 20.84 3.02 





t « • : 2.95 
Deviationt : : ! 0.07 
• • 1 1 
^Blaxik: 0.09 ml. permanganate. 
••Rebooted otservation. 
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of mercury of 0.0514N 
1 0.0200 15.0 i O.ls B3 2.2199 737.2 26.39 3.87 
2 J B6 2.2327 26.36 3.84 
3 B9 2.2322 25.73 3.75 
4 B12 2.2525 25.60 3.70 
5 B15 2.2399 26.18 3.81 
^lean 3.79 
DsTiation 0.06 
1 0.0200 25.0 t 0.1 M92 1.9256 737,2 20.97 3.54 
2 II93 1.7828 19.87 3.63 
3 T/T94 1.7760 20.25 3.71 
4 1596 1.7702 20.07 3.69 
5 M97 1.7823 20.57 3.75 
Mean 3.66 
Deviation t 0.06 
1 0.0200 40.0 i o.ij m 1.1040 735.0 12.43 3.65 
2 1.1272 12.28 3.53 
3 1.1081 12.29 3.60 
4 M9 1.1156 12.34 3.59 
5 : UilO 1.1080 12.95 3.79*1 
Mean « • 3.59 
DoTriation : 0.03 
1 0.0330 15.0 i 0.1 B48 2.2479 733.0 s 26.36 3.82 
2 B51 2.2436 • 26.16 3.80 
3 B54 2,2270 4 • 26.66 3.90 
4 B57 2.2404 : 26.63 3.87 
5 B60 2,2584 *• 27.04 3.90 
Mean t : 3.86 
Deviation : i 0.04 
s 
227. 
TABLE 23« (Continued) 
: : 1 
Detemin-J Potassium j Toiapor- : 






















of morcury of 0.0514N 
t 
1 s 0.0330 
• 
'25,0 i O.ls B138 2.2332 733.0 26.16 5,81 
2 t ; B141 2.2167 25.61 3.76 
3 : ; B144 2,2266 25,62 3,75 
4 : ; B147 2.2433 4 « 25.94 3.77 
5 : B150 2.2523 1 « 27,49 
Mean : : 4 4 
s 
3,77 
Deviation; t 0,02 
1 ; 0.0330 :40.0 t O.li M49 1.1051 733.0 
i 
13,18 3,07 
2 J : M50 1,1012 13,20 3,09 
3 I J MBS 1.1078 13,22 3,87 
4 : i Iu56 1.1109 13,20 3,86 






• t I 
228. 
TABLE 24. EFli-ECI OF FIFTlf-VOLUM BATIIS OF AQUEOUS POTi\SSIUM 
PEiaiAJiQANATE J'OR FOUR HOURS ON Ttffi TffilGHT AI'IU 
ASII OF CELLULOSE-ACETATE RAYON 
iPotaasium: ] 
Determin­ Temper t perman­ Fabric 1 Ash 
ation ature : ganate 1 
1 jReot- t Weight : : 
I janglo t * • 
« 







Gram : G]?am : Por- Grara Por-
• 
• 
• t J centaRo contap,e 
i • • • « : 
1 15.0 i 
s 
0,li 0.0000 : B62 
• 
• 
1 2.2613 2o2546 99.70 0.0016 0.07 
2 t ; B65 • m 2.2441 2.2362 99,65 0.0014 0.03 
3 • J B68 t * 2.2826 2.2754 99.68 0,0013 0.06 
4 t t B71 • 2,2704 2.2625 99,65 0,0010 0.04 
5 • • : B74 : 2,24S9 2.2400 99,69 0.0011 0,05 
Mean •: } 99,67 0.06 
Deviation : • « 0.02 t 0.01 
1 25.0 ^ 0 
t 
ft 1 s 0.0000 : D122 t 2.2373 2.2300 99,67 :0.0017 0.08 
2 • • t B125 • • 3.2338 2.2258 99,64 .0,0013 0.06 
S • 2 s B128 : 2.2343 2.2264 99,65 JO.0014 0.06 
4 • ! B131 • • 2.2577 2.2500 99,66 : 0.0015 0.07 
5 • : B134 • 2.2364 2.2281 99,63 :0,0015 0.07 
Mean m m • • 
s 
99.65 s 0.07 
Dairiation t s 0,01 0.01 
1 40.0 t 0 
t 
.1: 0,0000 t B107 
i 
• 2,2450 2.2360 99,60 
i 
:0,0007 0.03 
2 s s BllO • 2.2723 2.2628 99,58 :0.0008 0.04 
3 i : B113 2.2756 2.2663 99.59 :0,0010 0.04 
4 « <• s B116 « 2.2705 2.2621 99.63 :0.0012 0.05 
5 1 s B119 2.2433 2,2340 99.59 J0.0010 0.04 
Mean t • 99.60 0.04 
Deviation S s t 0.01 0.00 
: • • 
•Rejected obBorvation. 
2E3 
TAB IE 24. (Coiitinuod) 
:PotaBsiumt 
Datomin- Temper s perinan- Fabric ; Ash 
ation ature t p;anate 
• « Raot- Weight • • • • 
anp;l6 t  :  
• 
• 
Originalt  Rasidual : s 
:  t  




contap;e s  t  oontage 
: : 
1 15.0 * 0 
• 
« 
,1: 0.0200 B2 2.2175 2.2211 
3 
100,16:0,0092 0.41 
2 : B5 2,2589 2.2630 100,1850,0096 0.42 
3 • • B8 2.2401 2.2446 100.20tO.0094 0.42 
4 : Bll 2,2505 2.2630 100.20:0.0094 0.42 
5 B14 2,2527 2.2568 100.18i0.0094 0o42 
Moan : 3 
t 
100,18: 0.42 
DQTiabiom : 1 I 0.01; 0.00 
1 25.0 t 0 .It 0.0200 B32 » • 2,2408 2.2494 
• 
100.38:0.0123 0,55 
2 t B35 2,2306 2,2387 100.36:0,0119 0,53 
3 • • B3B 2.2292 2.2370 100.35:0.0126 0.57 
4 I i B41 2.2346 2.2426 100.36:0.0123 0.55 
5 I B44 • « 2.2378 2.2455 100.34:0.0122 0.55 
2 





Dsviatioiu • • • 0.01: 0.01 
: I t  t t 
1 40.0 t 0 . I t  0.0200 B92 t 2.2523 2.2726 100,90:0.0209 0.93 
2 t  B95 t  2,2544 2.2734 100.84:0,0206 0.91 
3 • B98 t  2,2511 2.2704 100.86:0,0212 0.94 
4 • BlOl • » 2.2600 2.2802 100,89:0.0215 0.95 
5 : B104 s  2,2298 2.2481 100.82:0.0202 0.91 
Mean : t 100.86: 0,93 
Deviation : ; 2 0.03: 0,01 
t J  1  t t  
?>30. 
TJfflUB 24, (Conoluded) 
Detormin-1 Tomper-














peman- t  







number: Gram ] Gram t 
Residual 
0,0330 
Per~ J Grain J Per-





































1 :25.0 i 0.1: 0.0330 t B77 3  2.2468 2.2561 100.41 jO.0135 0.60 
2 t :  :  U 8 0  : 2.2565 2.2662 100.43 :0.0138 0,61 
3 I  1  : B83 t  2.2501 2,2595 100.42 :0.0146 0.65* 
4 J  ; : B86 « 2.2520 2.2623 100.46 jO.0137 0.61 
5 s : t B39 : 2.2493 2.2568 100.33*J0.0132 0.59 
0.60 
0.01 
1 :40.0 t O.li 0.0330 J B47 2.2582 2.2536 99,80 ;0.0107 0,47 
2 { : B50 2.2531 2.2487 99.80 ;0.0107 0,47 
3 : i I B53 2.2265 2.2208 99.74 :0.0107 0,48 
4 ; i <• B66 2.2469 2.8440 99.87 ;0.0124 0.55 
5 t ^ t B59 2.2416 2.2329 99.61*:0,0093 0.41 
t m 
Mean : s > 99,80 1 0.48 
Deviation! s * • 0,03 : 0,03 
t i t : t 
231. 
TABJLE 25, BFlTiCT OF FIFTY-VOJJJlvffi DATliS OP POTASSIUM 
miWaAl;IATE,0.0500M AS TO SULFURIC ACID, 
FOR FOUR UajfiS Oil Tinil ACEIIL OF CELLULOSE-
ACETATE RAYOIT 
: t 
DotGriTiin.-: Potassium :Tomparataro 
ation ipermaiii^aiiatej 
Cellulose- : 




Number ; iiolarity Kectan^;les Vjeights iailliliteri< Par-
oentage • 
* 
Number : Gram : of 0,1010H 
: : 
1 ; 0,0000 15,0 i 0,1 AIS 2.190G 52,47 38.54 
2 A19 2,2514 ; 47.36 38.48 
3 ; A22 2,2553 s 47.00 30.48 
4 : A25 2,2291 i 49.65 38.42 
5 : A28 2.2548 47.58 38.30 
i i 
Mean : j : 38.46 
Deviation{ : 4 4 0.05 
1 1 0.0000 : 25.0 t 0,1 A91 2,2603 J 47,18 38.36 
2 : A94 2,2542 47.22 38,46 
3 i A97 2,2568 47.26 38.41 
4 I s idOO 2,2346 49.01 38,45 




I i 28,41 
Deviation! • m 4 
* 
» 
k t 0.05 
1 
1 } 0,0000 : 40,0 t 0,1: A76 2,2377 48,95 
a 
33,41 
2 s • A7n 2.2396 43.55 38,45 
3 : • • A82 2.2450 43.93 38,29i«i 
4 } X ASS 2,2478 48,16 38,39 
5 : » 
• 




Deviationj } : 0,02 
• 
1 : 0,0200 t 10,0 i 0,1 A1 2,2426 41.78 
1 
39,72 
2 : • A4 2.2269 40.80 40.19 
3 t t A7 2.2577 ao.i8 39,95 
4 t « « AlO 2,2143 42.77 I 40,03 
5 : I t A13 2.1917 43,17 : 40,36 
3 s t : i 
Mean t : : : 40,05 
Deviations : t • • s 0.18 
} : : : 1 
•Original volume of alkalis 25*00 mli 
••••Rojeotod observa-bions. 
0.9965 sodium hydroxide, 













Reotanslei lYeip,ht tKilliliter* 




1 s 0.0800 s 25.0 + m O.li A31 2«2544 43.07 39,26** 
S t I t A54 2.2424 38,80 I 40,30 
3 : « * AS7 2,2438 38,47 40,34 
4 : t t A40 2.22B3 39,96 40,33 
5 : t A43 2.2308 40,66 40,15 
8 
Mean « t 
2 
X 40,28 
Deviation» t 4 « 3 0,06 
t 
1 t 0.0200 a 40,0 v 
t 
O.li A46 2.2378 64.07 35.47 
Z t t J A49 2.2287 68,20 34,81 
3 : • « « AS2 2.2271 61,61 36,12 
4 t t s AS5 2.2369 66.14 35,08 







Deviations i t 0,69 
t 
1 ; 0.0530 
m 
: 15.0 i 
• 
0.1: B16 2,2401 39,58 40,19 
2 t 
• 
• : B19 2,2285 44,78 39.30 
3 s 2 t B22 2.2532 41,18 39,65 
4 i • • t B25 2,2503 40,10 39.91 






t t : 39,79 
Deviation: « • • • t 0,22 
1 : 0,0330 
t 
: 25.0 4. 
8 





2 J • A B85 2.2396 46.67 t 38,82 
3 t • • • • B87 2.2546 44.27 : 39,03 
4 ; 3 3 B88 2.2388 47,86 : 38.60 











Deviationt t I : 0.42 
233, 
TABLE 2G, EFlilSGT OF FIP'.L'Y-A^OIJJI.E BATHS OP mTI^Smi HJlffilATOMATE, 
0,0500 M .{^ TO STII,PfJRIC AOID, FOR FOUR jIOUES ON THE 




Breaking strength of vret viarp of fabric 
Potassiur.i porraancanate, molarity 
0 ,0000 : 
• 
* 








t 0,1 ; i 0,1 « 
• 
• 
i 0,1 : 
t 











Muniber Pound t Pound : Poimd • • Poi-nd : Povind sPound • • Poiind i Pound * • Pound 
per • « per 
* SBL 
ft • aer t j;^_r : per ; par s £2£ k per 
inch : inch { inch • • inoh : inch J inch ; inoh t inch 3 inoh 
1 19A* 19A 20A 
= 
9A** 5A *** 6A 
2 20A 18A 20A ; 4A : 7A If!** 
3 20A 20A 20A ; 10 A** 6A • * 7A *** J)*** 
4 J 20A 20A 20A ; lOA** GA « * 7A *** 
5 19A 20A 20A : lOA** 6A *** { 6A 
6 20B 20B 20B • lOB 6B :)(!<£•)( 7D "J:** 
1 20B 19B 21B m • lOB 6B s|< ;}:>;< OB **«K 
8 19B 20B 20B t lOB 6D t 7B 
9 20B 22B 19B t 9B 7B ; 7D • *»!< 
10 20B 19B 2EE t lOB 2B *** ; W *** •iii* 
11 200 20C 190 i lOB 40 > 7B 
12 19C 20C 20G z 9B 70 t 60 
13 200 200 20C : 9B 70 t 70 
14 190 22C 19C « 90 80 t 70 
15 20C 200 220 • 100 GO • • 70 
16 19D 20D 20D • IOC 6D i 6C 
17 20D 19D 19D 5 120 7D « • OD 
18 20D 22D 15D*-i***llD 8D I 8D 
19 20D 19D 20D : 12D 61) I 713 
20 20D 19D 20D : lOD 8P 1 7D 
21 I lOD £ 
22 • • lOE : 
22 • lOE • « 
24 5 _______ 1. : 9F. • • — 
!.]i9an : 20 20 20 
1 
« 
• 10 6 : 7 
Deviation J 0 1 0 ! 0 1 : 0 
t : • « 
'I'Lotter dasigmtes parallel determinations, 


















Number Molarity !£• 
Eleot- iWeight 
angle : 




of mercury of 0.0514N 
1 0.0200 15.0 i 0,1 E38 0.8929 738.0 28.52 10.40 
8 E42 0.8896 28.95 10.60 
3 E59 0.8946 30.27 11,02 
4 E61 0.8953 30.82 11.22 
Meim 10.81 
Deviation 0.31 
1 0,0200 25.0 t 0.1 E26 0,8464 738.0 33.17 12.77 
2 B31 0.8721 33.47 12.51 
3 E46 0.8521 30.97 11.84 
4 E55 0.8531 31.42 12.00 
Menn 12.28 
"Deviation 0.36 
1 0.0200 40.0 i 0.1 E20 0.7332 738.0 24.67 10.95 
2 E29 0.8075 26.17 10.55 
3 E30 0.8075 27.47 11.08 





1 0.0330 15.0 i 0.1 M30 1.1245 733.0 44.79 12.99 
2 M31 1.1121 46.88 13.75* 
3 MS2 1.1101 43.27 12.71 
4 M33 1.1005 42.77 12.67 
5 M34 1.1164 43.95 12.84 
Mean 12.80 
Deviation 0.11 
1 0.0330 25.0 i 0.1 M36 1.1158 733.0 51.24 14.98 
2 MS7 1.1063 51.49 15.18 
3 TvfI38 1.1101 50.57 14.86 
4 M30 1.1050 50.01 14.76 





TABLE 27. EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLUl,® BATIIS OF POTASSIUM PBiaiMI-
GANATE, 0.0500 M AS TO SULFURIC ACID, IN FOUR HOURS 

















































O.lj A18 2.2476i 741*0 4 « 21.52 « • 3.09 
X A21 2.2454: i 21.36 t 3.10 
A24 2.2468: • • 18.25 t 2.64 
c 
• A27 2.2535i • 18.20 : 2.63 










: t : : 0.19 
• 
« : : : 
«• 0.1? A93 2.2449: 736.5 : 21.92 • * 3.18 
I A96 2.2307: : 21.55 : 3.14 
A99 2.2334: £ 21.09 : 3.07 
« 
• A102 2.2447t : 20.52 i} 2.97 
: A105 2.2582I • • 21.27 m 3.06 
t t * i 
t : « 3.08 
: : « m t 0.06 
• 
1 } • « : 
+ O.li A78 2.2383t 741.0 : 21.05 • 3.06 
t A81 2.2560: : 21.22 > 3.06 
i A84 2.2485: : 21.19 : 3.07 
• 
• A87 2.2511: : 20.67 : 2.99 
> A90 2.2441: : 21.85 : 3.17 
: I : : 
: : • • * 3.07 
: : 3 * • 0.04 
<«Blaiil<:: O.OS ml. permaxiganate* 
»=«<Rejeoted observation. 
256. 
TABIJE 28o EFFECT OF FIFW-VOLUIvE BATHS OF POTASSIUM PEK.IAN-
GANATE» 0.0500 i£ AS TO SULI-URIC ACID, I'OR I-V}IJR HOURS 
ON Tins \<EXGiIT AND mi OF CELLULOSE-ACETATK RAYOK 
• 
• Potassium* t 
Detomin-: Temper­ perman­ Fabric : iish 
ation : ature ganate : 
leot- • • Weight : t 
angle s I t 
sOriginals Residual t : 
Number °c. lolarit^r JJumberi 
4 










1 15.0 i 0, ,1 0.0000 A17 
« 
« 
: 2.2485 2.2441 99.80 
* 
s0.0014 0.06 
2 t A20 t 2.2444 2.2400 99.80 :0.0013 0.06 
3 s A23 { 2.2378 2.2335 99.81 tO.0013 0.06 
4 3 A26 : 2.2383 2.2328 99.75 sO.0014 0.06 
S A29 • 2.2389 2.2351 99.83 aO.0013 0.06 
• 




Deviation-1 » : 0.02 t 0.00 
1 j25.0 i 0 .1 0.0000 A92 t 2.2514 2.2444 99.69 
• 
»0.0013 0.06 
2 A95 t 2.2315 2.2254 99.73 :0.0011 0.05 
3 :: A98 • 2.2531 2.2466 99.71 :0.0011 0.05 
4 : AlOl t 2.2524 2.2456 99.70 :0.0012 0.05 
5 A104 t 2.2480 2.2415 99.71 :0.0012 0.05 
Mean t 99.71 • « 0.05 
Daviation t 0.01 1 0.00 
1 40.0 t 0 .1 0.0000 A77 
I 
i 2.2371 2.2308 99.72 
t 
»0.0014 0.06 
2 t A80 i 2.2487 2.2423 99.72 s0.0013 0.06 
3 i ASS « • 2,2408 2.2336 99.68 10.0014 0.06 
4 t A86 t 2.2688 2.2622 99.71 10.0014 0.06 
5 m « A89 t 2.2365 2.2288 99.66 sO.0012 0.05 





DeviationI t : 0.02 : 0.00 
: t • • t 
*Iisj0otad observation. 
**A11 samples so badly degraded that -waahing had to be effeotod by 
docantation. 
237. 
TABLE 20. (Continued) 
* 
• Potas s ium 1 
Datermin-: Temper Ml perinan- Fabric : Ash 
ation 1 ature f^anate i 
: tleot- « Weight : t 
} angle 3 t : 
! :Original : Residual : : 
Number : °C. Molarity Kunibers Gram 
1 
s Gram : Per-
• • 









sl5.0 i 0 .1 0.0200 A2 
s 
* 2.2371 2.2230 99.37 ;0,0a57 0.25 
2 • « AS 2.2139 2.2011 99.42 ^0.0063 0.28 
3 : AB 2.2192 2.2064 99.42 ;0.0069 0,31 
4 s All { 2.1866 2.1753 99.48 :0.0069 0.32 






Deviations I : 0.03 : 0.02 
1 :25.0 i 0 .1 0.0E00 A32 
4 
t 2.2412 2.2115 98.67 
i 
:0.0058 0.26 
2 • « A35 • • 2,2240 2.1974 98.80*J0,0061 0.27 
3 t A38 ; 2,2474 2.2169 98.64 :0.0046 0,20 
4 A41 : 2.2188 2.1887 98.64 s0.0052 0.23 
5 A44 • 2.2306 2,2083 98.65 jO.0039 0.17 
Ifean • 98.65 
» 
s 0.23 
De-wiationj { 0.01 0.03 
1 40,0 • 0 .1 0.0200 A47 : 2.2268 2.0268 91.02 
i 
s0.0057 0.26 
2 ABO » • 2.2396 2.0911 93.37 {0.0057 0.25 
3 ASS « 2.2402 2.0530 91.64 t0,0059 0.26 
4 A56 • • 2.2232 2.0683 93.03 s0.0076 0,S4» 
5 A59 • • 2,2205 2.0546 92.20 :0.0054 0.24 
Mean 
« 
X 92.25 • • 0.25 
Dsiriationj • m 0.76 : 0,01 
t • « 
TAB lis 28. (Conoludod) 
Potassium: 
Dstermin-: Temper­ perman­ Fabric : Ash 
ation : ature ganate 
sRect- Weight t i 
:angle : : 
Original: lleaidual : t 
Numb or °c. Molarity :l'?umbor Gratn 
« 
: Gram s Por-
S « 
: Gram : Per­
: : contago « • centage 
: : • • • 
1 15.0 i 0,1 0.03S0 
1 
: A107 2.2475 2.2240 98.95 ;0,0040 0.18 
2 X Alio 2.2605 2.2369 98.96 sO.0037 0,16 
S t A113 2.2487 2.2243 98.91 S0.00S7 0.16 
4 : : M16 2.2424 2,2178 98.90 :0.0039 0.17 
5 t A119 2.2200 2,1961 98.89 j0,0036 0.16 
Kean 98.92 0.17 
Deviation * 0.03 0.01 
1 25.0 t 0.1 0,0330 
m 
s AI37 2.2398 2.1610 96.48 jO.0040 0.18 
2 s A140 2.2353 2,1441 95.92 :0,0041 0.18 
3 : A143 2.2450 2,1426 95.44 JO.0044 0.20 
4 } A146 2.2486 2.1549 95.83 JO.0040 0.18 
5 t A149 2.2485 2,1230 94.43<f :0,0045 0.20 
Llean : •» 95.92 0.19 
Deviation: i 0.28 0.01 
1 40.0 i 0.1 0.0330 : A122 2.2107 1,1811 53 .43^'i'O .0064 0.29 
2 : A125 2.2168 1.3758 62,06 :0,0085 0.38 
S : A128 2.2319 1.3449 60,26 :0,0087 0.39 
4 A-BS-9B 2.1756 1.0377 47.70 :0,0054 0.25 





• « 54.46 
s 
: 0,30 
Deviation: • • 5.36 • • 0.07 
: : c 
TABLE 29, EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLUIffi BATIIS OF SODITO PEROXYBORATE, 
0.3 FEE CKNT liH TU 30AP, IN TWO ilUUiS AT Tiit. BOILING 



















J F48 2.2352 
• 
41.18 t 37.97 
2 : F49 2.2996 41.42 s 37.69** 
3 { F50 2.2903 39.98 : 38.12 
4 : F51 2.2773 41.04 J 38.13 
5 ! P53 2 . 2721 42.28 37.98 
Moan • 38.05 
Deviation ] o.oa 
1 0.04B0 
1 
s P25 2.2638 50.55 36.53 
2 : F26 2.2862 I 53.51 35 .61^'®' 
3 J F27 2.2759 1 50.75 36.30 
4 t F28 2.2937 { 50.17 30.13 













J F30 2.2814 
s 
77.30 t 31.16 
2 : P32 2.2800 79.22 : 30.70 
3 r P33 2.30BB 77.88 30.68 
i } P34 2.3070 74.84 31.27 
5 t P35 2.3072 : 73.36 31.55 






•Original volume of alkalis 25,00 ml* 0.9728 _N sodim hydroxide. 
f+Rejeo-bod observation. 
240. 
TABIjB 29» (Contiiaiod) 
t  t  z 
Dotennin- Sodium : Oollulose- Hydroohloric Aootyl 
ation : poroxs'^^orate t acotnte rayon acid 
Kimber : ifomality jReotonclos YJeight Milliliter* PGrcQntap;e 
t l^iimber J  Gram t  
2  :  
of O.IOIOM 
•••——.•MIS 
1 0.1441 : F36 
m 
2,2813 1 S7.38 27.33 
2 : t  t  F37 2,2973 98.33 26.97 
3 : F39 2.2620 99.10 27.23 
4 : F40 2.2694 102.30 26o5S** 
5 t F41 2.2721 98,98 J 27.13 
lie an t  : 27.16 
Deviatioiu J 0.12 
1  
4 
0,1922 : F42 2.2905 
2 
123.47 t 22.27 
2 t  t  F43 2.2827 119.24 : 23.15 
S • • : F44 2.2808 121.58 22e72 
4 t  s F46 2.2835 119.89 23.02 
5 t  s F47 2.2921 : 121.09 22.70 
Mean 
I  
t • • : 22.77 
Deviation.! s : 0.25 
i  
241. 
TJiBLB 30, EFi-lSCT 01«' FIFIY-VOLUlvlE BAl'ilS Ui'' isUDIUH l-^KOA-YBOMTli, 
0,8 PER CEWT AS TO SOAP, IW TIVO HOlJiiS AT Tlffi BOILIMr 
POI^T OP rJAT]5R O^'I TJffi BHKMING STRB/rrlH OP THE WIT 
ITARP 01'' CELUJLOSE-ACETATE RAYON 
Detemin-
ation, 
Breaking strength of v/et viarp of fabrio 
T'ormality of sodiura peroxyborate 
0,0000 
Pound 
: por inch 
0.0480 0.0961 5 0,1441 
T'ouud Pound Pound 
: 0,1922 
t Pound 
par ittoh i per inch s per inch i per inch 
t i 3 
lA* 18 16 14 13 14 
2A 18 16 14 14 11 
3A 18 16 14 10 11 
4A 2 18 16 18 12 11 
5A 18 18 14 13 10 
6R 18 16 16 16 11 
7B 17 14 14 11 11 
SB 19 17 15 11 11 
9B 18 14 15 11 11 
lOR 16 17 14 16 10 
lie 18 18 15 11 11 
120 19 18 IS 12 11 
13C 16 17 14 IS 11 
140 20 18 17 14 9 
100 18 18 13 13 8 
16D 18 17 14 13 11 
17C 18 17 18 15 9 
18D 20 17 17 14 13 
19D 20 16 16 14 9 
20D 19 21 M M 10 
Mean 18 17 15 13 11 
Deviation 1 1 1 1 1 
•Letter designatea partillel determinations 
242. 
T/iBLE 31. EFFECT OP FIF'J.T-VOLmvIE BATllS Oi'' SO»IUI^ WiROXYDORATE, 
0,3 PER CENT AS TO SOAP, IIT TlyO HOUrvS AT TfCu BOILI® 
POINT OF \;.A.TER Ofi Tlffi COPIER NUl.iBER OF CELLULOSE-
ACETATE RAYON 
Detorrain-: Sodium 
at ion t poroxyborato 
t 
t 





i t : 
{BarometricJ Potassium » Copper 
• pressure >pQnaa33,;^anate s nujnber 
ITiwiber Gram ;Millimotor;Milliliter* 





1 0.0000 F7 A • 2.2712: 731.3 ! 22,17 3.16 
2 t P8 • • 2.2699s 22,92 3.27 
3 F9 • « 2.2739: i 23.62 3.36 
4 : Fll 2.3022s 22,75 3.20 
5 s 
* 




Deviation t 0.06 
1 0.0480 F13 
4 
3 2.3084 744.8 20.18 2,83 
2 t F14 • • 2.2934 21.42 : 3.02 
S F15 m 4 2.2903 21.16 2.99 
4 F16 : 2,2912 t 21.27 3,00 
5 FIB : 2.2974: 19.79 2.79 
Ifean 
• t 
t : J 2.93 
Deviation • • : • 
' 
0,09 





• 18.20 i 2.56 
2 F20 2.2982 • 18.28 ; 2.57 
3 F21 2.3057 ! 20,10 ! 2.82 
4 F22 i 2.3198: S 19.84 : 2,77 
5 : F2S 2.2821 I 1 19.05 : 2,70 
3 t ( 
Mean t • • i 2,68 
Deviation t • • « 0,10 
• 
• • • 
• 
*Blanlc: 0.09 ml. penuanganate, 
**Rejeoted observation. 
243. 
TABLE 31. (Continued) 
t s : ; 
Dotomin-s Sodium s Fabric :Baromotrio: 






i ; : : 







1 : 0.1441 : F60 2.2981 747.9 17.82 2.51 
2 t 1 liBl 2.2807 17.18 t 2.43 
3s t F62 2.2626 17.43 2.47 
4 1 ; P63 2.2732 i 17.53 5 2,49 
5 : : P64 2.2870 : 16.62 2.35** 
Mean t J « 
• 2.48 
Deviation: s E 1 : 0.02 





2 : : F67 2.2845 14.68 t 2.07 
Si 5 ires I 2.2833 15.01 : 2.12 
4 1 s F69 J 2.2816 15.93 2.26 
5 : : F70 J 2.2869 16.23 s 2.29 
* i i i 
Mean : : s i 
s 
: 2.17 
Deviations j 3 s 0.09 
t J t 
244. 
TABLE 31A, EFSECT OF FIFTY-VOLTH® BATUS OF SODIUIvl PMROXYBORATE, 
0.3 n:R Cr,!^ AS TO SO/VP, IN EIGHT HOURS AT 40.oioa°C. 
ON THE COPmi miBER OF CELLAJLOSE-ACETATE RAYOH 
« t 
Ds-fcermin- So dim t 5Vibric Barometric Potassium : Ooppor 
ation peroxyTjorate « pressure perman,'^anate: number 
iRootanglo jYiTeight • • 











t2.2214 731. S 
X 
19.49 : 2.84 
2 : A123 S2.2179 19.26 : 2.81 
3 t A124 :2,213n 20.17 : 2.95 
4 s A126 a2.2S13 20.77 ; 2.98 






Deviation i • t 0.07 




21.17 : 3.07 
2 i A130 :2.2339 21.15 t 3.06 
S ; A132 S2.2510 21.29 ; 3.06 
4 : A133 ;j2,2214 19.80 : 2.88** 






Deviation * « : i 0.01 
1 0.0961 t A13S 12.2666 732.6 20.05 : 2.86 
Z «• »• A138 J2.2342 20.62 : 2.98 
"6 A139 :2.2390 21.17 : 3.06 
4 • A141 : 2,22 76 20.07 ; 3.03 
5 • • A142 :2.2380 21.53 : 3.12 




Deviation X « • 0.07 
t X I 
•Blanki 0.09 ml. pemangana-be, 
**Rsjocted observation. 
TABIE 31A, (Continuod) 
Determin-; Sodiiua 
ati on »pe roxyboiute; 
Fabric ;Barc3motric: Potassium 
pressure ;psnaaaganatG 
; Ro ctonglo tTfe ie;ht 
: : 
Uwriber s Normality IJumbar : Gram 
; 
; T.fi 11 iTOi31 o r i Mi 11 i lit e r * 
tof Tnorouri'/tof 0«0511H 
Copper 
number 
: : 1 • • 4 4 : 
1 ! 0.1441 : A144 ;2.2272 • • 744. B 18.36 2.66 
8 t A145 :2.2308 • « • 19.57 2.84 
3 i A147 S2.2543 s 4 21.67 3.11 
4 : A148 J2.2377 : 22.51 3.25 







Deviation « • : s 0.19 








2 F2 :2.2960 • • 21.60 t O.04 
S F4 :2.2777 t 21.54 • 3.06 
4 F6 :2,2033 « « : 20.42 • 2.89 




Deviation : t 0,07 
: « <• : : 
246, 
TABLE 32. EFFECT OF FIFTY VOm® BATHS OF SODIUll H/IROXYBORATE, 
0,3 JREK CENT AS TO HOAF, iH TllO iiOURS AT THE BOILING 





















t 0,0000 FS4 2,2713 2.2554 99.30 
2 « * F55 2,2792 2,2618 99,24 
3 : F56 2,2752 2,2562 99.25 
4 : F57 2,2804 2,2630 99,24 
5 s 2,2788 2,2615 99,24 
Mean 99,25 
Deviation • • 0,02 
1 0.0480 
3 
B17 t 2,2259 2,1608 97,08 
2 E20 2,2472 2,1806 97.04 
3 B23 2,2160 2il495 97.00 
4 B26 1 2,2019 2,1452 97,42 




Deviation i 0,19 
1 0.0961 A62 « « 2,2293 2,0736 93.02 
2 A65 * t 2,2310 2,0757 93.04 
3 AQQ : 2,2394 2.0692 92,40 
4 A71 % 2,2349 2,0661 32,45 
5 A74 « 2,2359 2,0769 92, B9 





TABLE 32* (Contimed) 
: i 
Dotemin-s Sodium : 




































































X 2.1916 : 1.8599 
: 2.1957 t 1.8469 
: 2.1796 t 1.8357 
: 2.2099 s 1.0617 















TABIS 33. EFFECT OF FIFTY-¥OLUME BATHS OP CALCIUM EYPOCHLORITE ill® SODIUil K-CHLORO-





; Temper- s 










t : t 
« * « 




i  i  
s . : 















: :of blank » 






1 Nona 0.0000 0.0000 
« « 
:25.0 t O.lj 2 P77 2.2935 38.98 
i  
i38.25** 
2 : > F70 2.2997 37.79 :38,38 
3 1 J F79 2.S073 37.09 S38.38 
4 : 1 FBI 2.2860 39.36 J38.31 
5 t  t  F82 2.2711 40.38 :38.S6 
Moan :  t  *38.36 
Deviation :  s t 0.02 
1 Hone 0.0000 0.0000 t25.0 t O.lj 4 P89 2.2421 42.81 
S 
.•38.39 
2 : : F90 2.2529 42.05 :38.35 
3 t i  F91 2.2485 42.09 i38.42 
4 i  s F92 2,2341 42.81 J38.53** 
5 : t F93 2.2310 43.77 :38.39 
Mean 
3 t  
t38.39 
Deviation : i t 0.02 
s ; t  
•Original voltime of alkali» 25.00 ml. 0.9728 N sodiiim hydroxide. 
**EBj9Cjt9d obsei-vation. 
TABLE 33. (Continued) 
• 
• %dro- 1 
Determin­ Bleaching bath Temper­ t * Time Fabric t ohloric : Acetyl 
ation ature « « m aoid 1 
t : • 4 fieotangle : ViTeighti * 
Nuzaber Salt ; Initial i Final : Standard­ °c. : Hour Number J Gram 
« 4 
jKilliliter*j Fer-
:nonTialit7f inormalitj,r! ization a* sof O.IOION :centag© 
: lof blank « • • « 
t : • t • • 
1 None 0,0000 0.0000 40.0 t 
: 
» 4 FlOO 2.2370 43.09 
: 
J38,42 
Z : : FlOl 2.2582 40,98 :38,47 
3 « • F103 2.2349 43.07 :38,46 
4 I F104 2.2555 42.41 :38,24»4' 






Deviation S } « • : 0.02 
Calcium 
. t ! t 
1 tiypochlorite 0,0970 0.0955 A 25.0 I 0.1 2 I Flo 7 2.2430 t 42.37 :38.46 
2 • • F108 2.2366 42.37 :38,57 
3 t File 2.2432 41.97 S58.53 
4 i » 1 t Fill 2.2413 42.67 :38.43 
5 A • t F112 2.2280 t 43.77 $38.44 
• 1 
• 
i ; J38.49 
Deviation i 3 : : 0.05 
Caloitffii i « • « 
1 hjrpoohlorite 0,1040 0.0975 B j25,0 i 0.1: 4 • • F12S 2.1977 45.54 {38.62 
2 • « t i F129 2.1909 45.88 J 38.68 
3 F131 2.2003 46.56 *38.38 
4 P132 2.2110 : 46.92 :38.12 






Deviation « • ts t 0.20 
s t 3 3 ! 















• * • 
: t t 





! Gram, Jiilliliter* 
: 
Per­
centage snormality snormality: ization 
• 
of 0.10101'T 
: :of blank : 
i t I 
Calcium 
1 hypochlorite 0.1026 0.0802 C 40.0 Z 0.1 4 F134 2.2087 43.99 38.74 
2 s PI 35 2.2028 44.57 38.73 
5 F136 2.2016 45.18 38.63 
4 F1S8 2.2281 43,57 58.48** 
5 t F139 2.2411 41.57 38.65 
Meau • 38.69 
Deviation t 0.05 
Sodium N-chloro- m 
p-toluenesulfonaraide t 
1 ~ 0.1012 0.1012 F :40.0 i 0.1 4 F146 2.2471 42.37 38.39 
2 i F147 2.2406 42.75 38.43 
3 F148 2.2308 43.97 38.36 
4 F149 2.2437 42.21 38.48 
5 F150 2.238S 42.47 38.51 
Mean 38.43 
Deviation : 0.05 
• • 
TABLE 33. (Continued) 
1 s } t Hydro- t 
Determin­s Bleaching bath J Temper- Time t Fabric s ohlorio Aoetyl 
ation : ature : ; acid 
: : : 







lYeight • « 
• 
« 
Kumbar Salt I Initial j Final jStandard- 1 °c. Hour ! Itoiber Gram ;!.1illiliter*i Per-
:normalitjrtnormalityi ization « !of 0,1010ir ;centage 
; :cf blank ; 











1 txonamide 0.1904 0»1905 I 40,0 Z 0.1 4 : F157 2,2421 42.47 38.45 
2 : F159 2,2S10 44,37 38.28** 
S ; F160 2,2343 42,97 i38,49 
4 > J F161 2,2355 43,38 j38,39 
5 : : F1S2 2,2333 42,77 J3S.45 
t 
Mean : 38.44 
Deviation: « t 0,03 
sSodium N-ohloro- t t 
t^toluenesul- : : } 
1 jfonamide 0.3148 0,3152 L 40.0 Z 0,1 4 » F163 2.2260 X 44,05 38,42 
2 ! F164 2,2209 J 44.15 38,49 
S s F168 2.2349 5 42.76 38,52 
4 X F167 2.2317 43,17 *33.50 





« • • >38.48 
Deviations t : 1 0.03 
f t 3 
25a, 
TABLE 34. EFFECT OP FIFTY-VOLUME BATIiS OF WATER ON TilE BRRAKIRG 





Breaking strength of wet warp of fabric 
I Hour 'C^; jHour 
Period and temperature of immersion 
"0, ;Hour ^^C. sllour ^C. 
I t t : 
2 25,0i0.1s 4 as.oto.is 4 40.0i0 •It 4 100 
Number Pound i Pound i Pound • • Pound 
per inoh t 
t 
per inch s 
« m 
per inch I 
t 
per inoh 
lA* 20 20 19 17 
2A 18 18 20 19 
SA 20 19 20 18 
4A 20 21 18 18 
5A 20 20 20 18 
6B 20 21 20 19 
7D 20 18 18 19 
8B 18 21 20 16 
9B 20 19 20 20 
lOB 20 19 20 18 
lie 19 18 18 19 
12C 20 20 18 20 
130 19 20 21 16 
14C 20 18 20 20 
15C 19 18 20 20 
16D 18 18 20 16 
17D 19 20 18 16 
18D c 18 20 19 17 
19D c 20 18 20 20 
20D ; 18 18 19 18 
3 
Mean t 19 19 19 18 
Deviation{ 1 1 1 1 
•Letter designates parallel determinations. 
TABLE 35. EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLULIE BATHS OF CALCIUM IiyPOGHLORITE 




Breaking strength of v/et warp of fabric 
Normality of bleaching bal^ 
Number 
• 
: • « 
;Initial 0.0970 : 0.1040 0.102G 
}Final, of blank 0.0955 i 0.0975 0.0802 







Period and tomperaturo of immersion 
: t Hour C. : Hour °C. s Hour °C. 
I s t 
• 
* t 2 25.oio.li 4 25.oio.l 4 40.o4O.1 




• par inch j per indi per inch 
« 
• : • • 
lA* t : 20 18 IS 
2A : : 18 21 14 
3A i 20 18 IS 
4A « 20 21 13 
5A • • 19 18 16 
6B J t 18 16 14 
7B 20 20 16 
3B 18 20 18 
9B 17 18 14 
lOB 21 18 15 
lie 21 16 14 
120 19 21 14 
13C 2 19 18 14 
14C t 18 19 14 
150 : 1 19 20 14 
16D t E 19 20 14 
17D t : 19 18 14 
18D t t 20 19 16 
19D • « t 21 17 14 
20D • * 19 M 
I'iEean 
z 
19 19 14 
Deviationj 1 1 1 
•Letter designates parallel determinations. 
254. 
TiOSIj; 36. EFtl'ICT OF FIFiy-VOlillU:; BATUS OP SODIUI".! N-CIILORO-
^TOLUEMSULFONAldlDB IN FOUR HOURS ON TiDi BHBAKIMJ 
STlilEl®TH Oi' Tim ViET VJAfiP OF GELLULOSF-ACETATii RAYON 
t 
Determin-j Broaking streni^th of v;ot vjarp of fabric 
ation ; 
Normalitjr of bleaohing bath 
Initial 0.00965 
[Final, of blank 0.00856 




: Temperature of Iminersion, ^C. 
; 100 
Mumber t PouiaA per inch 
t 17 
3A t 17 
3A • • 17 
4A * 17 
5A 18 
BB i 14 
7B s 16 
8B : 17 
9B • 16 
lOD : 14 
lie • « 16 
120 * at 18 
13G • • 14 
140 2 16 
15C S 18 
16D • « 16 
17D • 16 
18D 1 18 






•Letter deaignatos parallel doterminationa. 
25i5 
TABLE 36• (Contimed) 
Determin­ Breaking strength of wet warp of fabric 
ation 





•  0.1012 
t 
1 0.0994 
Pinal, of blank 0.1014 • • 0.1012 I 0.0912 
Standardization E t 
t 
F 1 G 
: 
Temperature of iramorsion, "C. 
: 25.0 I 0.1 
t t 
40.0 i 0.1 s 100 
: 
Number 1 Pound 3 Pound ; Pound 
: per inch • 
• 
« 
per inch ; per inch 
lA* 18 18 10 
2A 18 18 8 
3A 18 20 9 
4A 18 18 10 
5A 18 18 9 
6B 19 19 7 
7B 18 16 9 
8B 18 19 8 
9B 19 18 8 
lOB 18 18 8 
lie 19 21 8 
12C 18 21 8 
13C 18 17 8 
14:0 18 20 8 
150 17 17 8 
16D 17 18 8 
17D 20 18 9 
18D- 18 18 9 
ISD 18 20 8 
20D M M _8 
Mean 18 18 8 
Deviation 0 1 0 
t 
•Letter designates parallel datenninations. 
256. 
TABIE 36, (Continued) 
Determin­
ation 
Breaking strength of wot viarp of fabric 
Ncmiality of bleaching bath 
t I 
Initial t 0.1906 t 0.1904 0.1820 
Final, of blank • 0,1905 c 0.1905 lost 
Standardization • H i I J 
3 1 




25.0 i 0.1 i 
s 
40,0 i 0,1 
t 
100 
Uuraber t Pound t Pound I I^ound 
t par inch : per inch * • 38 r inch 
2 « • : 
lA-^ 21 20 •* 
2A 18 19 ti* 
3A 18 18 
4A 20 21 ** 
5A 20 19 ** 
6B 18 21 ** 
7B 21 21 
8B IB 19 ** 
9B 18 21 
lOB 19 20 
lie 18 19 
120 21 21 ** 
130 20 21 ** 
140 18 21 
150 20 21 
16D 19 19 ** 
17D 18 19 
18D 18 19 
19D 18 20 ** 
20D 21 li 
Mean 19 20 
Do-viation 1 1 
•Letter designates parallel determinations. 
•*Di8 integrated. 
857. 
TJiBLB 36. (Continued) 
i  
Detorrain-: Brealcing strength of ivet imrp of fabric 
at ion s 
J Kormnlity of bleaching bath 
I 
: t : : 
J Initial : 0,3146 : 0.3148 : 0.3201 
Pinal, of blank : 0.3149 t 0.5152 : 0.2872 
[Standardization 
. 





Temporature of immersion, 
» : 25.0 + O.lt 40.0 + 0.1: 100 
X 8 ; i 
Kuiaber ; : Pound t Pound : Pound 
' ' par inch : per inoh : per inch 
i  t  i  :  
lA* s 19 18 ** 
2A : 18 20 
3A 19 20 ** 
4A : 20 19 ** 
5A I 19 19 ** 
6B J 19 14 ** 
7B 18 17 ** 
8B 18 20 ** 
9B 19 17 ** 
lOB 18 17 ** 
lie 19 21 
12C » 21 19 
13C s 18 19 
14C t 20 21 
15C : 21 21 
16D I 18 19 
17D : 18 18 
18D 18 19 
19D 19 18 
20D 2° 
Mean 19 19 
Deviation : 1 1 
•Letter designatoe parallel determinations. 
**Dis integrated. 
TAE7JE 37. EFFECT OF FIFTY-VOLTJME SATHS OF CALCIOT5 HYPOCHLORITE /JID SODIUII N-CHLORO-
2-rOLUEiiiESULFONAiaDIi; OH Bii) COFPEP. irjlSER OF CELLULOSE-ACETATE RAYON 
: • • : JPotassium • 
Determin­ Bleaching bath i Temper- Time J Fabric :Barometric pennan- !Copper 
ation j ature : J pressure « • ganate tnumber 
• 




• t :angle i : 
Number Salt :Initials Final tStandard-J C. Hour Humber : Sram sJiillimeter: liillil-
jnonaal-jnormal-1 izatioa : : :of mercury t iter* of 
s ity Iity of t « « i « o.osiiir 
3 t blank « • t « 




: 747.0 20.37** 2.87 
2 • « P72 2.2868 • 21.27 3.01 
3 < F74 2,2928 • 21.24 3,00 
4 I F75 2.2795 * 21,55 5.03 
5 ; « • F76 2.3075 * 23.12 3.24** 
^ean 
• 
4» « • 2.98 





:25.0 t 0.1 4 F83 2.2754 : 747.0 21.12 3.00 
2 • F84 2.2766 21.03 2,99 
s 
• F85 2,2365 • « 20.87 2.95 
4 s F86 2.2981 m 21.69 3.05 








Deviation : i ; t 0.04 
: « i » 1 i 
•Blanks 0,09 ml. permanganate 
••Rejected observation. 
TAB LP, 37» (Continuod) 
i > t : Potassium I 
Determin­: Bleaching bath J Temper- Time i 5\abri c :Baronietrio persian- :Copper 
ation t i ature • pressure ganate tmnnber 
t : : s t JRoot- sVfeight « « • « 
: : * • 1 jangle 1 
Numbsr Salt :Initial: Final :Standard-! C. Hour iltoiiber i i^ram JMillimeter Millil­ t 
jnormal-snormal-J ization t • J of mercury iter* ofs 
J } it;/- :it:/ of ; « « « • O.OSllK t 
: t blajik s t « • t 
s 
1 sKone 0.0000 
i 
J4G.0 t 0*1 4 ! F94 2.2211 
« 
« 
1 738.6 20.67 • 3.01 
2 3 F96 2.2584 s 20.79 3.00 
S • • t m 2.2496 I 21.47 3.09 
4 « s F98 2.2364 > 21.27 : 3.08 




Deviation t S 0.04 
J Calcium i 3 
1 :hypoohlorite 0.0970 0.0955 A ;25,0 I 0.1 2 ; Fiib 2,2170 { 738.6 23.08 > 5.37 
2 t Fli7 2.2034 22.72 t 3.34 
3 : t t F118 2.191S 21.87 • • 3.23 
4 t : s FllS 2.2085 20.57 « 3.01 





Deviations • « : 0.11 
1 i : 
TABDE 37, (Continued) 
t : t Potassium: 
Determin­ Bleaching bath I Temper- : Time : Fabric Barometric pemian- Copper 
ation : aturo s « « pressure ganat© number 
: t : 









Number Salt {Initial: Final i Standard­: °C, 1 iiour ;ljuittber : G-raia I Millimeter lixllil- • • 
snormal-:normal-: ization : : t 4of mercury iter* ofs 
s ity sity of : : t 9 s 0.0511H : 
: : blsink i 1 t : *T!I • 9 
Caloiua • 3 : i 
1 hypoohlorito 0,1040 0,0975 B 25.0 ; o.lj 4 P122 2.2119 741.5 27.01 • 3.95 
2 P124 2.2048 26.34 ft « 5.87 
S 2 F125 2.2217 27.16 • 3,96 
4 • • F126 2.2146 26.81 : 3.92 
5 s Fi27 2,1902 26.21 t 5.87 
Mean 
0 






























































Salt J InitialJ Final Standard-
tnormal-;nomtal-1 ization 
t ity tity of i 
t : blank : 
Temper­
ature 
« • t « « • •« 3 
Sodiiim I^-ohloro- t « i 1 • 
jg;-toluenesul- • * 4. 
• : 
1 fonamide 0.1012 0.1012 F j40,0 O.lj 4 P140 2.2339 746.3 : 17.G6 2.55 
2 X P141 2.2390 18.06 2.61 
3 • • t P142 2,2315 s 21.15 3.07 
4 • • : : P143 2.2457 t 20.45 2.95 









Deviation : « s 0.17 
Sodium jJ-chloro- J i t 3 
_£-tolueii0sul- t t < < 
1 fonamide 0.1904 0.1905 I J40.0 • O.lt 4 P152 2.2421 746.0 17.26 J 2.49 
2 • « « • P153 2.2391 17.36 ; 2,51 
3 • • t P154 2.2354 19.06 t 2.76 
i • • s P155 2.2314 18.75 2,72 











Deviation 4 • 4 « « « « 0.13' 
« 
• : 3 t 
Time 
t t :Potassiums 
i Eabrio jBarometricj perman- :Copper 
; pressure i ganate xnumber 
:Reot- tWeight ; : : 
:angle ; : s ; 
jMillimeter: Millil- : Hour sltobGr: Gram 
:of mercury: iter* ofs 
s i 0.0511W s 
fo Cl 
•mm S7. (Concluded) 
: « « :Potassium: 
Datemin- Bleaching bath : Tsmper- s Tim© Fabric Faromstric : peraan- :Copper 
ation J : ature t pressure : ganate : number 
t : • • • t Rect- :Y*ei£ht • • : 
i : • * angle : i 
IJUnber Salt :Initial: Final »S taadard-; C # t Hour Number J Gram jilillimeter: Millil- 1 
inomial- ;noniial- ization i I <• J of mercury/- iter* of: 
: ity :ity of « • • • • C.0511H 1 










jD-to luenesul- • ; « « 
1 fonaaids 0,3148 0,3152 L :40.0 ^ 0 .1: 4 F169 2.2447: 720,7 s 18,66 1 2.S9 
2 t t F170 2,2449. t 19.15 : 2,76 
3 • • X F171 2,2516: ! 18.64 : 2,68 
4 I t t F173 2.2229t t 17.66 1 2.57 
5 • • i J F174 2,2424: : 18,20 i 2,62 
i 3 i s « * 
Mean m i } 2.66 
Deviation t 2 i : 0,0G 
« 
« t s 
TiiBLE 38« EFFECT OP FIFTSf-VOniME BATHS OF CALCIUM HYPOCHLOIIITE AMD SODIUM 




Bleaching bath t Temper- j Time 








Standard-J °C, : Hour 
Rectangle 'Height 
3 • ) : 
s t i 
Kuniber t Salt s Initial t Plml Itonber 
Originals Res idual 
• • 
Grain t Gi-an : Percentage 
: 
1 
snomalitjrsnormality ization s s : : : 


































25.0 i 0.1a 4 
: El ; 2.2803 :2.2739 99.72 
: E2 : 2.2905 :2.2843 99.73 
: E3 2.2862 :2.2802 99.74 
t E4 2.2725 52.2665 99.74 
t E5 2.2738 S2.2684 99.76 
99.74 
0.01 
B6 2.2458 2.2412 99.80 
E7 J 2.2418 2.2355 99.72 
E8 2.2505 2.2456 99.78 
E9 2.2385 2.2327 99.74 
s ElO 2.2590 2.2524 99.71 
1 
K 99.75 
i t 0.03 
ra 
a 










Iteaber • Salt 
: < 3 
: : : 
t i i 
t t t 
: Initial ; Pinal ;Standa3rd-
snorifialily mormlity; ization 









firain ? Giram t Percentage 
: } 
1 : 
1 None 0.0000 0.0000 40.0 i 0.1s 4 Ell 2.2457 
: 
:2,2380 99,66 
2 : E12 2.2314 J2,2226 99,61 
3 •* « E13 2,2284 12.2195 99.60 
4 E14 2,2367 :2,2305 99,63 
5 • • B15 2,2652 S2.2570 99,64 
Mean • • 
} 
: 99,63 
Deviation i 1 0.02 
Calcium : 
1 iiypoclilorite 0.0970 0,0955 A 25.0 - O.lt Z - mi 2,2053 J2,2002 99.77 
2 t ia7 2,1832 ;2.1779 99,76 
3 1 M23 2,2004 :2.1955 99,78 
4 i li29 2,1896 :2.1845 99,77 







Deviation i • • 0.01 
Calcium a • 1 
1 hypochlorite 0.1040 0.0975 B 25.0 t 0,1: 4 E16 2,2399 t2«2355 99,80 
2 s B17 2,2527 t2.2475 99,77 
3 t E18 2,2501 12.2454 99,79 
4 i E19 2,2685 :2.2G34 99.78 













TABLE 38« (Continued) 
Determin­
ation 






: : t 
: t : 
t 
) 
• Rectangle ?/eight 
t j : 




Humber Salt : Jjiitial s Final jStandard-; C. 
3aorn!ality:norj!ialityj ization : 














hypochlorite 0#1026 0.0802 C 
I 
• 

































:40.0 i 0,1 
: 
> 





















































: } : 
t I : 
X i J t 
Salt s Initial t Final ^Standard-; 
: normality ;noraali-ly s ization : 








Hour : Humber t Gram > Gram s Percentage 
i 
t • • k : 
sSodiina K-chloro- t : : 
i_£-toluene sxil- • • X : s t 
100.00 1 ifonamide 0,1904 0.1905 I :4060 T 0.1 4 : FS 2,2818 :2.2818 
2 } t FIO : 2.2B51 i2,2855 100.02 
S « « F17 2.3010 :2.3008 99.99 
4 «• ; 524 : 2.2696 i2.2693 99.99 
5 t : FSl 2,3119 2.3115 99.98 
t t 





s£-toluene sul- JL 
1 tfonamid© 0,3148 0,3152 L 40.0 
T 
•» 0.1 4 F73 2,2977 32.2944 99.as 
2 : F80 2,3081 2,3052 99.87 
S • a F87 2,2403 2.2367 99.84 
4 • « : i E^5 2.2229 2.2214 99.93 








ICABLE 39, EPliUCT OP STEA-M lil 1.5 HOUi?S OH TIffi ACETYL 
OP CELLULOSE-ACETATE R/iYOlI 
t : 
Determin­ Steam t Fabric Ifydroohlorici Acetyl 
ation I  ] acid t  
Gauge t Temper- sReotanglej Vieight ; • 
pressure « ature t i  t 
Number Pound: t °C. : IJumber z  Gram jMillilitor* t Porcentage 
per t • 1  of O.IOION i  
square : i  3  s  
inch J t  S t  s  
1 Room 
: 




43.57 s 38.36 
2 : F176 2.2395 2 43.57 2 38.28 
3 • P177 2.2435 42.97 a 38.33 
4 s PI 78 2.2308 43.77 ; 38.39 
Mean • • 
t  
t  38.34 
Deviation t  0.04 




2.20G8 s 46.14 t 38.34 
2A F210 2.2152 45.43 t  38.34 
SB t  F211 2.2167 45.04 t  38.23*** 







Deviation • • • • 0.02 





2.2171 I 46.26 i 38.14 
2A « P205 2.2138 J 47.G5 : 37.89 
KB « • F206 2.2099 47.37 t  38.05 




1 t  
• • 38.02 
Deviation t t  0.08 
lA 60 i 1 153.0 
• 
• 
• F195 2.1989 
m 
s 50.47 : 37.63 
2A « F196 2.2214 : 48.56 t 37.62 
SB : P192 2.2199 t  47.42 J 37.87** 
4B • « 
a 
F194 2.2009 : 50.23 3 37.64 
^iean 
• 3 S 
t I 37.63 
Deviation t t i 0.01 
I t  s  
•Original voliune of alkalis 25.00 ml. 0.9728 H sodium hydroxide. 
••Letter doaignates parallel deterrainations. 
^••Rejected obsRrvntion. 
2QUc 
TiiBJJl 40. EFFECT OF STliMJ IK 1.5 HOLTIJS OM THE BREAKING STRENGTH 




Broaking strength of xiot vjarp of fabric 
Gauge proEEur© and toiaperature 
Pound « Pound ft • Pound. ; Pound 
per OC.; per s per °C. 
square square s square square 












por inoh j 
9 
Pound J Pound 
por inoh s per inch 





1 a. Cotton celluloEe* unbleached 
• 
1 t 64 
« 4 
60A* : 4f)A 18A 
2 t 70 t 69A J 51A ISA 
3 68 55A** J 44C 18A 
4 ; 65 66A 45C 19A 
6 ; 72 63A 45C 18A 
6 J 70 6SB 43B 18B 
7 : 63 63B 48B 16B 
8 : 57 68B 49B 14B 
9 t 72 67B 47B 16B 
10 : 70 64B 526** : 
• 
Lfean : 67 65 J 47 ; 17 
Deviation; 4 : 2 2 1 
« « 
Peroantage of t i 
wet strength 1 
at room 
temperature 100 97 70 25 
^Letter dosignates parallel determinations, 
**Ro3ected observation. 
2GS 
TABLE 40. (Continued) 
i 
Dotomin-'i Breaking strength of wet mrp of fabrio 
at ion t 
: Gauge prossuro and tsraparaturs 
: 
• • Pound Pound : Pound Pound 
t per per ^G.s per per "C. 
t square square ; square square 







loil 115.2 : 
: 
30il 134.5 6oil 153.0 
Wuniber x Pound Pound I Pound Pound 
t 
<• 
per inch i per inch t 
t t 
per inch per inch 
t 
• • 
4 1 : 
•fa. Cotton cellulose, bleached 
1 60 67A* t 57A 34A 
2 : 70 73A 1 56A 35A 
S : 70 : 69A 1 60A S6A 
4 : 56 67A ; 58A 36 A 
5 : 69 70A J 57A 34A 
6 : 70 72B ; 58B 37B 
7 : 65 63B J 58B 45B** 
8 : 74 I 59B s 60B S4B 
9 : 60 » 60B s 55B S4B 
10 J 70 s 60n : 56B 36B 
Miean : 66 
• • 
66 : 58 35 
















Breaking strength of -wot v/nrp of fabric 
• • 
» • 
Gauge pressuro and toniperature 





















45il 144.6 60il 153.0 
















per iri» •» M 
inoh 
: 
i • • 
: 





































































TABLE 40. (Gonoludod) 
Pound 
Breakinc; strongth of wet mrp of fabric 































d. Cellulose-aoetate rayon 
i  
1 s 19 :10A# 19B 12C 16D : 8A • 5A 
2 : 18 ;10A 18B IOC 12D B£ • • 6A 
3 ; 18 a4A 2 IB IOC 13D 8A s 6A 
4 2 19 :16A 23B IOC 13D 7A • 6A 
5 ! 21 :21A 2 SB 12C 13D 7A • • 6A 
6 : 20 : IOC 16D 8B « « 6B 
7 : 19 • IOC 16D 83 • • 6B 
8 20 • IOC IBD SB : 5B 






WC 25D : _8B • « _6B 
• 
Mean : 19 
• 
:14 21 10 15 8 3 6 







wet strength ] t « 
at TOom t : > 
temperature 100 :74 111 5S 79 : 42 32 
272, 
TABLE 41, EFIiECT OF STEM BJ 1.5 HOIJES ON THE COPPER 












Potass iura : 
)eraEingaiiate; 
°C. 
:lIuiiibors Gram iMillimetor lilliliter* 
:of mercury of 0.0511II 
t i : • « 
« a. Cotton cellulose, unbleached : 
: • • 1 
1 Room t S7 2.5969 : 741,8 2.07 : 0.25 
2 : S9 2,6846 : * 2,18 s 0,25 
S : SIO 2.7829 ; -• i% 2.06 0.23 
4 : Sll 2.7340 : m • 2,21 : 0.25 





Deviation: « • 0.01 
lA** loil 115.2 t S29 2.5082 s 738.0 2.31 0,29 
2A t S30 2.5498 ; t 2.31 0,28 
SB : SSI 2.4522 s 2.71 o.ss*** 





Deviation •• 0.00 
lA soil 134.5 ; S19 2.3701 
4 
735.5 ! 7.43 l.OO'H** 
2B : S21 2.6274 « 9.42 1,15 
SB 1 S22 2,5698 * 9.04 1.13 




Deviation: m • 0,04 




720,8 : 26.18 
t 
* 3,08 
2A : S15 2,4234 3 25.22 t 3,37 
SB 1 S16 2.4128 I 26.57 i 3.57 






Deviation • k • t J 0.18 




•Blan3:{ 0.09 ml. porwanganate. 
*H<Lettor designates parallel dotorminations, 
i<**ll0jeoted observation. 
;? 7 '7. 
TABIE 41. (Continuod) 
• I * * « 
Determin-s Steam a Fabric :Baroraetrio Potassium : Coppor 
ation ! : : pressure pemianf,anate; number 
« « Gauge tTenper-iReot- tlVeight • • i 
spressurejature tanfilo * • • 
Ifumber Pound • • ;Humbert Gram iMillimeter lilliliter* 
per : • t I of marourj^ of 0.051111 
square • 
inoh • » • « i t 
X 
{ b. Cotton oelluloso. bleaoiaod 
1 : Room ; S7 2.S325 
3 
: 741.8 0.92 0.12 
3 8 J S9 2.5453 0.97 0.11 
3 t SIO 2.3726 : 0.90 0.11 









Deviationt 1 2 0.00 
t 
: 10+1 115,2 ; S29 2.3975 
m 
J 738,0 1.20 0.15 
2A 1 : S30 2.3938 s 1.29 0.16 
3D ! i S31 2.4049 : 1.02 3 0.13 







DeviationI : £ 1 0.01 
lA 1 soil 1S4,5 
3 
s S19 2,3890 J 735.5 2.03 : 0,26 
2A X S20 2.3913 3 2.13 : 0,28 
: S21 2.3391 t 1.91 ; 0.25 








t • 0.26 
Deviation t : i 0.01 
lA 60+1 isa.o 
t 
: S16 2.3148 
t 




2A 3 s S17 2.3011 8.38 1.17 
SB : 312 2.3363 t 6.93 I 0,95 
4S ; S60 2.2677 • a 7.01 • * 0,99 
Mean t 
s 
t • 1,05 
Deviation « • 1 « « t 0.08 
t : : 
TABLE 41» (Continued) 
t  t • • « « 
Dotonnin- Steam t  Fabric : Barometric • Potassium • Copper 
ation t  : pressure tpormanKanate number 
Gauge ;Temper-»Root- tWeight 1 4 « • • 
prosauro mture tangle i  J  : t 
Wiiraber PouI^d } :number : U-ram iviillijaeter sMlliliter^ : 
J ^C. • • of inoroury : 3f 0.0511W 
square • • • t  3 
inch t t  J 
i  
o. Regenorated-oollulc so rayon 
• 
• 
1 Room I  S4 
< 
2.2149! 742.8 6.83 0.99 
2 • • S5 2.1885! : 7.73 t 1.13 
3 : S6 2,2173: 2 7.58 2 1.10 








<• « 1.06 
De-vlation t t t : 0.06 






J 11.12 : 1.70 
2A * * S20 2.1174 11.19 1 1.70 
S3 } S21 2.1097 1 t 9.74 : 1.49 
m t S22 2.1152» 10.44 
' 
1.59 





Deviation « « t  « 0.08 





2.1170: 738.0 18.32 
t t  
2.84 











Deviation t 2 0.08 
I k  60+1 153.0 £59 2.1955 720.8 32.30 
4 
: 4.77*'i"S' 
2A 2 S60 2.1334 27.57 £ 4.09 
3B • « S51 2.1758 27.37 » 4.07 
4B ] S5Z 2.1735 25.17 * 3.74 
Mean 
• 
t t  
« 
« 3.97 
Deviation : t  t 0.15 
t  • 
•miE 41, (Concluded) 
« • • t • • 
De-be rinin-1 Steam • Fabric lEaromotric Potassium t Copper 
atlon • : pressure po rjnaiigo.aiat 0 : nmibor 
Gauge tTompor-iRoot- iWeiglit : i 




Jangle s __s 4 
lIuinlDer Pound ;Kumber: Clran jI .illiraotoi aililitor* « 
por 1 : sof raercur;!/ of 0.051111 • 
] square : : « « a 
inch i • t s « 
di> 





1 Room : F180 2.2330s 742.8 20.34 s 2.95 
2 t F181 2.2308s 20. B4 : 3.02 
3 : P182 2.2342: 20.42 • 2.96 











DeviationJ t • • 
A 
0.03 
lA J loil 115.2 F215 
s 
2.220Ss 735.5 21.23 
« 
: 3.09 
2A t P215 2.2240: 23.99 t S.49*** 
313 « • F216 2.223G5 22.03 : 3.21 







• • 3.12 
Deviation • • « « m 0.06 
lA : soil 134.5 P199 
* 
2.21381 739.8 26,03 
I 
i 3.80 
2A t F201 2.2130s 25.88 t 3.71*** 
SB : F202 2.2206! 26.75 i 3.90 









Deviation: t • • 0.03 
lA*"^ 
* 
J 60il 153.0 F197 
3 
2.2159t 732.0 25,88 
t 
s 3,78 
2A c m P198 2.2124; 24.68 • 3,61**'* 
SB « F186 2,2186.- 25.83 t 3,77 







Deviations « t 0,01 
8 s s 
:aure 
27Q>, 
TABLE 42. EFFECT OF SXEIM.I IN 1.6 iiOUKS ON TIffi 


















Kumbsr Pound par* °C, I Ifuidber s Crrara : Gram : Percentage 
square : 3 • • 4 • i 















: 5.2290 : 
: 5.2689 i 
: 5.0738 ; 




























! 2.5525 s 
: 2.4416 t 
: 2.4749 t 

























: 2.7398 t 
: 2.5122 : 
: 2.4429 : 





























: 2.4979 t 
: 2.6405 ! 
: 2.6565 : 


















•^Letter designates parallel determinations. 
;;77, 





: Gauge i Toinpor-
:pr0ssuro : ature 
Rectangle Weight 
: i 
' ' 0 
Kunibor :Pound port C. 
t square : 
: inch t 
IJuinber 
Original T?9Bidual 



















































































































: Steam Jkbrio 
ation • • 
• 
• Gauge • • Temper­ Rectangle : 1^'eight 
:pr0seure : ature : 
: J ! Original Itesidual 
IJuraibcr sPcamd per: °C. Itoriber : Crra3Ti Gram ; Porcenta^e 
• square • « 1 




c. Eeganaratod-oelluloso ray on 
1 
« 
• w Room : T2 
• 
; 4.5432 4.5311 99.73 
2 4 J T4 : 4.5935 4.5812 99.73 
3 : s T8 J 4.5043 4.4864 99.60* 






Deviation: • « i 0.01 




: 2.1053 2.0983 99.67 
ZA • • S25 I 2.1196 2.1140 99.74 
SB « s S26 : 2.10ra 2.0979 99.53^' 









Deviations s • « 0.03 
lA 
• 
: 48il 144.6 
• 
! S30 ! 2.1374 2.1345 99.86 






Deviation: t * * 0.04 




; 2.2140 2.1968 09.2B 
2A : t S57 : 2.2043 2.1892 99.31 
SB ! S54 : 2.1421 2.1198 98.96* 


















































t 2.2423 2.2334 99.60 
2 P116 ; 2,2330 2.2243 99.61 
3 F1S3 J 2.2067 2.1995 99.67* 




Deviation « « 0.01 
0
 
1 115.2 P207 
« 
s 2,2184 2.2126 99.74 
2A F214 : 2.2284 2.2229 99.75 
SB F221 s 2,2254 2.2196 99.74 
4B F228 : 2.2112 2.2076 99.84* 
Mean 
i 
• • 99.74 
Deviation t 0.00 
lA soil 134.5 F179 ! 2.2282 2.2170 99.50 
2A Pisa ) 2.2043 2.1958 99.61 
SB P186 i 2.2221 2.2124 99.56 
4B F19S t 2.1892 2.1772 99.45 
Mean X 99.53 
Deviation 3 0.06 
lA soil .153.0 F158 
t 
1 2.2340 2.2146 99.13^-
2A Pie5 s 2.2183 2.1976 99.07 
J5B F172 » 2.2366 2.2162 99.09 
4D 
-
t F137 J 2.2385 2.2176 99.07 
Meem « •» 99.08 
Deviation • • • * 0.01 
3 X 
